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Acts has been the subject of exhaustive enquiry from historical, source,
redactional, literary, and other angles. The aim of this thesis is to read
Acts as would someone with an education typical of that time. The clearer it
is that such rhetorical grounding was sufficient basis for an intelligible
interpretation, the more likely that Acts was extroverted enough to be
addressed to a general readership. Since it was the practice to interpret
history in terms of individuals not general movements, as is exemplified in
theoretical statements of Cicero and Seneca and in the practice of Thucydidas,
Sallust, Livy and Tacitus, the school exercise of character
description Sig Tr^o<r<oirou) forms the basis of analysis and interpretation,
as illustrated from 14.8-19.
3y use of the theory of Theon and suitable practical examples in Homer,
Sailust, Dosephus, etc., the typical form of the character sketch is outlined,
as are common topics (tottol) in it as used in Acts, thus identifying the
examples in Acts. With reference to such as Seneca, Tacitus, Vergil and
Polybius, it is shown how this exercise was used in historiography to
introduce minor, and offer obituaries of major, characters, and so it
emerges that in Acts these sketches introduce the Church, and that Paul,
receiving valedictory description, is the dominant figure. Reference to
historiographers also identifies the use of descriptions as digressions
(TTof^ctcjSdufs.ti; ) which yet advance the inquiry, 18.24-28 proving to be such
a typifying digression. Adding Theon's exercise of comparison (tfuyfcguSii; ),
and again with reference to Plutarch, Xenophon, Catullus, etc., 4.32-5.11
and 8.4-40 (Lucian affording a significant comparison) are shewn to be like
digressions. 21.37-9 and 22.25-8 are also comparisons, but 9.32-10.48 is a
climactic grouping of characters. Menander's On Ecideictic provides the
theoretical basis for the interpretation of character sketches in travel
rhetoric, and Lucan a practical instance. Situations of arrival and
departure occur at 15.6—16 and 20.36—21.16. For 21.39—26.39, the theory
of Cicero's De Inuantione and the Rhetorica ad Herannium on dicanic oratory
form the basis for discussion of the defence speech {kxtoXa^Ccc) and its
effect on characterisations within it. The themes which emerge are
reviewed under the following heads: opposition and advanca; resurrection;
piety; a dialectical relationship with the Dews; connection with the
higher echelons of society; lack of secretiveness; invitation to something
with a certain mystique; innocence and justice.
Brief remarks on what Acts may have to say to the contemporary West
conclude the exploration of what it said in its own time.
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" 'Every act of every man - and I include thoughts,
of course - had either a positive or a negative effect
on the content of history. That is how the line of
history is bent up or down - by every act of svery
man. We all in fact are making history with every
breath we draw. Whether we know it, or like it,
or consent to it, or not.'
'Gad, Ewen, you frighten me. That's a terrible






ANGLE AND METHOD : INDIVIDUALISM AND RHETORIC
Whether 'The Acts of the Apostles' is an esoteric or an
exoteric work is a matter of some significance. Of all
the books in the New Testament it is the one that was most
plausibly intended for a readership at least partly outside
the Church, and is therefore the one most likely to save
the New Testament from the introversion of being entirely
by the Church for the Church. Undoubtedly it could be
demonstrated that there is in other parts of the New
Testament extroversion of understanding and statement,
that a concern is expressed not just for the Church but
for the world. Nevertheless, it remains true that if at
laast the possibility of an extroversion of practice as
well as of theory cannot be held open for Acts, it is
improbable that it can be held open for any other work
in the New Testament.
It is the purpose of this thesis to explore something
of what the Greek-speaking non-churchman of around the turn
of the first century of the Christian era might have made of
the Book of Acts, should a copy have come into his hands.
The analysis presented will confirm that he could have made
something of it. Certain things, however, necessarily
remain beyond the possibility of demonstration. Without
the discovery of a writer who makes a more or less plain
statement that he read the work, there can be no certainty
that anyone outside the Church ever did read it - whether
or not that was Luke's intention. Without similar new
7.
discovery, it is extremely hard to judge whether or not
such a reader would have found the book persuasive, as
opposed to being able to recognise a presentation that
was intended to affect him.
Luke's own intention in the matter is perhaps almost
equally difficult of demonstration. It is hard enough to
be sure of the true motivation or purpose of a contemporary,
far less of an individual and essentially anonymous figure
two thousand years distant in history. It is hard enough
to interpret a work through the eyes, so to say, of the man
in the library of two thousand years ago, without claiming
to enter into the frame of mind of one particular individual
of that time on the strength of one fairly brief literary
production. Hence, although for the sake of simplicity of
expression it will be assumed from the beginning that Luke
wrote and intended his writing to be understood as the
educated Greek—speaking reader would have understood him,
the establishment of the case for this depends in fair
/
measure on how extensively and in what degree of detail
the following analyses fit the text. The more tightly and
the more generally the analysis proves appropriate, the more
likely it is that Luke wrote that way and intended himself
to be so understood.
The primary purpose of this thesis is, then, more modest
than to say what Luke thought. It is to explore how we may
reasonably suppose that he would have been understood by his
educated contemporaries, primarily those outside the Church,
and probably also, to some extant at least, by people within
8.
the Church. If it can be shown that someone outside the
Church could have made good sense of Acts with the assistance
only of a standard education, then, of course, that signifi¬
cantly affects judgment on the probabilities of Luke's
intentions. But it is only in so far as his thoughts are
so illuminated that they will come in for any consideration.
Consequently, for example, although Luke may have written in
the light of a quite broadly developed theological understanding,
it is only in so far as it is exposed by the type of analysis
the ancient layman would have applied that his theology will
be discussed.
The possible extroverted or apologetic purpose of Acts
has been debated for some time. Haenchen gives a concise
history of the study of Acts in the introduction to his
commentary,^ and more recently Maddox has included a survey
2
of views in his 'The Purpose of Luke—Acts'. The understanding
of it as apologetic in purpose is probably most dramatically
and concisely put by the suggestion that it was, either together
with or independently of the third gospel, a defence brief for
Paul's assumed trial at Rome before Nero. This kind of
approach arises from seeking an interpretation which accounts
for the recurring topics of Christianity's innocence in terms
of Roman law, and of some antipathy towards the Jews. Cadbury,
for example, sees these themes as being sufficiently important
to devote the greater part of his chapter 'The Object of Luke-
3
Acts' to elucidating them. F. F. Bruce, in his commentary
on the English text, devotes the whole of that portion of his
introduction entitled 'Origin and Purpose of Acts' to the
9.
subject, understanding the book as written for the Roman
middle classes at a time when Christianity had been brought
4
to their notice. 3. C. O'Neill states: "It is the pervasive
purpose of Luke-Acts to convert the educated reader who might
pick up this book".*' This is to say that Luke has an interest,
even a primary interest, in the educated, who are inevitably
the middle classes, people - as O'Neill says in connection
with the Areopagus address - like Dionysius the Areopagite,
and Damaris, and no doubt also sellers of that most valuable
of commodities, purple cloth. Speaking of Luke's Gospel,
Bultmann provides an interesting parallel opinion when he
says, "What is peculiar to him is the apologetic tendency
which appears in the Passion narrative", and a potential
contrast when he speaks of him sharing with the tradition
a sentimental interest in the poor, the despised, and women.^
The opposition to the view that Acts, or Luke-Acts,
has an apologetic purpose is frequently argued from the
point of view of the content of the work. No outsider
or Roman official, it is claimed, would have been interested
in the theological concerns and disputes reflected. Barrett,
for example, objects, "No Roman official would ever have
filtered out so much of what to him would be theological
and ecclesiastical rubbish in order to reach so tiny a
7
grain of relevant apology".
Yet such judgment of interest in subject matter, especially
if a wider non-Christian audience than the purely official is
in view, is largely subjective and somewhat uncertain. There
is no accounting for taste. An audience that retained an
interest in the foreign researches of Herodotus could well
be imagined at least to survive, for example, the sermons
of Peter and Stephen, since what these do is give a brief
synopsis of the history which led up to the events about
which the audience is now learning. And a taste for the
recherche is not uncommon, nor was it in the Hellenistic
audience to judge from the literature.
It is for such reason that assessment of the probable
reaction of the ancient reader to the book will be attempted
not only on the basis of a system of analysis which has
previously been applied to the book only in an extremely
limited way, but also on a relatively objective one.
Interpretation will be essentially on the basis of form,
of literary analysis, rather than on the basis of subject
matter, grammar or syntax. For at no time have people
unanimously refused to read books because of some alleged
syntactical or grammatical infelicities, and what appears
to the reader to be the dominant subject matter of the book
may be considerably affected by the interpretative tools
he instinctively brings to it out of his own background and
interests. Hence the kind of analysis used in this thesis
may well reveal that more of Acts has potential apologetic
value than might previously have been generally supposed.
To minimise the influence of modern presuppositions,
analysis will proceed on the basis of trying to understand
Acts in terms rather of the presuppositions which the
ancient reader's education would have instilled into him.
Ancient education, both Greek and Reman, was initially
and principally directed towards skill in rhetoric. The
teacher's approach was based on the assumption that there
was a correct way of saying things. All writing was to
some degree categorised, with a way of writing appropriate
to each category. If a new piece of writing did not fall
into a recognised category or its accepted canons, the
overwhelming tendency would have been to dismiss it as
bad writing rather than to acknowledge a weakness in the
traditional system of construction and analysis.
At an early stage in his education, a Greek-speaking
boy would have been taught how to write about certain
things by being given examples from the great authors of
the past and being required to imitate them. This had a
twofold effect. First of all it produced a conservatism
in literary practice. Works were indeed written according
to the canons of the rhetoricians. Secondly, it produced
a conservatism in literary taste. Whether or not a work
had been written in accordance with these canons, it was
read, understood and appreciated in terms of them. This
is most obvious in the way in which the rhetoricians
approached Homer, making the end product of oral tradition
into a quarry for exempla of developed rhetorical practice.
The ancient reader, then, might from time to time
have noticed, or imagined that he noticed, how practices
that he had been taught at school were reflected in what
he was reading. This could be in the most simple of ways.
For example, in teaching the art of irgo&unonoilct jheon
makes this remark in connection with the practice of
Herodotus:
Kdi tiloL £T£^ot jASd Xo-^OI Ted AcUC-COVO^ TTaLOgoi
Kali Atyr£<Jj sts^oL 3k tod 'AttiKOV olvsgo^ 6TtdfAd\c[.
Ketl SdglkCtJS 4>eLjl£^ giTrcTv TTtfAAiKi^ "TfeV 'H^oSoTaV
iGacCire^ gAi.y|Vi«TL art tou^ itctCvcov Xo^ovq
fx£[A.LfA.r\TM. (10.236/11.116.5-9)3
This practice of reflecting the language of the speaker
in the form adopted in the Greek is observable in Acts.
In his commentary Haenchen notes at Acts 15.14 that
"Luke employs the form 2.ijfA£<JV to show that Dames, the
Lord's brother, is speaking Aramaic". His note on Acts
26.14 reads, "rij 'E^oilSt £u*A£ict<o: that Desus speaks
Aramaic to Paul is indicated in 9.4 and 22.7 by the
address ZoLoaX, but here expressly noted". Nor is Aramaic
the only foreign language noted. At Acts 14.11 Luke says
that the people spoke Lycaonian. Although on this occasion
no attempt is made to imitate the sound of the language,
tr^oSto-sToTToi'iot may be pursued in the myth which is reflected
in their reactions, for it would appear to be of Phrygian
. . 9
origin.
That the injunctions of the school teacher should be
so directly reflected in what purports to be a major piece
of literature may seem strange to the modern man. He tends
to see his education more as a matter of becoming mature
enough to leave behind what he was taught as a juvenile.
The ancient practice was rather to start with the
simpler types of rhetorical genre and move on to the
more complex, of which the simpler types might prove to be
a part already learned. F. D. Cairns describes the position
of the progymnasmata (school exercises) in rhetoric as follows
"Many anciant treatises on progymnasmata have
survived. The reason why progymnasmata are
classed as a distinct category of genres is
historical, not logical. Some of the progymnas¬
mata could, if one wished, be classified with a
little thought under one or other of the major
branches of rhetoric. The historical reason for
not doing do but for regarding progymnasmata as
a separate category of genres is that these
school-exercises, which were used as preparatory
work for schoolboys aspiring to be instructed
in and to practise major branches of rhetoric,
were assembled together for this purpose, and
entered the consciousness of all later antiquity
as a group. A subsidiary reason is that, because
they were childhood exercises, they can be
considered as the minimum formal rhetorical
equipment of any literate person from the
Hellenistic period on. Poetic examples of pro¬
gymnasmata are not uncommon. Perhaps the best
known is Propertius 2.12 (a kataskeue), where
not only the rhetorical framework but also the
particular subject-matter is known to correspond
with that of a real-life Roman school-exercise
(see Quintilian Institutio Qratoria 2.4.26).
Another well-known poetic progymnasma is
Quvenal 6, an inflated example of the thesis
•Ought a man to marry,."10
Cairns is not quite accurate in stating that
Propertius 2.12 is a tCctTouSvcst/jj - argumentation in support
of the proposition. As Camps notes in his commentary,^
the poem falls into two halves. Lines one to twelve are
indeed a tCd.rct6vC2i;rj, declaring how it is normally very
appropriate for Cupid to be depicted as a winged boy.
Lines thirteen to twenty-four are, however, founded on
an ocVouSksi/^, a rejection of the picture on the grounds
that, as far as Propertius is concerned, Eros is by no means
flighty enough. Cairns is correct, on the other hand, to
introduce the term Kro£.-rt*.6vC£.v»| even although Quintilian chooses
to introduce this subject for debate under the heading of
thesis, and not directly in connection with the and
KotTot6vci.i;^ of a narratio. which for him includes fabula.
and with which he has already dealt:
"Narrationibus non inutiliter subiungitur ojjus
d8struendi confirmandique eas, quod otVoustCswj et
tCca*oufK£vrj uocatur. Id porro non tantum in
fabulosis at carmine traditis fieri potest, uerum
etiam in ipsis annalium monumentis: ut, si quaeratur
'an sit credibile super caput Valeri pugnantis
sedisse coruum, qui os oculosque hostis Galli
rostro atque alis euerberaret,' sit in utramque
partem ingens ad dicendum materia: aut ds serpente,
quo Scipio traditur genitus, et lupa Romuli et
Egeria Numae; nam Graecis historiis plerumque
poeticae similis licsntia est."
(Institutio Oratoria 2.4.18-19)
It may seem rather chauvinistic on Quintilian's part to say
that Greek historiography was particularly prone to indulging
poetic licence when we consider the rather fabulous examples
which he has just cited from the Roman annals. What is more
significant here, however, is that it is just this fabulous
or mythical element in historical writing, as part of the
general mythological inheritance, which is singled out to
exemplify the best subject matter for the exercise of <xvct6tC£vrj
and Kotrrd6nCtuiq.
In view of this educational background, ths reader might
well have seen Acts 14.8-19 as reflecting this exercise.
Translating the debate out of the dramatic form in which it
is to be found in Acts and into a more conventional discussion,
the subject would be said to be, "That these men are gods".
Verses 8-13 then give points of the vCd.Tot<SV<s:v*|. Firstly, a
miracle has occurred, and through their agency. Secondly,
the one must be Hermes because he does the speaking and the
other must be Zeus - the third argument - because the priest
of Zeus desires to offsr sacrifice. Th9 convenient timing
of ths priest's appearance should perhaps be viewed as an
omen, rather than as a deliberate decision on his part to
offer sacrifice to these two men. It is the crowd (v.18)
not the priest (v.13) whom Luke credits with the desire
to sacrifice to Barnabas and Paul in particular. It may
also be noted in passing that the argument has a rhetorically
chiastic shape rather than a direct dramatic shape of the
type, "This one is Hermes because he does all the talking.
And here comes the priest of Zeus, so the other must be
Zeusl"
Verses 14-19 now give the points of the
The thesis propounded in verse 11, "ot Qial o[A.oiuj9tVT£$
otvflfWTroKj KoLT£^rj&ccv " is rejected in a phrase
reminiscent of it in sound, a^oioixcc0£?<; ktiftav
vjaiv clvgguiroi". "Ofoi" and "ctvSgwtroi" are in squally
emphatic but contrasting positions. The actual points
of the counter argument are, firstly, that if they were
these gods they would not be preaching another God.
Secondly, sacrifice was not in fact offered to them.
Thirdly, and this may pick up the word ,
immortal gods are not stoned till they are at death's door.
Such an understanding of Acts 14.8-19 reveals in it a
simple but finely balanced structure. Taking the appearance
of the priest as part of the speech of the crowd as indirectly
reported, there is (a) an action of Paul taken as part proof
of (b) the thesis and KctTot6tc£u»j or suasoria of the crowd.
This is followed by (c) tha ocvcttficturj or controuersia of
Barnabas and Paul, which is confirmed by (d) the action of
the crowd in stoning Paul. An elegant chiasmus.
The KcLTaj6«xi!ri may have been seen as influencing
another passage in Acts. The thesis "jU£yoLXrj vj
"AgTzput; '£4>£<5uov" (19.28,34) is otvotvrt^frjraV , proved by
supernatural portent, a mythical truth which everyone knows.
Perhaps, then, the reader is entitled to be a little amused
at the expense of those who are reported to have spent two
hours loudly repeating the point. Those, however, who seek
more than entertainment to persuade them would be well
advised to forego the amusement, and linger a little longer
in Lystra in order to observe how the description of the
lame man, because it is used as part of the ,
takes on the insistently repetitive form which Haenchen
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notes. What matters to the argument is emphasised and
re-emphasised, and nothing irrelevant, not even his name,
is mentioned.
It is only by accumulation of such detailed rhetorical
analysis of passages in Acts as has now been completed for
the Lystra episode that confidence can be built up that the
ancient reader, nurtured as he was on a rhetorical education,
could have found Acts understandable. If such analysis can
be executed sufficiently often, it will become more probable
that this kind of structuring and patterning is, as in the
case of Propertius, art based on education rather than mere
coincidence. For this accumulation is also the sola means
by which it is possible to enter upon the hazardous judgment
that not only has a distant intellectual climate been
entered, but also that something of the movements of a
particular mind within that climate has bean discerned.
If it is accepted that that case has been made, then the
above analysis of Acts 14.8-19 will be taken to have shown
how a section which Haenchen regards as a likely area for
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the presence of literary embellishment would have been
elaborated in terms of method, rather than in terms of
speculation about sources of material.
Sufficient explanation of the method of interpretation
to be employed in this thesis has now been given by the
simple expedient of practical example. It is opportune
to set out the procedure more systematically. Two
superficially contrasting principles will be followed.
The first element in the procedure is to refer to the
theoretical understanding of the rhetorical genre under
consideration by turning to one of the surviving rhetorical
handbooks. Many such handbooks survive. The central
reason for strictly limiting the number referred to is that
the average ancient reader would not have been acquainted
with every possible facet of interpretation of rhetorical
theory by the various schools, but would have drunk
principally at one fountain. It is, therefore, good
to approach Acts from a broadly similar background. For
if analysis can be made largely on the basis of one teacher*
theory, then it is more likely that an ancient reader would
have responded similarly, than if every passible book of
theory has to be ransacked in order to make the analysis.
Theory divided the rhetorical genres into four groups,
the TCf>oyvfAVai.6and the epideictic, dicanic and
symboulsutic genres. For theoretical description of the
first of these groups, use will be made of the "[[^o^\3fx^u.6fA.dLXcL
of Aelius Theon, as already in the case of otVouSi<£Uv^ and
KcL-TbL6vCzu-q. His work has been chosen because it is the
earliest of such collections extant. As a writer of the
second century, and given the enormous traditionalism of
rhetorical theory, he may readily be taken to represent
the teaching of Luke's contemporaries, assuming that Acts
was written say in the last two decades of the first
century. Quintilian, who has already been quoted, would
have been an earlier source, but his is not a straight¬
forward exposition of the Greek system and hence he would not
be as valuable a central source of theory.
For theory relating to the epideictic genres use will
be made of the third century treatise 'TTk^t lirj^sucnkcwv',
the first of the two so named to come down under the name
of Plenander of Laodicea. There is no other surviving
work which covers the area, and so the modern student must
content himself in the knowledge that the basic principles
did not change throughout antiquity, and that the third
century Greek mind was very much more closely attuned to
the first century Greek mind than is the mind of lata
twentieth century western European man.
In the case of the dicanic or forensic genres, works
easily predating Luke are readily available. Use will
principally be made of the Rhetorica ad HerBnnium. and some
corroborating reference will be made to Cicero's Oe Inuentione.
These works are closely related, and both belong to the earlier
part of the first century before Christ. The Rhetorics
ad Herennium represents the fully developed Greek rhetorical
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theory. The De Inuentione is an early work which is
largely traditional in content, and which contains little of
the more personal opinions of some of Cicero's later writings
on rhetoric. Although these predate Luke by about a century
and a half, there is no fear of their views having become
outmoded, for the general practice was to expand upon rather
than to reject what had gone before.
In the case of symbouleutic or deliberative oratory
allusion will be made to Aristotle's Rhetoric. Some
reference will also be made to it at other times, since
the work of Aristotle was one of the main foundations of
all subsequent theory.
The second element in the analytical procedure to be
used in this thesis is that of exemplification from and
comparison with passages from other works of literature.
The principle followed in this stands in some contrast
with that followed in the case of the works of theory.
The influence of rhetorical theory, and the opportunity
for rhetorical analysis, will be illustrated from a
deliberately wide range of literature. The wider the
range of literature which it can be shown the Hellenistic
man both wrote and read in the light of this cast of mind,
tha more certain it is that, if he picked up Acts, he
would automatically have interpreted it out of such
presuppositions, to whichever precise genre of literature
he took it to belong (a point which, incidentally, makes
it unnecessary to discuss here the literary genre of Acts).
Nevertheless, even with this broad interest, particular
attention will be paid to historiographers and to works
from approximately the mid-first to the mid-second
century A.D.
The case of Homer deserves special comment. The
Iliad and the Odyssey were the standard school textbooks.
They were also regarded in some sense as the repository
of all wisdom, so that it was not only rhetoric that Homer
was considered to teach. Hence, if any practice can
be paralleled from Homer, that is a matter of no little
significance - to use a favourite figure of Luke's.
Since it would be well beyond the scope of this
thesis to attempt a complete rhetorical analysis of Acts,
the next aspect of the procedure to be followed that
requires discussion is the selection of a single elementary
rhetorical form as the central tool of interpretation.
The form chosen is the exercise in zvafrgous, and more
particularly in ZK<p^ct6i<^ TrgcGtJTTetJ, the description of a
person. It has not been singled out arbitrarily. Because
it was one which a boy practised quite early in his school
career, it was a tool which every reader with any education
would have used. Thers is, however, an even more important
reason for regarding it as of central significance.
>/
Theon remarks that ZKepgoL6t<? is especially common in
15
the historians. It is an injunction of Lucian that in
writing history one should- concentrate on the principal
figures in an action.Together these points reflect the
fact that what is central to ancient historical writing
in general is, as P. G. Walsh points out, "the individual -
his thoughts, his emotions, his words, his acts, his
character; these are the stuff of history, the motivators
17
of events". Cadbury puts it:
"If one thinks of Hebrew history on the one hand,
or Greek history on the other one recalls the
strong bias toward dealing with individuals.
Group movements and cultural, economic and
social developments are more difficult of
description and more modern. As in Luke-Acts,
the narratives of ancient history were often
carried forward by the careers of successive
individuals".
The point is well illustrated from Tacitus, whose historical
writing is basically an account of the careers of successive
emperors. Syme says that, like Hellenistic historians,
19
Sallust puts personality at the centre of events. Livy's
concentration on the individual may be highlighted by the
way in which he makes Hannibal more or less equal Carthage
for the duration of his account of the Second Punic War,
and Walsh points out that the later pentads of the
Ab Urbe Condita are built, not around campaigns, but
20
around the dominant Roman of the day. 7he monumental
significance which Thucydides attributes to one person,
Pericles, is mede clear in the way in which he disrupts
his basically annalistic framework in order to write his
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obituary.
The theory behind this mode of interpretation of
the past, that a man's destiny and so ultimately all
human destiny is determined by individual character, is
expressed in colloquial fashion by the dramatist Flenander:
" (Onesimus) auvc oipcL 4j£oy-tl^<3l>6iV rjvu3v at. Qs.oij
kiCdj&ToJ ToV -TgoTToV <Su vJVpwCKSctV
^oou^o(^^ov ■ outo^ £vSo[y] STtji-rcTatyjusvo*?
£Tt£TQi\fj£yJ JoLS ctUT&p ^SaLvCuS^ ypY^6u>jiA£6cL,
£tzpoy S' isuxsev. ost^c k<sg viu.lv
D ■" \ r> > ^ \ ''/n ^
c t oclvi^ icou. tfcu kcalau)^ tCctL tbu wco6vo&j^
Tr^nLTT£iV SKoUfTeO* TaUToV IXoUSKoO TTotOV
JUYlicV oLtcTTdV UlO-S' CCfXdBt^, LVoL TTZte6~pTV|^ VCclALS^.(Smicrines) sT» cuiulk;) izgc>6vAt, vuv -r^oTfe?^" Trotr*ou*«£t<J n 5 /
(Onesimus) <SuVT£>tp£L <f£.
(Smicrines) T»^ TJo^p^SicL^.
(Epitrepontes 1092(734) - 1101(743) )
Luke's near cnntempcrary, Seneca, alsc sees a man's character
as a contrclling spirit:
"sacer intra ncs spiritus sedet, malorum bonorumque
nostrnrum obseruatcr et custcs. hie prout a ncbis
tractatus est, ita ncs ipse tractat".
(Epistulae Florales xli.2)
Or again, receurse may be had to the opinipn which Cicero offers
in the De Oratore (11.63) that events are caused by chance,
wisdom, or rashness, that human qualities and divine
intervention are all that is needed to explain the past, and
hence leaders alone are important in history, and an account
of their careers and characters should be given.
Enough has been said in preliminary justification of
the choice of the character sketch as the central tool of
interpretation. The ultimate justification will come as
the effectiveness of the choice unfolds. Rhetorical
analysis of character sketches is, however, not sufficient
in itself. Hence the fourth element in the method to be
followed.
The fourth and final aspect of the procedure is the
setting of the character sketches in the context of the
larger rhetorical structures within which they may occur.
These larger structures illuminate and determine the
function, purpose, and meaning of lesser structures
or forms within them. Thus, for example, the lack of
interest in anything other than the man lame in Lystra's
lameness was illuminated by the exposure of his case as
a mere datum in an argument, a KWrrcuStcst/^ with which
Luke himself does not even agree. The treatment of
him accords with the fact that he is scarcely an actor
in Luke's drama.
From this discussion of the procedure to be followed
it will have become clear that, although the interpretati
is in terms of rhetorical theory and practice, the thesis
is not essentially about the much discussed speeches in
Acts. Some of them, especially from the latter part of
the book, will have to be considered as the setting of
TTga6o£>xroc. Paul's speech in Athens, on the
other hand, which might have seemed an obvious candidate
for inclusion in a discussion of the significance of Acts
to the educated, Greek-speaking non-churchman, will not
be analysed in detail because it does not relate to any
specific character description.
Since chapter four is about digressions in Acts,
it might have been supposed that herein lay another
reason for including a discussion of the scene in Athens.
The view has been taken that the visit to Athens was a
digression from Paul's own travel plans, and also that
the speech is a digression from the way in which the
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historical Paul preached. Both these points may be
perfectly correct, but the ancient reader mould not have
known and, in all probability, mould not have bsen greatly
concerned. Because the thesis is concerned mith mhat such
a reader mould have made of the text before him, and not
mith judgments dependent on specific historical information
from outwith the work, the emphasis is on literary and not
historical judgments. Even if the story of the visit to
Athens is a digression in some historical sense, it is not
a literary digression, and it is literary digressions that
mill be discussed in detail later. The Athens scene mill
only be alluded to in a general may once a pattern of
23
understanding has already been established.
Another topic that might have been expected to arise
in a discussion of figures appearing in Acts falls out
for similar reason. This is the case of the circumcision
of Timothy (16.1-3), and a comparison of it mith the case
of Titus in Paul's letter to the Galatians (2.1-5). If,
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as Haenchen says, Luke knew nothing of the uncircumcised
Titus, hom much less likely that the general reader mould
have known. Thus the famous textual crux in Galatians is
of no concern here, for the information about Timothy can
be accepted as presented, even as the ancient reader mould
have accepted it.
None of this is intended to imply that the literary
analyses which mill be made in the thesis have no bearing
upon historical problems. On the whole it makes judgment
about the relative historical value of various episodes
more difficult, for if the analysis does reveal the may in
which Luke thought and worked, it tends to reinforce the
view that he had near total mastery over his material.
The result of this is that, where there is no other source
for the subject matter of which he is treating, it is well
nigh impossible to get behind what he says. Further, the
teaching of the rhetoricians was in important part the
stylisation of situations in life and of perfectly
natural behaviour. Once, however, the grip of rhetorical
education was established, it would reflect back on life
and on the situations from which it was derived, reinforcing
the patterning of them. People with even a modest education
would tend to do things as they were trained to believe that
they should be done. Hence, if a sequence of events follows
a recognisable rhetorical pattern, a variety of explanations
is possible. Firstly, because the actors in the history
acted within the same conventions as the rhetoricians, the
pattern may arise because things happened that way, and Luke
wrote them up on the basis of the evidence. Secondly, it
may be that, because of the presuppositions of his education,
Luke selected from the evidence available to him in such a way
as to bring out the 'correct* pattern. Thirdly, it could
be that in a given instance Luke had next to no evidence,
but simply used his rhetorical education in order to deduce
that it must have happened that way (for there is no doubt
that historiographers in general did write on that basis from
time to time). Fourthly, it is quite possible that Luke,
although elaborating on extremely scanty evidence, still
presents a broadly accurate picture because he operated
within the same social conventions as the people about whom
he was writing. In other words, he was in some ways far
better placed to make constructions upon such evidence as
there was than the modern interpreter would be. This
enumeration of possibilities shows quite clearly how the
recognition of rhetorical influences complicates historical
judgment. Yet, for all the relevance of classical rhetorical
analysis to modern historical judgment, such judgment is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
One other aspect of the scope of the discussion merits
comment. Apart from a number of asides which refer to Luke's
Gospel, analysis is restricted to passages from the Acts of the
Apostles. The generally held opinion that Luke and Acts are
two books of a single work by the same author might seem to
indicate that correct interpretation is not possible unless
both works are handled simultaneously. This seems more
obvious if an assessment is being attempted essentially on
the basis of consideration of subject matter. There is
something questionable, particularly in terms of the
possibility of inappropriate presuppositions, about claiming
that the topics of one book would have interested a certain
audience, while those of the other would not. Since,
however, some doubt has already been cast on the reliability
of such a mode of procedure, and since the method of inter¬
pretation to be followed here is based on form and not on
subject, the situation is rather different. For, if the
rhetorical analyses of the passages from Acts hold true,
the understanding which these analyses suggest holds as well.
This remains so whether Luke and Acts are treated separately
or together. Thus, while the application to Luke of the
procedure followed here for Acts may indeed be a worthy
subject for investigation, the absence from the thesis
of a full discussion of the third gospel in no way
invalidates the ensuing discussion of Acts. Rather, were
it to transpire that the gospel was not susceptible to these
same analytical procedures, that would more tend to raise
questions about the authorship of, or the relative dating
of, or the influence of sources in, or the full identity
or catholicity of taste of the intended audience for the
two books, than to undermine the appropriateness of the
procedure. This is because essentially the only assumption
behind this method of analysis is that Acts was written
within the context of the Romano-Hellenistic world, and that is
scarcely an assumption at all. Almost everything else about either
Luke's gospel or Acts is more uncertain than that.
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"That's my last Duchess painted on the wall,
Looking as if she were alive. I call
That piece a wonder, now: Fra Pandolf's hands
Worked busily a day, and there she stands".
Robert Browning
CHAPTER II
THE FORK AND CONTENT OF THE EK-PPAZ12. TTPoZflVoY
In the introduction to his commentary on Luke's Gospel,
Plummer remarks that "the sixth century was not far from the
truth when it called him a painter, and said that he had
painted the portrait of the Virgin. There is no picture
of her so complete as his. How lifelike are his sketches
of Zacharias, Anna, Zacchaeus, Herod Antipas! And with
how few touches is each done!""*" It is particularly
appropriate that he should approve the tradition of Luke
as a painter by pointing to some of the character sketches
in the Gospel, for there was in fact an interaction between
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literary sketches and ancient portraiture. Indeed, he
might have mentioned other fine examples from Luke's
Gospel, including those of Simeon (2.25-26) and Joseph
of Arimathaea (23.50-51). The purpose of this chapter
is to identify similar descriptions in Acts, and to
consider their form and content in comparison with
character sketches in ancient literature generally.
A. The Form
"He came from the north. He lived a brief passion¬
ate unhappy life. He wrote magnificent poetry. And
he introduced a new word for 'kiss' into the European
languages. Although be was a superb poet, only one
solitary copy of his poems survived the dark ages -
a single battered manuscript, preserved in his home,
Verona. Yet even if that lonely copy had perished
and all his poems had been lost, one of his creations
would have remained. Whenever a Frenchman says baiser,
whenever an Italian speaks of un bacio. when a Spaniard
says besar or a Portuguese bei ior they are using the
word which this poet picked up and made into Latin to
amuse his sweetheart. The woman was unworthy. The
poet died. The word lives.
"His name was Catullus. Apart from his poignant
and violent poems, we know very little about him.
Even in ancient times, he was not universally
studied and revered as a 'classic'."3
This passage from the beginning of Gilbert Highet's portrait
of the Roman poet Catullus conveys as well as any piece of
English could the stylistic atmosphere of the iq
■tr^o<StoTToLf. What it is in the handling of the ancient
languages that produces this atmosphere must now be
analysed.
Firstly it is not dependent on length, since the length
of an Tqo6u>ttou is highly variable. The Homeric
description of Thersites is short:
"
<£)SfSLTrj<^ S' £Tl JUOOVcq ^M£Tg<?£TTV|<? SKoAtOe*.,
aq g' sirsoc. rjtSiV oucaSj^ct. TS ttcXACC TT: YJEYJ,
aLTolfJ oO KcLTaC K&6jXO^, Zpi^Z/LXiYeJ.1 $aL6t~k&0<SiY1
OiAA* O Tl OL £l6oClTe> YzAoiloV 'ApySioMStV
it y/ c* * t cv ->Fn ^ a*~.
ijAJA£.VaU.' ctl6^l<STa<q OZ oO/rjg OTTo lAloV YJAt>£
tpoXKexq 5 ETZ^oY TToSct.' TiO
vCvgrOj Sttl <Siyj9oq 51)VoYdOKoTZ • cU)Tkg OTS^&s.
£v-jV IpZaVrj 5^ £TrSVrfVoGz XOL^VYJ.
£^9i6Toq 5' "A^dyjl JJ.Xl.XuST* rjV Y[S' 'OSutfyjl '
Ttb VoLp VsiKZizGxe u1 (Iliad 11.212-221)
This example is partially quoted by Theon in his prescription
for zk4>&*£i£. He also alludes to another fairly short example
that of Herodotus' description of the hippopotamus:
"ot Lrnroi al ToTaijJio i VdjuxX jjzy ~n3 TToLTTgyjjtjTy cgoi
sWij T&Ttfi Ss OLXXo161 At^i}~tttXOL<Si ook I^I. 4>*->gLV
VaL^SJJoVTcU \Sirjq TBIYjvSz • IXT^XilTaOV Z.6T \ > 5l^X]AOVj CITXXCLL^coq^ <Sijax>V} XotyivjV SyBV ltTTTOO, ^oit)Alo5oVTo^ cpous/oV,
OVgrjV iTTVoU Koti 4><ooVrjVj uBoq 060Y Ts. pooq o jjlL\Jv6to<^.
To 5fg>gW. S' oLVTcrO OuTcd Srj Tl TTfi^Lf S5TI *06TX. otjOoU
£o<StXl TTblSt6&cCl [oUCoVTtotJ oLOTcrV. "
(11.71)
The rhetoricians' tilling of this field naturally produced
much larger growths. Hence one can find in both Sallust
and his imitator Livy highly developed examples which
are much too long to quote here. One need only mention
Sallust's portrait of Catiline (Catilina v.1-8) and Livy's
of Hannibal (Ab Urbe Condita XXI.4).
Certain stylistic features, however, can be identified
as belonging to this school exercise and to the literary
reflections of it. As each is discussed, wherever it is
at all practicable, an exhaustive list of the examples in
Acts will be offered. In this way, during the course of
the discussion, all the character sketches in the book will
effectively be identified.
(l) Asyndeton
The first thing to notice is the use of asyndeton.
Aristotle opines that it gives the impression that much
information is being conveyed:
"
£TI £^£l VSloV Tl TcL oUSo\(SzTdL " £V wStO ^oVU> TToAAoi
SOtfSi £t(?*j<50c4l * C> VcLg £V TTolUT Tot, IToXkcL^
C4 P \ 3 /• C /N P / ^ - \
C06T* ZoUJ GY^oS OT{ TbuVo6VTioV £oTeU^ TO
£✓ TToXkoL. ZrfCl <50v cU)£rj6lV ' 'rjX6oV} SisAllCSTiUtfoi,'
TToAAoi "doKSA %«*. SLIttY."
(Rhetoric III.1413b/xii.4)
In going on to illustrate this principle from literature, he
alludes to Homer's description of Nireus which is part of the
catalogue of the Greek forces:
"
Nl£>£U£ Od) ZJJJUVIBZV cLYC YrjoL<Z
Nl£?£U£ 'AyXeClvfq Ul XoL^o-neic T* odVc/VCTo£,
<?£ KotXAuSTcxJ c£vvj£ Otto I AloV
T/3v ctAAtOV JidLYaUCV Li£lJ UfJLOlA-OVoL TTVjAilliilVoC
> . . , in « \ f /-s ' O / C f II
aLAA rLA<TLTrdbdYo<? £>lV, ttcCOpo^ b£ Ol £LTT£to AoLot^.1
(Iliad 11.671-675)
Hence it is clear that asyndeton is well suited to the thumb¬
nail sketch. It may be noted in the various examples mentioned
above. Elsewhere in Homer its use may be observed in incipient
form at the beginning of his description of Nestor, " S
titSxe^o/ r^SonoLVo£>oU<St: ^ TTuAi^V clyo^rjXrjg /
....'» (Iliad 1.247-8).
A few examples from Acts of brief sketches entirely
in the asyndetic style may be offered.
OLVcL^Xdug St fig" £v r<2 GuYtSguJ ^ai^uSeUaq} c>Ve>juUTl
foiyUcfcXCyjA, YOjAyoSl SeUSvicLXae; ^ X~ljJ.LO*$ TfotV-Tl Ti3 Xe<i3,
(5.34)
Ic^lcv" irCctt ^ciK.£Sov«/y j 6oY£vcSrjjuoikg TCioAou.'
(19.29)
* MvoLfScaVt xivi^ Kutt^UO ^ ocy}yci\cy> jbuvjB^xfj- "
(21.16)
"
IvCotToVToi^^l^j oVajUi-oCTl 'IOU\L&iJ 6TtZtfjrj/; ZtfiaijSXyjg. "
(22.1)
As is to be expected, the asyndetic pattern is not
maintained throughout longer sketches. That would be too
wearing. The fairly short sketch of Eleazar in Maccabees
IV.5.4 affords a neat example of this drift away from the
use of asyndeton:
"
7i£urnb< zk Tvjs (xytAvjc, c>vcpA.atTt 'EXzaLtpLgoc;, Xo yzvo<;
TVJV £m<SrrjjJ.rjV VofA-Koc; J KoiL TrjV rj/liKlotV Ttgov-jXcCiv.
hCaii 7Tb/\Xo?<^ Tz3v TTSgt. "T&V ~U(7otVVoV SloC XYjV r)XlK lotV
yYcc^iju.0^ ...
The following examples from Acts are illustrative
of those which are long enough to depart from a purely
asyndetic structure and to bBgin to make use of the
conjunction 'ycdC'.
acwj£> St Xit£ 2V YicLy&oLgSlc*. ^ OvS/LArLXl fcogVvjA/O^
SiCaLXoVXcC^Qrj^3 £tC SSTtt^rj^ Xrj<Z K«w\CnOjuX.Vyj<g '/TccAiKyJC,
£.l]<S£^>Y]$ KcCl 4^c^oCUtVo^ ToV BsoV <Si)Y TCaLYTl T"<5 JlvCcO
OiVXoU} XTOlcSv zXtX^JUOfSOVoLq TTaXXk^ XcS AcLCO \OtU
ScojLitva^ X&x Otero <§i«. TTcLVXo/g . . . . * (10 1 2)
iCsfVYjXlO^^ cUrif? SlVZtsUO^ tCoi-L <fca btJJUZVO^
\ i> S ^ / c v <f \ a
TW OfcVj IXeLpTOgoOUXVog XS L)m> O\O±> TbeJ £.V\JoOc£ TZoV
'lauictitov", . ... *
(10.22)
(2) Participial Phrases
After asyndeton, the second stylistic feature to notice
is the use of the participial phrase, the present participle
often being used. This usage is stylistically more striking
in Latin than in Greek, where the poetic atmosphere it creates
may indeed reflect the Greek origins of the rhetoric being
employed:
". . . . corpus patiens inediae algoris uigiliae .
. . . alieni adpetens .... ardens in cupiditatibus".
(Sallust, Cat. V)
flany examples of the use of the participial phrase in the
context of the -agcxSizn&) may be noted in Acts:
"yccXoe; kuc iCoiXtoja.v]T(jo<; oLv-rau UTTct^^&JV" (3.2); "Kct\oiJfA.{vau
2aUlAoOa (7.58); "yUetytUiOV tCctl £|l6TotV«V To zQvac; TVj£ IttlLnLgiloU*t
Asyt«?v zivoti xivet keturov ^cyav" (8.9); "Srwv encro KetTet-
lC£tjW£W2V £TTt £ga.ic±-roti" (9.33); "4>c^c6ia£^o^ TasJ Q&aV SuV TToLVTl
t£> OlKtO 0lUTer^ TTblcOV ■z.XZYjf.lOtSoVcug TToAAot^ TW Act/3 j Kbit
$ZajU£\tO$ TiO l?£oU SldL. TTctVTaq" (10.2); "<3P<it>US.Tb>v 6&oV3
ud^TJ^cajbizva^ TX OTTO 2Aou T2)O ZQYOU<Z "HoV 'looSeUcJV" (10.22);
riv (16.14); "syotfSotv UVCtfjWoe." (16.16);
"TTg<xs4>*.Tcc<; sXrjkoScTot OLTTO Trj^ 'ITCLXicu;" (18.2); ' SZ^OJAZVCC Tav
9zov" (18.7); "luvcirA^ o)v y^et4=ctujn (18.24); "noitov
Vdcu^ cLgyvgooq 'AgT£[Ai£o<;" (19.24); "o'vr&j ouj-reo 4>iXat "
(19.31); "o'vto^ Ik: r«Gv stxtu" (21.8); "iT(?ctpY]T£ue>u<Scti"
(21.9); ',y£y£Wr]jU£v»«j- Iv Tijs faAt^ oOjocrzG^ujuzvo';
Sz £V Trj TTaAZ.1 TaLOTrj) TTVt^ tJv^ TToSeU^ fotjUotXir^l TTfTTot (VU,Z\'o^
oUC^ljSsiot*/ "Tot) TTotT^tOoU Vouoo} ^YjXiCXrj^ UTTdgycOV TcrO
Qtou tCol&Ocj TT<ivT-£^ JU£?£ ksTZ <5r|MS^=V" (22.3); " Ucl^TVgoUUCVoC
UTEe TToCVTkW "TZJV »CrtT<31kCo(Jv''rAiV ^louSaUCJV" (22.12); "av6rj 'IcuScLLoL"
(24.24); "TrJi^totvcx^s;iMotvc^n iv vy^6CJ" (28.11).
Such phrases ara a vary natural part of Greek style.
Their value to an author in this kind of context is that
the participle may readily be understood as a substantive
or as an adjective, and thus sit comfortably in an asyndetic,
descriptive list. At the same time, the verbal affinity of
participles means that the writer can deploy them in such a
way that the movement from description back into narrative
takes place without a break.
Smooth transitions were valued in ancient rhetoric.
Lucian, in writing "moj <5sT uSToguxv eoy-ygcipeiv ", complains
of, "To oCSu^L^oXoV tCoLL oU<*LgjAo6TOV KTctl iutflCo XXY^Ti?V " (ll)
while reviewing the faults he finds in some historiographers.
He advocates a "suaufivjs te ic<xi £o<xycoy<j£ (55)
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from preface to narrative, and says that the narrative itself
should be smooth and the matter interwoven (4o^L7T££tTrX<Dicw ),
that one should avoid breaks and a multiplicity of disjointed
narratives, and that neighbouring topics should overlap and
have matter in common.^ As this study proceeds it will be
observed in just how many instances Luke achieves this kind
of aesthetic effect, it being impossible in many cases to
assert that this or that section begins or ends with this
or that verse or phrase.
(3) Relative Pronouns
After the use of asyndeton and the participle, the third
feature to note is that the writer frequently turns to the use
of the relative pronoun. Again he could point to Homer
for precedent in the use of such clauses. He might refer
6
to the description of Nireus which was quoted above,
and that of Calchas begins:
"
KOLAVOU? QiGToflSviq 3 CUcCUOTTcXoDV cyJ aLglGTog^
CI A/ C / _% > / / J 3 / J 3 / ^ 'I
aq YfSrj TbL t* ~feL ir osfojusvot "ir^o -r s&VtcI .. •
(Iliad. 1.69-70)
Such a simple usage barely required illustration. One
example from Sallust will suffice:
"Cn. Piso, adulescens nobilis, summae audaciae,
egens, factiosus, quern ad perturbandam rsm
publicam inopia atque mali mores stimulabant."
(Cat, xviii.4)
Many such relative clauses are used in the course of
SK^uectg -rr^offtcTtiuj in Acts: "eg rrr£KJ.vj£yj 'loa6Tog" (1.23);
o'v ktlQeuV Xbt£3 ryjAS^aLV TTpog TVjV BvgdLV Too i£^>ou " (3.2);
it's ^ / 3 \ / CI / „ n« ® ,
CJ TT^o6£iVaV TTaLvTzg coto ^iiK^u £u>q lAZyaXeu (a. 10); eg *]v
£tTi !Tu6r^g Tvjg yoL^Yjg cLoTrjq} [pg] s\yjAv@Zi TT^exSvcoVrj<SvCV £tg
Is^ouSdArjju" (8.27); "eg fjv TTae^cLkiXo^A-SVog" (9.33); "eg
fTTlKTol^EMfaa IfzTgoq" (10.5); "<S kfTtV ai/Cusi TTcJpU 9aLXd£6oiv"
(10.6); bve/jun 8ai£irj<SVuJ$, og rjv ffuv Tcj audumurcj" (13.6-7);
"eg oliStTToTc TregicrtoLTrjGtv " (14.8); "og tjAdgrogSLTo tm» £v
M)6T£o\g teal 'Ik&vuj u&£\4><2v" (16.2); "rjrtg isnv 7T^<eTrj ifjg uigCSoq
fAauegSovfcig iroXtg" (16.12); "fjq o Kugiog Sirjvoi^sv Trjv tCoi^SCetv"
(16.14); "rjriq igyuftUv ToXXrjv Tfd^£o^£V Toig tCJgioig ocuTrjg
jAotMrtuouz^yj" (16.16); "<3i> oi&'aL rjv <5ovo^cogev<SoC TVj
SuVoLycOyyj " (18.7); "og TbUJTrjV Trjv O^aV £<§uojo(. ecj£i QcLVeUTbO*
(22.4); "bv <su Siwic£igu (22.8).
The use of these clauses again provides an excellent
basis from which to slip unobtrusively back into the narrativ
for example by making the relative pronoun the subject or
object of the next sentence: " yj/^ou;
YjjAigciq Tguc; <&[\o$()oV6xz> idcv" (28.7). The clauses
beginning, "S<j \.Sum HiTgo*/ Kca 'Ico&jvyjv . " (3.3),
"oS$ £<S"Trj6otV . . . . " (6.6), and " aiTi*£q iXSovvs^
'Avtk^IcCV iXdJhooV . ... n (11.20) similarly stand on the
bridge between description and narrative.
(4) Demonstrative Pronouns
Oust as a clause introduced by a relative pronoun can
be a useful means of transition, so too can one introduced
by a demonstrative pronoun. After the description of Gnaeus
Piso quoted above, Sallust resumes his narrative with, "cum hoc
Catilina at Autronius . . .". In the Ouqurtha. after
describing Gauda, he resumes his narrative with, "'nunc Narius
anxium adqreditur atgue hortatur ..." (lxv). Thus, in
commenting on the phrase, "Caeso erat Quinctius." in Livy,
Ab Urbe Condita III.xi.6, Ogilvie says:
"To introduce a new character by the formula
erat X. follow it by a thumb-nail sketch of
his character, and resume the narrative with
hie or _is is an established technique of
Hellenistic writing when an important new
episode is commenced".^
In Acts, after listing the Apostles, Luke resumes,
"oc-TbL TGivrs^ rjtTaLs/ . " (1.14). Having described
the man lame in Lystra, he continues, vjteauzv. ..."
(14.9). At ID.5 and 25.9 the demonstrative pronoun is used
to make the transition from one description to another.
It may, of course, also be used in continuing a
description, especially where it begins to take a more
narrative form. An example of this is found in Hecataeus3
description of Mosollamus the Dew, which is quoted by
Josephus (Contra Apionem 201-2). Another is in Lucian's
"ip^oSo'Xs-ffsTYic; rj irtgl -rfyq oorocf>gJiScx;" :
" 'A^rXoVoV, TJa^loV To obfSgot. KofXiSi1 kXtxi&tgoV
Kou, "TTot^rjiSuX. 6uva'/TcLi fxr]Stv oncvou^TbL av"f £l
KcLL OTl fx£.\t6TeL. XuTT^ffEiV ZjA&\A.1 *J3l>5 irj^nT€T£(<g
£<fojX£^oq -TYJ *T2^V tKiZ/of Tbcvov
TTgotj TJVog tzSV TtoiooTtOV Jo<bL5<foC<? tCbU<<2g TSTTiy0'- 2<t>V|
lov ausSf>a. ZihYy&zvcu. iao TTT3^?OU, ^uoi^o*/ Eolotos/
"fETV(Y'- <? 'AgywNoycx^ <^0(f£i. ^USV AotAoJ <3VTt Kbit otVfiO
Tivo^ OTToToW §£ VCoU To3 TTTS^oU \rjtfc>9v]
YCV^OVOTZgerJ fioa)\/Ti. 'KdLL <So Srj, ' £<£>], ' <&> KbUCo Source?V
<2.V&^tOTT£ ( TT. flaoXop£.Vcc? ItairjT^Y XciXcN fclgO^GVZLt^ £"n"(
<S£cu)T»V ouriau? ^rjroGvroc iCctt U7To0£fi"li<y -TaC^ 'ool^ot^j' *
(51.1)
There are a couple of clear examples of this use of the
demonstrative in the middle of a description in Acts:
"
£v 'laiTKYj 'Si Tq rj-/ jXaidjT£iot, avo^uxTi TaifiidaL, rj
Slig[A*JV£U0/4,£VY] XzytTeiL Ao^KAjS ' ^ <*3t>j r]V TT^grjq
ZgycO'/ otyot&JV KcU gXtrj^ujtfWcSv' 60V STtbitl."
"
'loaScubg Si Tit? 'Aixa/Ou^q ovojaatit 'AXtJo(j/Sgco? Tco
ygvXL j oiVrj£ Xo^ioq, KalTtrjVTjSiU dg iE^CtfbV, dUVATa^
£<J TclC<; ^extpa/iq. qojnag rj^ KJacrrjxmt£vtoj T?jv a%o^
Too COgioO, KjA 2,/caV -nG TTVSOJUeOri sXotXaL KbaS£(SMSiccv ouqgif}a>$ rhL ts^L j(vt6OG1 k-rri<sr<Au.f.vo<?
jXO\foM To ^oLTT\S^LcX 'ICjd&VifoO ♦ OOTq TE Y^^oiTo-rTc^grjfld.gte&ou £V TV] SUVotyajyv] "
(18.24-6)
Finally, in the light of the two usages just described,
it is not surprising to find that there are examples at Acts
13.7, 15.3, and 16.17 where decisiveness as to whether the
clause introduced by the relative pronoun is primarily
descriptive or narrative in function would be vain.
(5) Contrast
It is remarkable how often the four features of the
style of the *lfc4>£ei£<3 TTgotStoTToi/ which have been discussed
so far - the use of asyndeton, of the participle, of the
40.
rslativ/e and demonstrative pronouns - tend, in an axtandad
description, to appear in approximately that ordar. In a
brief description, of course, not all of them will appear.
The fifth stylistic feature is rooted in a habit of thought
which may pervade the whole description. The ancient
rhetoricians were fond of proceeding by contrasts, whether
♦
real or artificial. Soma may have been noticed in the
descriptions already quoted in this chapter. In Herodotus'
description of the hippopotamus it is present in the conside¬
ration of its sacredness. In the portrait of Archilochus
a contrast is devised between the cicada uncaptured and
captured. The practice is so common in oratory that it
will suffice to add here only one more example, Sallust's
portrait of Sulla:
"Sulla gentis patriciaa nobilis fuit, familia
props iam extincta maiorum ignavia, litteris
Graecis atque Latinis iuxta atque doctissume
eruditus, animo ingenti, cupidus uoluptatum,
sad gloriae cupidior; otio luxurioso esse,
tamen ab negotiis numquam uoluptas rsmorata,
nisi quod de uxors potuit honestius consuli;
facundus, callidus et amicitia facilis, ad
similanda negotia altitudo ingeni incredibilis,
multarum rerum ac maxume pecuniae largitor.
atque illi felicissumo omnium ante ciuilsm
uictoriam numquam super industriam fortune
fuit, multique dubitauere, fortior an
felicior asset, nam postea quae fecarit,
incertum habeo pudeat an pigeat magis dissersre. . ."
(Dug, xcv.3-4)
The use of contrast in the TT^exfto-rreij in
Acts is not particularly pronounced. Perhaps the most
obvious example is in the sketch of Timothy: " \fio<£ >fO\/aunco<g
'louSitutg TTKSTV}^, TTetrgoeg $z e/FA,A.vjVo^ . . . . " (16.1).
Contrasting parentage is part of Sallust's portrait of
Dabar: "Dabar, Flassuqradae filius. ex qente Masinissae,
41.
cstarum materno genera impar - nam patar eius ex concubina
□rtus erat - . . . . " (Jug. cviii.l). A sacond example
of contrast is to be found in Acts in the description of
Apollos (quoted in section 4 above). His having bsan
instructed in the may and teaching accurately about Jesus
ar8 set over against his knowing only the baptism of John.
A third example is in Paul's description of himself. In
this case the contrast is heightened by the use of isocolon,
there being thirteen syllables in each phrases "y£y£Wv]|U£Vdf
kv TcLg<S<3 Tr)S KlXlKlcu;, sk £v Trj TToAsi TcJjTrJ"
(22.3).
In Acts descriptive phrases are in fact as liksly to
be in parallel as to be contrasting. Paul continues his
description of himself in two closely related and complimentary
phrases: " irugcc "Tbug l~k|iAo<.AiY|A unr^iStiKoLt^l iKg'^stoo/
Too TdTgcSoO Vo/moOj Tq£ UTTt&gj(CdV Tov Qzcro Kxj&uiq ToLMTZS
VfA£?<$ Z6T& tS^igov". In the portrait of Apollos
the phrases, "ivrj£ Aoy<o£ , . . . . SoVoLTo^ aW TcsU<5
ygeUfioLU^"» ars n°t necessarily about contrasting Greek and
Jewish aspects of his education. The description of the man
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lame from birth is decidedly repetitious. The most noticeable
example of ostensible balance comes, however, in the description
of Cornelius where the two parts of the first phrase both find
a response in the second: "zo6£^q kia 4>ofioa/j.Zvo$ Toy'
5uV TTcLVTl" TC3 auGiO oiOToSj TTOKSV k.farjfA.CtS'uVaL$ "TTOAXAU; TiG Actio
vfod Sco/lA.*/<)<z Too &£o5 Siai TToiVTo<j " (10.2). Although it
must be conceded that in the case of Acts ths writer may have
been influenced as much by the LXX as by rhetorical theory,
/
balance and the ability to say much tha same thing in mora
than ona way ar8 part of the skill of rhetoric in any age.
The ancient reader would have appreciated them as such.
(6) Formal reflection of the subject matter
As with contrast, the reflection of the subject matter
in the form of the writing may occur at any stage in a
U
character sketch. Thaon prescribes it for Ik.<$qujG\<$i
"ol^tToU. Sz ZK'4>gbi6e&>$ oilSz , SttUpy^VZloC JA.ZV JUaLhl&TaL Kelt
kVoi^/Zusl Tio (SyzSoV agoUS&dil Tot (k-TTotY f£ XXop£Vai.} llfEl-Coi
To rsXzcbq oiTToyUr] ICUV£IV TCZgl Tot aiy(£r\6Xot., To St. 0A0V
6oVttc>[XOloO<s9cU V£r| -Tbvg fi-nbtcat^C£Vo<^ TTjV oi.TTe<\(yfCk(oLV,tJe"T£ Zt yU£.y^ ZUaC-/&£jg Ti £ty] Ta> Sr]\e>6fi£Votf} SOaiMdvj vG>tc
Try< Zo/eU' £t St ^ ciO^Li^OV ij &0&ZQ0* >] aTTotoVSrJ TToTt, ^.rjSt Tot Trfe $gpjr}V£lcl£ IvXolSzis/ <bp>oGZoX$
oL)T£V. "
(II.242/11.119.27-120.2)
At a general level, such mimetic writing is perhaps at
its most famous in rhythmic terms in Homer's description of
Sisyphus' rock: "c£o-ri$ £Tram TTzSovSz ko'XivSzto "\olou;
0CV0uSyj^ " (Odyssey XI.598). Wilkinson remarks that, "the
affect is due to the dactylic metre (rocks rolling down an
uneven incline strike heavily less often than lightly, and
this is stylised into dactyls, as in our onomatopoeic word
•bumpity') but also to the sharp thud of ths dentals . . .
The assessment of th8 sffect of the dentals on the ancient ear
might be disputed, but the effect of the metre is clear.
Lucratius affords an example of a parallel use of the
dactylic metre:
"namque papaueris aura potest suspensa lauisque
cogere ut ab summo tibi diffluat altus aceruus,
at contra lapidum conlectum spicarumque
noenu potest . ... "
(Oe Rerum Natura III.196-9)
On this occasion it is poppy seeds that are tumbling down, and
the affact of the dactyls is highlighted by setting
them in contrast with a line which not only has a spondee
in the fifth foot, but which is the only line in Lucretius*
work to end with four spondees.^ These spondees speak
of the static state of the stones and corn—ears.
Mimicry may occur in word order as well as in rhythm.
In noting how Lucretius' "mimicry extends to the whole
universe, including the dynamics of his own arguments",
West remarks that "in 1.514 only solid matter can have
void concealed within its body and the word order imitates
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this, corpora inane suo celare". Vergil makes equally
effective use of word order in the similB he uses to
describe the tearful Lavinias
"Indum sanguineo ueluti uiolauerit ostro
si quis ebur, aut mixta rubent ubi lilia multa
alba rosa: tales uirgo dabat ore colores".
(Aeneid XII.67-9)
As with flushed cheeks in a pale face, the blood-red dye
appears in the midst of the ivory, and the white lilies are in
fact duly intermingled with the many roses.
It is now possible to understand why the description of
the man at Lystra begins, " vcdL Ti£ oCVvjg t ocSoi/oLTdg £V AuGTgoit;
TfasCv . ... " (Acts 14.8). The word order is somewhat
lame. That is precisely the point. The description matches
the described. To attribute the word order to a pursuit of
13
9uphony, as Haenchen does, is inaccurate as the ancients
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did not normally like rhyming. If anything, it would be
the ugly dissonance of " Ao6-rgoi<z T<s?<g" that would hava been
considered appropriate in this case. The expression as a
whole would have tended to cause the reader to halt, as the
rendering "the man lame in Lystra" may similarly tend to do.
A second example in Acts of this kind of writing is to
be found in the introduction of Aquila and Priscilla:
"hCcLU TiVeL 'IolsSuToV OVOfiaLTl 'AtCuXoVS, TToVTllCov' "tc2
-rrgo64>d-TtJ$ sXtjXoBorbL <&ir<» t^<; JlruXtug, kul
TTgCSiClXkM yuVotttCoL oiJToO } S"(ei To S\U.TS.TaL^CVoU ICXe&oSloV
mivmf Tabq 'louSuZoLk? ailTo Trjg ePcSfM]$. . . , "
(18.2)
Here Luke is describing the enforced displacement of the
couple. It is reflected in the violently disruptive
placing of the phrase, "Koti TTguS'Mri^Aeiv' yuVcoJcoi, oiu-r&u".
Its placing should not, therefore, be regarded as unhappy,
as suggested by Haenchen, and there is certainly no need
with Preuschen to entertain ideas of its being an insertion.''
Summary
The foregoing analysis and the examples presented in
quotation show that a fully developed tt^cnTcotto«j
comprises an asyndetic passage, nouns, adjectives,
including especially present participles, to which is
joined a clause or more introduced by the relative pronoun,
which clauses may form a bridge to the narrative proper.
This section may, alternatively, be succeeded by a clause
or clauses introduced by a demonstrative pronoun, these
in their turn constituting the smooth transition to the
narrative. This whole sequence may be pervaded with a
rhetorical sense of contrast, but may equally well exhibit
a tendency towards oratorical repetitiousness, the orator
of any age being fascinated by his own loquacious fecundity
and ability to convey a point variously. Moreover, at any
point in the description the writer may so arrange the sound,
rhythm, or order of the words that these factors are as
indicative of the meaning as is the actual sense of the
language.
B. The ratrot
The last two aspects of form which were discussed in
the first part of this chapter were intimately bound up
with content, and it is to the consideration of content
that attention must now be turned. Since, however, the
subject matter and significance of the character descriptions
in Acts are a primary concern throughout the thesis, an
exhaustive but superficial adumbration of the topics
covered would be both tedious and unrewarding. Neverthe¬
less, it will be helpful to indicate three regularly
recurring elements and their possible significance in general
terms, while leaving particular matters to the detailed
analysis of specific contexts. One element which is
conspicuous by its apparent absence may also be noted.
(l) Names
The vast majority of the actors in the history who are
characterised are named. Macedonia's guardian angel (16.9)
is naturally unnamed, for, were it desirable to think of him
as having a name, it would presumably be 'Macedonia'. Although
Aeneas is named (9.33), it is interesting to note that three
of those who are not named, those mentioned at 3.2, 14.B, and
16.16, are people who are cured. This may be compared with
the fact that in his gospel Luke does not include the name
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of Bartimaeus, and may be an indication that his primary
interest does not lie with such disadvantaged people.
The sons of Sceva (19.14), and the daughters of Philip
(21.9) appear only under their fathers' names, but
apart from that the only unnamed figures worth noting
are the Ethiopian (8.27) and the Asiarchs (19.31).
In Acts there is a clear preference - 21 cases -
for introducing the name by the use of the dative avo^ucr 1
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which in all but five cases precedes the name. The
accusative of respect - Tb ovofju*. - never occurs in Acts,
nor does it appear in Luke's gospel. The phrase ca eveyuot
appears only once (13.6), although it appears more
19
frequently in Luke's gospel. Only once is the
/ 20
participle of kuAko used, although it also appears
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three times in Luke's gospel. Whatever the exact
verbal formulation used to introduce the name, its
importance is indicated by the fact that the phrase
including it almost invariably follows immediately upon
that which first introduces the character to the story.
The only clear axcaption is at 13.6 where the phrase,
"to ovojueL " is the fifth item in the characteri¬
sation, and there is some evidence that it was a general
rhetorical principle to introduce the name at the beginning
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of a characterisation.
In addition to ordinary names, there is the matter
of bynames or nicknames. In Acts may be noted, " cx;
itTSlcA^rj 'loa<STo<$" (1.23), "a 60LgVoifiaig oUCc TlOV
KotXoujtxtv**; Niyt^" (13.1). No doubt these secondary
names are sometimes mentioned in order to distinguish
between two people with the same name - two Josephs or two
Simons - as when Polybius speaks of, " e>Wvificu; o Movo/aot/ex;
" (ix.24.5) in order to distinguish this man
from the great Hannibal who is the main subject of the
passage.
The matter should not, however, be left at that.
When explaining how Gaius Flarcius acquired the name
Coriolanus, Plutarch slips into a digression on the topic
of names:
^ /* ^ <• A \ / * . Ct > / 3//-
CO vCoU UcIMGToL dviAaV £5TiV <DTl "T2oV doueLToOV lOtoV yiV
c * n-v. ' cv c ' » / \ <■
O loClOfj To 4£OTEgoV 0iv<LaL$ rj tODLVoV O
Mot£tCl<9^, Tz3 St TjOtTiXJ Sc"T££oV <X£q6etVTO VgU^tAg Tivexy
7J TO^rj^ T] ISioLg q STTlSertp, KT.^6(£"[t££5 C' EXX-tjV£<J
£Tl6kVTO 7T£ot.|£ul^ ^Ktv" ItToSviJ^OV t6v' £cjT^gBi Kott T&V
K'ciAXtVltCoVj td£ot.£ St "ToV "=Fu<5't«OVo4 Kbtl TtoV fgOTRsVj
dtgi-njg St Tov Eor^yrr^v ie=u Toy £o-robots
St^ T2)V EoSotijUay/aC T&3 SzoTZ^CO TiGv 8<4"mjV, £v\Ot<£ St
t2\I PoOriAswV Kott GKUifAjAeLToi. -fTe^iSyiW lTri(C,A^6"£l^> <£>£
'Av-nyovop ^ Tov ActSuv/di <*X Ifro'XxfAouu} t4v Aau&ogov. ztci
TfAtoV St T<3 ytVtc T&OT2J Kitt 'f-^yvuxuj| KS^rjVTotl^
AloLSr^fXaCnoV -nvot. T&JV A/fenrAAcOV KdX C<S~oL>/TZ<Z OTi "TToAuV
V^ovoV cAvos^ S^OJV ys^itvoffrsi StaiStSZf^k^ag- To fA&TUrttbVjfrt^ov St KtAt^oc SrreoffadVrat. rjysguq oX(\fu^ -rf^; -rzio
1Vtdgog TtktoTrjq ZTriTaL4>Coo<^ uavoyboLyojv icycoveus Tn^wC^trv
I* Kistt trjV O^UTVjToi Tr]^ TTolgoLSiCSO^g QaLO^JjjScMTt^,tWoug St ycvistuig yutxf1, *G*AeL><r< TI^SvcAov
jW£V, £oW iiiroSr}jUU3Gyr<j<j TToU-^cxj ytwyToUf KoU ToGToOfCoV, aUS
~VzQ-/Y\VCoTog ■ op^ §' olv %i$OjAxp y€f/o/uL£.Vcp GOjzfif] TfiEgl pfiOVo^
QrlXtpcrO TtXtOTrjiS'ai.i/Tog Ooot'iGkoV. T£jV St SoiJuLoLXlKcOW 00
pcovov/ -ZijAAoi^ OTJSE NlTy^tfu^ ooSt cPo6<$>oo^} oiAXu. vCow.
fckucou^ KiiL k^O)Sw3L>5 ZTc^oulau; Tl&ZVToU . "
(Coriolanus xi.2-4)
This passage is sufficient in itself to indicate that the
ancient reader would have been prepared to find real information
about a person in his name. Consequently, having been told
that Joseph was a "i/tog TTcwg~:icAvj<j£to^'"(4.36), it would not have
been surprising to him to find tha said Barnabas
encouraging (11.23) tha brethren at Antioch.
Or again, it mould have been considered natural to be
told openly that a magician had a name - Elymas - which
indicated his trade (13.8).
Turning more specifically to the categories suggested
by Plutarch, unless Barnabas is to be seen as actually
named for his activities in Antioch, there is no name in
Acts which is indubitably derived from a specific incident
in the person's life. By way of contrast, in the case of
names derived from bodily features there actually is one of
the Roman names noted by Plutarch - Niger (13.l). In this
area also may lie the explanation of the name Tabitha. The
gazelle was named for its eyes. Perhaps, then, Dorcas would
have been pictured as having large brown eyes, although the
sceptical and scathing reference of Lucretius to a woman who
is "neruosa et liqnea" being described by her infatuated lover
as "dorcas" (De Rerum Natura IV.1161) might rather suggest a
reference to a lithe and athletic figure. It is even
possible that the name suggests a relatively complete
picture by implying both aspects. On the other hand, if
the name Sapphira is indeed Aramaic and means 'the beautiful',
then it can fairly be assumed that all such significance was
lost on the general reader.
Moving on to the matter of an especial virtue, there are
two man in Acts called Justus (1.23, 18.7). It is most
natural to take this as referring to their moral rectitude.
Since, however, liberi iusti were legitimate children, it is
not impossible that this is one of those cases where the
name is derived from an accident of birth, of which category
Secundus (20.4) is a clear example.
Passing, finally, to the question of good fortune, there
is Felix (24.24) and the equally obvious name of Eutychus
(20.9) which is so precisely appropriate to the particular
incident recounted of him that it is sorely tempting to
think that this is indeed the occasion for which he is
named, Plutarch's first category. Although there can be
no certainty of this, there can be no doubt that the ancient
reader would have enjoyed the correlation between name and
circumstance.
In his section "tT££c iyvCcD/Moo i^oyoo" Theon makes
some remarks on the question of understanding names:
"VoLoiSV Si £<SY)V £</USTX oUTo T2JV aVoiAjoLTcOV Kail Trj^
/ at i A a . ' < ^ v. v /
GjAjOVOfAldLg yj T&W ZltcAVOfUCOV^ COLUU^tLV^ toLy/ jMj TToO/O
tpOgTiKO* tCoLL^ KcCTbLyeXo&TaY rj , KoLL TZOV
^vd/iXttiTcoy, ©lav A.rjfxo6&t>/q^ on rjv to rbo SijAoo
<sQevo£- OITTO Si T(JS oyUovL>u.u>ig, Srotv t"i^ TO-<*\ TZ>
2 \ 3/ >f 5 r v c V C / a £■» V
oiOTb &VOJJLZL tycoV 3£^Joi6^u£A/tO * EvC
gTTojVU^lajV OU3V 7IS£»!VC^^5 'Okoj^Cxtx; ottTo TVJS 2V
ToT^ \GsLTOg&u>jAd£\ y.?ycLkii.oTr\Toe; ^TTiiC£u:AyJ^£V<a^. "
(8.229/1I.111.3-11)
The almost certainly false etymology of Barnabas as 'son of
encouragement' will be discussed in more detail at a later
stage.^ TT^vo<9£c*j (16.1 etc.) and <S>£o4?i'\oc;(l.l) are names
which have obvious potential in this respect. Perhaps less
clear is the case of Damaris (17.34). Since S^u^is a
poetic word for a wife her name may be an indication that
we should understand her status as a yuvvj in a loaded sense,
although this does not necessarily confirm the view of John
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Chrysostom that she was the wifa of Dionysius.
Th8 element in Theon's remarks which really adds
to what was noted from Plutarch is his suggestion that a
nam8 may be interpreted in terms of a famous predecessor
of the same name. The possible significance of this in
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the case of Ananias will be considered later. Meantime
it is worth recalling that Vitruvius tells that the name
of one of the co-architects of the ArtBmision at Ephesus
was Demetrius (VII pref. 16). Hencs Luke's rabble-rouser
(19.24) may be named for the designer of th8 original of
his Veio\j$ ogoo<; and therein may just possibly lie an
explanation for the otherwise unattested form of these
27
votive offerings.
How much should be made of a name in any particular
case is entirely dependent on the context. It is true
that in Acts most of the names are just that and nothing
more, but the fact that names are insignificant in most
cases is no argument for seeing them as significant in
non8. Where there is a rapport between the name and the
context, where the meaning or associations of the name
seem peculiarly appropriate to the context and ths context
makes that meaning or association spring to mind, then the
modern reader may be assured that such a texture in the
writing would have delighted the ancient reader with his
predisposition to look for significance in names. Not
least would he have enjoyed the hint in the name Theophilus
that the book was addressed to all friends of God.
(2) Origins
The second regularly recurring element in the character
sketches in Acts is a phrase giving some indication of
the yc\so$} or race, or town of origin of the individual.
Such an indication is given in just over half the sketches
in the book: " Tc3 ytvci* (4.36); ""VWno^Coi."
(6.5); "Aietoip" (8.27); "l^Sicc" (9.11); "J Ku^kjVUTCX;"
(13.1); 'lou<5oiiW (13.6); lodSoU<*j^ .... "EAXrjVoq " (16.1);
"MoitccScAv" (16.9); "TTO\ZU)$ OoaLTtgcoV" (16.14); "TTovtiicov tu
ycvzi" (18.2); "'AAz^oLvSgzo^ t<2 yivei" (18.24); "'louScciao"
(19.14); 'klalKcScvau;" (19.29); "Kongi*" (21.16); "'IooZmo?,
Tocos' (21.39); "<o Slc^ctgou*;" (22.8); *'looSaC*." (24.24);
"IVloUCEiav^j <S>ZSSoi\oViKZco£" (27.2). This list serves to
highlight the close connection between these descriptions
of individuals and the description of the Pentecost crowd
at > V. \ **f\ rx C. \ V 0 . / If f \
oCTTo TToUTOJ £bVou^ TiOV OTGs T&V OOgaiVoV (2.5):
tCoCL NIyjSoI KjaLL >EX.OLfA.lTeUl, KdU. <31 KaLTOIKboVrE£
"TpV Mfi^b-TToTotjUloCVj 'iouScOdV TS. Kbit KeiimbcSatCloC*/,
"HOVTOV Kbti Tf|V 'ASIAMj ^uytoW TTE Kbtt -TI^U^>UAioW ,
Al^UirrbV'^ ICott Toi Tos Al f$6r]<; Trjg iCoLTaL Kvg^Vj
KcU 01 £1T"< &rj^«.oUVT££ CKo^<toU©l 'louSeUOL TE KToU
TT^otf/jAuTcj:, K^rjTXJ KHL "
(2.9-11)
(3) The Social Role
Thirdly, note should be taken of the frequency with
which some indication is given of the profession, trade, or
social role of an individual. Examples are: "VofjCoSiS^SKoLko^'
(5.34); "yWa£y£UoV" (8.9); "£L>VOO)(O'S • •• • a<Z r)v* ftouSrj^
Trj< aLOTrjz" (8.27); " ZKocrovTaL^yi^q" (10.1); Hfiog6£t"
(10.6); "&eocftwrt&ex*|$ " (10.22); VrfiSi'tfittj" (12.13);28
"^liyov" (13.6); "riS iv&mti-fo" (13.7); "-rfo^o^omoAus" (16.14)
"ubu&i^Tvo^v" (16.16); "o A^SeTTbiyiTrj<j" (17.34); "fi'vci^vc'Troiot "
(18.3); (19.14); "ytgyugoKoircx;" (19.24); "t&V
^Atf'iot^xcov" (19.31); "gr\Togo<;" (24.1); "ZvcdtfavTaL^yrj" (27.1)
""Ho TTgti>Tu> Vrfsod" (2B.7). Add to this list the occasions
on which people are remarked to be prophets (11.28; 13.1;
21.1; 21.10), and there is ample evidence of the prominence
of this kind of information in the character sketches in
Acts.
(4) Physical Appearance
The type of information which might at first be
expected, but of which very little is to be found, is
information about an individual's physical appearance.
Indeed, speaking of the whole New Testament, Wilder can
remark with some justification that it is one of the
characteristics of Christian literature that it contains
29
no physical portraiture.
In Acts, only the minimum of physical description is
given in the cases of cripples who are heaied (3.2; 14.8).
In the case of Dorcas, Dibelius suggests that "perhaps some
reference to her appearance is implied by the particular
30
mention of the care of the corpse".
31
Apart from cases of sickness, we have already noted
how appearance may from time to time be implied from a
person's name. Similar inferences may have been drawn
from a man's country of origin. The Ethiopian would
32
almost certainly have been pictured as black (and the
statement that he was a eunuch may have contributed further
to the conjuring up of a physical image). There may also
have been, for example, a widely accepted ideal portrait
of a Placedonian of which an author would not have objected
to his readers making use. Even a man's trade may have
been expected to conjure up a visual image. It is fairly
easy to see how this might have been the case with a
centurion, and in the case of a tanner, or a leather
worker, or a silversmith it is not beyond the bounds of
credibility. Yet, even if all this is accepted, it only
serves to emphasise that physical descriptions are at best
rudimentary.
Conclusion
Given that name, place of origin, and trade are the
most frequently proffered pieces of information, the
conclusion to be drawn from this initial survey of the
character sketches in Acts must be that they are primarily
social rather than physical or even psychological in their
concern. This conclusion is only confirmed by the fact
that from time to time Luke actually describes someone
in terms of his reputation: mown rto Aau3" (5.34);
"S TrgexTii^ov m£vT££" (8.10); "[M*gTVga6f*.£Vc*2 T£ 5TTO 0A0O
-Too t£w ■'louStiuJY" (10.22); £JAai^Tog£?To OTTo
TcoV £V Auergoi<2 tCatl "'IKZOVUO ocSzAeptCiV" (16.2); "n*t£Tog-
UTTo TTotVTdJV TfcoV tGathSlKiJUVTZOy 'louSoUcjV ''(22.12).
The predominant concern for an individual's social
context serves as a reminder that when Luke describes
people as proselytes (6.5), or as God—fearers (10.2,22),
or as worshippers of God (16.14; 18.7), or as disciples
(9.36; 16.1; 21.16), he is not talking of some private
quirk of their individual religious psyche. He is
speaking about the religious aspect of their observable
social status and context no less than he does when he
speaks of people as magicians or Dews.
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CHAPTER III
EK-ftPAlEU TTPOZJITfoY AS INTRODUCTIONS
The obituary notices which the historiographers
provided for great men are perhaps more famous than the
introductory sketches. Of the practice of making these
valedictory remarks Seneca said:
"hoc semel aut iterum a Thucydide factum, item
in paucissimis personis usurpatum a Sallustio,
T. Liuius benignius omnibus magnis uiris praestitis:
sequentes historicis multo is effusius fecerunt".
(Suasoriae VI.21)
Tacitus found it convenient, at the conclusion of his account
of a given year, to provide a kind of full-stop by writing
obituaries for any prominent men who had died during the
course of it.^" These passages are perhaps better known
than the introductory sketches because, whereas they are
about the famous, the introductions, as Walsh notes in the
2
case of Livy, are often of lesser known persons with whom
the reader would not be familiar.
Yet the description of people on their first introduction
into the story goes back, no doubt, to the rhetoricians'
reading of Homer. The sketches of Calchas, Nestor,
Thersites, and Nirsus, to which allusion was made in the
3
preceding chapter, are all offered on the first appearance
of the character on the scene. The sketch of Thersitas is
imitated in style and in function by Vergil when he introduces
Orances:
"largus apum, et lingua melior, sed frigida bello
dextara, consiliis habitus non futilis auctor,
seditions potens: genus huic materna superbum
nobilitas dabat, incertum de patrs ferebat"
(Aeneid XI.338-41)
Coming closer to what would nowadays be recognised as historical
writing, Josephus opens his "Life" by providing an introductory
sketch of himself:
JE^C Si. yivs>5 CiSYtV OUVC oL£rjjA.O^J otll' I£^£cOV
tea-cLfisfiriteog. 60<STTS£> §' ^ 77^?* ItCaUSTb l<? o^U>J Tf5 IfiYtV
£ayevtustg- <s5tw<? Tri^1 r\ rr]£ tipu6i$VY)<;
^ttTbUtftet T£vc^i^<ov cany y£vou<s~ Aay<.7r£>o7VjTO<J. £|UOI a'oo
^/tOVoV £| itfTlV To ysvog1, otAXol VCotL £kC T^g
71£<OTV]g k<$>r\fXZf?i$o£ -n2v £ivC©a»TX6"fioi£>a>V, TToAA^ St vCoCV
TbUfdO SxeUbopoL. KjatX "TcSv/ £V "XaLOTVJ Si. <poXSS^ £»C "Rvg
3, /„ ' < / <-k v « /2 "■% ~ ' a \ 1
O^L^tVj^. UTToL£ytO KbU. ToU poUriAltCaO yCvoV^ ottfb
Tt]S ' <st y<x£ 'Aeajxcuvouou TCauSit? ... . "
(1.1-2)
That set piece introductions were indeed common in
historiography is suggested by a remark of Polybius:
"k£t.Lir££ <3LHC £V Tbug TTjpoft^UUSI^ CoGTCZg Tz3v
Xocir^v tfoyy^oUp£ojyt TTgcx&ZQayASot. ToU; TtoKXOTbO^
SnxAvjipei^ i-rr' otur&v tzSv oizi tov
KkS^GavTbL^ ^oyoV oZ^A^iSVTS^ <^Ttb><£e£OVOU£$s>i TTS^C TET23v ^cWlAtioV Kbit TZOV £tricjao6rt3v oOf&gtO*/ f VbynX^OVT&cp
"fcUttVjY ^LkXlOTS^oiV tftVoU Kiul T&?5' y£ti4*9 CX57 KbU "to<V
o6Voi.y(.V'60(ftCoU<5'I TrjV £7t"l<SV|^ooitfio(.V. "
(X.26.9—10)
He underlines this preference for making comment during the
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course of the narrative aver formal introductions by
excusing his own introductory portraits of Hannibal
(IX.22.7) and Scipio (X.5.9) on the grounds that it was
necessary to correct common misconceptions about them. In
the face of this polemical statement of policy on the part
of Polybius, it is not surprising to find rather elaborate,
rhetorically polished introductory character sketches in
other historiographers. One of the most outstanding must
be Sallust's portrait of Catiline which is provided at a
point where the actual narrative has not yet been embarked
upon;
"da quoius hominis moribus pauca prius axplicanda
sunt quam initium narrandi faciam. Lucius Catilina,
nobili genera natus, fuit magna ui at animi at
corporis, sed ingenio malo prauoque. huic ab
adulescantia "
(Cat. iv.5-v.l)
The brief sketch of Gnaeus Piso quoted earlier^ is also
an introduction and various other examples may be found in
6
the Catiline, the Suqurtha. and the Histories. As was
noted earlier Livy adopts this approach in the case of
7
minor characters, but he also uses it in the case of
some more significant ones - Hannibal (XXI.4.3ff) and
Cato (XXXIX.40.4ff). Syme observes that Tacitus appears
to introduce Annaeus Seneca and Afranius 8urrus (Annals
a reply in a brief, but by now clearly rscognisable, form
- name, place of origin (indicated in this case by an epithet),
further information introduced by the relative pronoun.
Elsewhere too the dramatic situation is one in which
two actors need to be introduced to each other. There is
the case of Ananias and Saul where we find this passage:
2v OivCiai 'louScC, £.ciuAoV ovofXcCn J TaLpGZoL. •
The reader is told how each is given a description of the
other, the description that Saul receives of Ananias being
XIII.2), and Vitellius (Annals VI.32).^
The introductory principle can be neatly illustrated
from Acts itself: "z-faa 5c oac&cgCTig sf, k:
more or less included in the description that Ananias
hears of Saul. It is interesting that although Saul is
only described as seeing - ftcc/SgtsL - , the description
follows the normal pattern of beginning with the name,
information far more likely to be conv/eyed in auditory
form.
Another case where two actors mutually require
introduction is that of Peter and Cornelius. Hence
Cornelius receives a description of the man for whom he
is to send, which includes a description of that man's
host of the moment (10.5-6). And the messengers he
sends, having made effective practical use of the above
description, proceed to introduce themselves to Peter in
terms of a description of the man who has sent them and
is sending for him (10.22). The fact that these
introductions are not repeated when the story is again
recounted for a different dramatic audience in chapters
eleven and fifteen is an indication of the degree to which
they are intended for the reader rather than for the actors
in the drama.
A fourth case of mutual introduction is found in
chapters twenty-one and twenty-two, in the exchanges
between Paul and the tribune. Even here, where dramatic
effect is a high priority, the formal patterns still show
through, especially in Paul's introduction of himself
(21.39).
The introductory nature of the character sketch can
also be illustrated in a negative fashion from the way in
which Luke speaks of the prophets and teachers in the
church at Anticch:
"yjtf'oi.v Si i\f JAvr\oytici vc=traL tvj/ autfou/ IvcvcAtqtfi'oi.v'
TTgo4>ijrut Kbit St5aUS<uXoi O T£ Bo^Voi^otg Ifiii 5"iy if,.V.w
O KotAdU^U£Va^ Nfysgj KjaLL A^UKlCHJ O KL'£l^VoClC?S*i
MeWo6r|V TS T&o TXTgoCo^X00* <50V"Ig>©cf>0<J vCotL
XctuAoC. "
(13.1)
The three who receive some further delineation aver and
above their names are those who are being introduced to
the reader for the first time. Of Barnabas and Saul, who
are mentioned by name only, the reader already knows. That
these two appear at the beginning and end of the list may
reflect an aesthetic preference, a seeking after balance on
the part of Luke. For in listing the Seven (6.5) only the
first and last on the list receive delineation beyond their
names. This is understandable in the case of Stephen at
the beginning of the list in that he is about to play a
significant role. In the case of Nicolaus, however, he
is never to be mentioned again, and aesthetic balance seems
the most likely and least speculative explanation of his further
designation as "u£©6r]AoToV 'AvnoyfcL".^
Practically all the character sketches in Acts are in
fact introductory in function, at least to some degree.
The following are all clearly characterised on their first
appearance: the lame man (3.2), Barnabas (4.36-37), Ananias
and Sapphira (5.Iff), Gamaliel (5.34), Simon Magus (8.9-10),
the Ethiopian (8.27-28), Aeneas (9.33), Tabitha (9.36),
Cornelius (10.1-2), Elymas (13.6-8), the man lame from
birth (14.8), Timothy (16.1-3), Lydia (16.14), the girl
prophetess (16.16-17), Aquila and Prisca (18.2-3), Titius
Justus (18.7), Apollos (18.24-25), Demetrius (19.24—25), Flnason
(21.16), and Julius (27.1). Very brief phrases perform the
same function for several other characters: Joseph (1.23),
Stephen (6.5), Saul (7.58), Ananias (9.10), Agabus (11.27),
Rhoda (17.13), Dionysius and Damaris (17.34), Scaeva's
sons (19.14), Saius and Aristarchus (19.29), Eutychus (20.9),
Tertullus (24.1), Drusilla (24.24), and Poplius (28.7).
The introductory function of these descriptions is
reflected in Luke's language. In some two-thirds -
thirty-one cases - the word 'Tj^ ' is used near the
beginning.^ The Latin equivalent is found in some of
Sallust's introductory sketches. He uses the phrase
"Numida quidam" in introducing Massiva, Gauda, and Aspar,
as well as "Hamilcarem quendam".^"^" This use of 'Ti<5 '
reflects good literary style. The use of 'kcoT IS06 ' may
have less to do with a literary education and more to do
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with the influence of the LXX, but it is equally indicative
of the introductory function of these sketches: " Kou. ISob
(8.27); <VcU iSoo i^cumfc reus (11.11);
"KM lSoo jMx&jrfc" (16.1). At 1.10, 10.30, and 12.7 the
phrase introduces a divine visitor.
The major sketches which remain to be considered are
those which Paul gives of himself in his own defence. These
ars introductory in the sense that in each case he is
introducing himself to his dramatic audience. For the
reader, however, they come at the end of the story of Paul
and, as is implied by 20.25, just before his death. They
are thus similar to the obituary notices mentioned at the
beginning of the chapter.
Overall, it would appear that Luke offers no intro¬
duction in the case of major public figures like Gallio
or Felix. Presumably his readers are expected to know
of them already. On the other hand, he formally introduces
Church figures and other minor characters, even as historians
such as Livy introduce their minor characters. The lack of
formal delineation in the case of Peter may be explained
partly by his having featured in the Gospel, partly by
accepting that Luke does not wish to imply that he is a
minor figure. The difference in the case of Paul is that
he is summed up in a validictory way, and thus treated as
the major actor in the history, in the same way as Thucydides,
Livy, and Tacitus bid farewell to important actors in the
dramas they describe.
This conclusion indicates that it would be misleading
unequivocally to endorse the view of Nock:
"While the author clearly regarded the theme of
his narrative as a heroic age, he gave no such
personal characterisations of the leading
speakers as were common in ancient history.
(Minor figures are described, just as the speech
of Tertullus in 24 shows ethos)".14
That minor figures are described does coincide with the
practice of ancient historiography, as does the fact that
the dominant heroic figure is described not at the beginning
but at the culmination of his career. By thus following
established practice, Luke the more effectively allows Paul
to dominate the work. The introductions introduce the
Church, the intended audience presumably standing in need
of such familiarisation. Paul fulfils this introduction
of ths Church.
Finally, it is worth digressing to note the practice
of 3. MacDougall Hay at the beginning of this century, for
in respect of his introductory sketches he proves to stand
securely in the classical tradition, as the comments of the
critics who introduce the more recent edition of his novel
"Gillespie" maks clear: "The description of Spider is a
brilliant piece of invective, comic and yet frightening.
Long introductory descriptions are a feature of the book
related to other aspects of Hay'3 narrative method: he
tells a great deal about the characters in these set-piece
descriptions and prepares us, often very fully, for th8ir
subsequent actions".
"He was on his way now to Nathanael McAskill to
have his agreement with Lonend drawn out in proper
form. This gentleman was nicknamed the Spider - a
tall, one-ey8d man, thin as a wire, with spindly
lags, who had the appearance of bearing down upon
one like a landslide. He was learned in the filthy
secrets of the town, and had the look of a lean
fox as he hung in the offing like a pirate, and
came to heel at a nod. He was a suave liar. His
clean-shaven face was smoothed with perjury. He
was relied upon at certain festivities as a singer
of indecent songs. This was his popular accomplish¬
ment. He knew law, and had been a clever student
at Glasgow University in the old days, when the
University was situate in the High Street. He was
especially clever at conveyancing; had no friends
or relatives; was one of that sort of miserable men
whose nam8 was most frequently ussd as a subject for
a jibe; and he was so degraded that he acquiesced
in the jibe. One can imagine him fawning upon the
devil when Satan gathered him by main force to the
Pit. No one believed that he could be herded there
by wile.
"H8 was as bland as wine and as sparkling, when
men hatched plots with him, and the whisky was
between them. His lean facs would be eagerly cocked,
his single eye bright, like a pecking bird's, and
his tongue ready either for defamation, a witticism,
or a story, as it suited the humour of his client.
But there was nothing rapacious in him or venomous.
He simply did sharp things to satisfy the cunning
of his nature. Altogether too silky and sleuth-like,
and a dangerous tool; but a golden solicitor; for
he was such a despised devil that retaliation was
sure to fall upon him and not upon his client.
Therefore, when Gillespie buttoned up the agreement
and walked out of his dingy office, saying it would
take more than Lonend's teeth to bite through the
bargain, and that he would see the lawyer latar,
Nathanael McAskill wetted his thin lips with the
point of his tongue and smiled, recognising that
he had met a rogue peer to himself"."
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"A somewhat remarkable instance recurs to me.
In Liverpool, now half a century ago, I saw under
the shadow of the great dingy street-wall of Prince's
Dock (an obstruction long since removed) a common
sailor, so intensely black that he must needs have
been a native African of the unadulterate blood of
Ham. A symmetric figure much above the average
height. The two ends of his gay silk handkerchief
thrown loose about the neck danced upon the displayed
ebony of his chest; in his ears were big hoops of
gold, and a Scotch Highland bonnet with a tartan
band set off his shapely head.
"It was a hot noon in Duly, and his face, lustrous
with perspiration, beamed with barbaric good humour.
In jovial sallies right and left, his white teeth
flashing into view, he rollicked along, the center
of a company of his shipmates. These were made up
of such an assortment of tribes and complexions as
would have well fitted them to be marched up by
Anacharsis Cloots before the bar of the first
French Assembly of Representatives of the Human
Race. At each spontaneous tribute rendered by
the wayfarers to this black pagoda of a fellow -
the tribute of a pause and stare, and less
frequent an exclamation - the motley retinue
showed that they took that sort of pride in the
evoker of it which the Assyrian priests doubtless






gK4>PA£gl£. TrpQinTTof AS DIGRESSIONS
Digressions or -irctgCK^^tfCu; require no extensive
introduction as a feature of historiography. With Sallust
particularly in mind, Earl accords them four functions:
firstly to give necessary amplification or explanation of
the text, secondly to give the reader variety and relief,
thirdly to give the author an opportunity to display his
learning, and fourthly to perform the structural function
of marking a climax or stage in the argument or narrative.^
Qgilvie says that Tacitus follows Sallust and Livy in respect
of this fourth function, using digressions in the Aqricola
2
to mark the climaxes of Agricola's career.
3
In his Sather Classical Lectures, Ualbank notes
that Polybius breaks off to discuss the purpose of history,
to compare universal history with monographs, to assess
previous writers, and to speak of his own experiences and
interests. He points out that three whole books of
Polybius are basically digressions: book six is on the
Roman constitution and army, book twelve is a criticism
of Timaeus and other predecessors, and book thirty-four is
on geography. This last example is illustrative of the
fact that a digression often takes the form of a description
or . Thus, sensing the digressive quality of the
description, Ualbank remarks during this discussion of
digressions in Polybius that "there are also many character
sketches of individuals which spring naturally out of certain
contexts and should not, I suppose, strictly speaking be
4
regarded as digressions". Wardman too is of the opinion
that character study in the historians tends to be a
digression, although he considers that such studies fit
5
in with the moral purpose of many of these writers.
Kennedy holds a similar view when he classifies the
descriptions of Jugurtha, flarius and Sulla in Sallust's
Juqurtha along with the description of Africa.^ Walsh
adopts a like approach to the character sketches in
7
Liv/y, and Syme says of Tacitus: "The obituary, like
the historical excursus, can supply variety, tighten a
link, or permit a transition most elegant and
8
insidious". For, as the first function listed by
Earl suggests, in a good historiographer all digressions
belong to their context. They may not advance the
history as story, but they are intended to advance
the isrogicL , the inquiry.
The digressive quality of the character sketch
may be illustrated in a small way from Acts itself by
considering the way in which Titius Justus is introduced
(18.7). Luke is telling of Paul leaving the synagogue
in Corinth for another venue in the city at which to
preach. Naturally he wishes to define the house fairly
precisely, and to do so mentions its owner. After this
mention of him, however, the form of the introductory
character sketch takes over with the phrase, "(St^ojuiVou
Tov 8tov," and a clause introduced by the relative
pronoun: "ov yj oikloL ^uvojao^ausbt, ~rvj "• Thus
information about the situation of the house is conveyed
to the reader not in the direct course of the narrative, but
as part of a description of its owner. That this sentence
becomes more and more detached from the narrative proper is
illustrated by the author's repetition of the word "oticioi",
and the fact that "ttcsfdsv " and "trj 6vvotycoYfl " refer to
the same location.
The occurrence of this verbal repetition and reminiscence
is a reminder of the basic nature of a digression. It con¬
sists in starting at a point, wandering from it, and coming
back to it. Thus Tacitus gives us an account of Agricola's
life up to his appointment as governor of Britain, he then
breaks off to detail the geography and the history of the
Roman conquest of the province (Aqricola 10-17), which brings
us back to the point of Agricola's arrival in Britain. In
the brief phrases which we are considering in Acts, the
verbal repetition is indicative of the fact that Luke
starts with the theme of leaving the synagogue for the
house, and ends his description of Titius by saying that
his house is adjacent to the synagogue. Consequently, in
the resumed narrative, talk of the oc^uSVvoLycoytoc comes
very naturally. It is tempting to see the pattern
synagogue/house/house/synagogue as deliberately chiastic,
but the affective principle is that of simple ring
composition. We start with matters relating to the
synagogue and return to them. In the same way we find
in Luke's Gospel, when he gives the genealogy of Jesus
(3.22-38), that the voice from heaven describes him as,
"a l/uov," and the genealogy finishes off with "rod
&£ou". The reader is returned to the point at which
the narrative broke off, and Luke can resume his tale of
Jesus in relationship with the Holy Spirit.
The pattern of departure from and return to a theme
is used in a more sophisticated manner by Sallust at the
point where he gives us his character sketch of Sempronia
(Catiline xxv). Before her introduction the topic is
that of the consular elections. After it the topic
is the same. The difference lies in that he is
concerned with two separate sets of electionsj before
the description, that for the consuls of 63 B.C. and
after, that for those of 62. Thus the historiographer
could use a digression, in this case in the form of a
character sketch, to allow for the passage of time
between two events when he was either unable or unwilling
to recount the intervening history. Syme puts it that
Sempronia is needed to fill a space and let an uninteresting
time pass.^
A clear example from Acts of this use of the digression
is the character sketch of Apollos (IB.24-29), which marks
the end of that stage in the narrative of the Church which
first took it to Achaea, to Athens and Corinth. Luke
offers no description of Paul's progress through Galatia
and Phrygia, but, in order to make allowance for the fact
that there would be an inevitable lapse of time before
the traveller arrived in Ephesus, he interposes the
introductory description of Apollos. This is duly
flanked by references to an identical event in the phrases,
"Jl KetS&JvjS -TV|V rkAoC,Tl»CVjV xixt <p£0\fCoL,V "»
(18.23) and, " Sh'XBo^Tol Toi, ivcors^i-vcot fiegrj " f (19.1)."'"'"'
In a curiously attractive way, however, the overt
reference to the synchronous nature of the activities
of Paul and Apollos comes in the form of saying that
Paul arrived in Ephesus while Apollos was in Corinth
(19.1), rather than saying that Apollos arrived in
Ephesus while Paul was passing through the upper regions.
A second function of the description of Sempronia
in Sallust is to illustrate the nature of the Catilinarian
faction as a whole. Sallust has just given a general
description of the group when he singles her out -
"sed in iis erat Sempronia" - clearly with the object
of presenting the reader with a more memorable image in
the form of a portrait of a typical, if also exceptional
individual.
At Acts 4.32-5.11 and 8.4-40 there are passages
where a general description or statement is succeeded
by sketches of individual characters. In the next
chapter an explanation will be offered as to why it is
that each of these two passages can reasonably be treated
as a singla unit of interpretation, and hence as a picture
illustrative of the nature of the Church as a whole at a
particular stage in its growth, as well as a digression
allowing for the passage of time between two events.
It is not unlikely that Luke intends that Apollos
should similarly fulfil this apparently paradoxical role
of standing out from and yet at the same time typifying
the group, in this case the Church. What makes it
formally less certain than the cases already noted is the
absence of a preceding description in general terms. Yet
it may be treated as a broadly representative portrait for
the following reason. It is clearly a digression that
provides variety in the midst of an otherwise unvaried
account of the activities of Paul. Offering this relief,
it draws attention to itself. If, then, Apollos is
basically an eccentric figure, Luke is drawing attention
to the atypical, and he is unlikely so to confuse his
readers. Hence, on psychological if not on directly
formal grounds, it may be argued that the characterisation
is broadly intended to typify the Church.
Considerable difficulties of historical interpretation
are associated with the case of Apollos.^ Here, however,
discussion of his case will as usual be circumscribed by
concentrating, not on what history may lie behind the
report, but on what the ancient reader might have made of
the material before him.
The first thing mentioned of Apollos is that he was a
3ew. It is not unusual for Luke to mention the 3ewish
connections of an individual Christian: Timothy was the
son of a 3ewess (16.1-3), Aquila is introduced as a 3ew
(18.2), and it is probable that Crispus, the a
(18.8), was a 3ew also. In addition, Lydia (16^14) and
Titius 3ustus (18.7) are described as 'worshipping God',
and Cornelius (10.22) as 'fearing God'. Before the time
of Cornelius' conversion the implication is, of course,
that all converts were 3ews, and since Nicolaus was a
prosslyte (6.5) it would appear that, in this respect
at least, full proselytes were regarded as on the same
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footing as born Jews. The only possible exception in
the first ten chapters of Acts is the Ethiopian, and even
he is presented as previously worshipping in Jerusalem and
reading scripture (8.27-28).
After the conversion of Cornelius, besides the
particular cases just noted, there are also general
references which reinforce this impression of a Jewish
connection. In Salamis, Cyprus, Barnabas and Saul speak
only in the synagogues of the Jews, and when they do convert
a gentile on that island it is only because he, the proconsul,
was already under the influence of Jewish teaching, false
though that may have been (13.5—12). At Pisidian Antioch
Paul and Barnabas start in the synagogue and make many
converts among Jews and God-fearing proselytes, moving
to the gentiles only under pressure, with the reference to
converts amongst these being more vague (13.43-49). At
Iconium Luke speaks only of converts being made at the
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synagogue, Jews and worshippers of God. Nothing is
specifically said of the origins of the disciples in
either Lystra or Derbe. Moving on to Greece, in Thessalonica
only teaching in the synagogue is specifically mentioned, and
those converted are Jews, worshipping Greeks, and women
(17.1-4). In Beroea again only teaching in the synagogue
is mentioned, and the converts are Jews, woman, and in this
case also men (17.10-12). It is only with the arrival
of Paul at Athens that he is found voluntarily proclaiming
the gospel in a public place as well as in the
synagogue. In Corinth the movement to the gentiles is
onc8 again made under duress, and Luke is much more specific
about the Jews converted and about the Greeks who heard him
in the synagogue than about the many Corinthians (18.4-8).
Back in Ephesus he first argues only with the Jews in the
synagogue (18.19), and on his return only at the very end
are Greeks mentioned (19.10, cf. v. 17).
From this survey it is clear that, both in individual
and in general references, Luke's description of the
converts to the Church is pervaded with a sense of the
intimate relationship of the Church with Judaism. Since,
however, there can be no questioning the premium which he
placed on the move to the gentiles, a move spelt out very
clearly in one of the last phrases in the book,
oSv t€wo u^iw Sn To?g iQi/tSiv oc.irc<fr<£X>j TouTo
ToO &too- oloToi tcai kxaoiSovTaLi. ", some explanation must be
offered for the firmness with which he yet binds together
Jews and Christians. Such an explanation might be offered
in terms of the theory that he is trying to argue that
Christianity should be treated by the Romans as a reliqio
licita. that is essentially as a sect within the Jewish
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religion. Some have gone so far as to suggest that he
anticipates the apologists in presenting Christians as the
true Israel in order to defend them from official attack.
The Church should inherit the privileges of the Jewish
religion, while the Jews themselves can go the way of
Sosthenes."'"^
There are three major objections to any approach based
broadly along these lines. The first is that, while it
mould appear to offer firm axpiariation based on an
apologetic intention for Luke's attitude to Judaism,
it affords no corresponding explanation for his positive
concern over the Church's involvement with the gentiles.
His concern on that side has to be understood from some
non-apologetic, theological base which would probably
have been incomprehensible to the outside reader. The
second objection is that it is normally assumed that
those outside the Church were in any case unable to
distinguish it from Judaism. For example, when it is
suggested that Suetonius' phrase "impulsore Chresto"
refers to disturbances brought about by the activity of
Christian missionaries amongst the Jews of Rome,^ such
an interpretation is dependent on his being unable or
unwilling to differentiate between Jews and Christians.
Hence it is improbable, although not actually impossible,
that an apologist for Christianity should have expended
energy on trying to demonstrate that the two should be
regarded as on the same footing. The third and fatal
objection is that the phrase reliqio licita appears to
refer only to an unconfirmed hypothesis of Flommsen about the
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status of Jews after 70 A.O., and that no clear evidence
has been brought forward to demonstrate that there was in
the Roman Empire such a thing as an officially recognised
religion apart from the condoning of local ethnically based
cults.
The attitude expounded by Juster at the beginning of
this century affords a much more secure basis for understanding
Luke's simultaneous concern with the Church's connection
with Judaism and its incorporation of gentiles into itself.
The opening statement of his first chapter on the privileges
of the Jews is the important one that "l'antiquite respectait
18£ un tr§s haut deqr§ le principa de la liberie reliqieuse".
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Later, taking account of edicts of Claudius, he remarks
about restriction on these privileges that "une condition
plutot theorique pour las Juifs privileqies fut de ne pas
attaquer la religion de lours concitoyens, sous peine de
,» 20d^cheance de leurs privileges". And, arguing directly
against Mommsen's theory that after 70 A.D. the Jews ceased
to be recognised as a nation and were only recognised as a
religion, a reliqio licita. he say6:
"La th^orie de la nation devenue confession est
violemment contredite par les faits. Les Juifs,
continuant £ jouir de leurs priviliges - ce qui
est prouve par les documents, at admis par
Mommsen lui-m£tne - ne pouvaient en jouir qu'en
tant que membres d'une nation et non en tant que
participants d'un culte licite, puisque la religion
juive ne fut jamais reconnue comme un culte pouvant
3tre librement adopti et intigralement exerc£ par
les sujets de l'Empire. Bien au contraire, tout
l'effort du droit romain est, de plus en plus,
d'empecher caux qui ne sont pas Juifs de
naissance d'embrasser le judaTsme. La pratique
de celui-ci n'est done permise qu'aux membres
de la nation juive. Par consequent, les
privileges juifs sont des privileges attaches
a titre hereditaire a tous les Juifs sthniquement
Juifs, ils appartiennent done £ la nation juive
et bien loin d'itre des privileges d'un culte,
ils sont ceux d'un peuple .... les textes
legislatifs emploient pour designer les Juifs
les termes de NATION, PEUPLE".21
Accepting, then, that Judaism was not a cult which anyone in
the Empire who so wished was free to practise, and that
objections to it focused on attempts to proselytise, it
would be no defence whatsoever for an obviously missionary
movement like the Church as portrayed in Acts simply to
claim that it was more or less Jewish. That would only
mark it the more clearly as objectionable, a Jewish sect
with marked proselytising tendencies.
On the other hand, given that the outsider generally
assumed that the Church was part of Judaism, it is immediately
obvious why this missionary movement would find itself under
attack. It could offer two arguments in its defence:
firstly, that since those who were becoming members of the
Church were already Jews, or at least in some way involved
with Judaism, it could not be justly accused of proselytising
to Judaism; secondly, that since gentiles who became members
of the Church were not accepted as Jews but remained gentiles,
again it could not justly be accused"of proselytising to
Judaism. As evidence of the influence of this second
type of argumentation on Acts, it will serve here to mention
firstly the crucial individual case of Trophimus the
Ephesian who, though a Christian, was yet a gentile (21.29),
and secondly the general assertion that Christians did not need
to be circumcised nor follow the full rigours of the dietary
laws - two of the most notorious marks of Judaism. The
continuing Jewishness of Jewish Christians, on the other
hand, may be exemplified by the circumcision of Timothy
(16.1-4), and Paul's undertaking purification in the temple
22
at Jerusalem (21.20-26).
Such argumentation that the missionary Church was not a
proselytising Jewish sect, since its gentile members remained
gentiles and its Jewish ones Jews, would only cut ice in a
context in which it was quite specifically Jewish expansionism,
and not religious expansionism in general, that was under
attack. This would in fact fit well with the history
of the Empire in which individual cults were repressed
intermittently and locally. Only when a particular
religion was becoming unduly vociferous or troublesome,
was popular antagonism significantly aroused or official
action taken, and that usually only within a relatively
limited area. Thus arguments that the Church's missionary
activity was not proselytising would indeed be relevant to,
and in principle at least, adequate to combat the kind of
specific hostility that arose in the Empire.
From this discussion it is clear that the designation
of Apollos as a Jew need not be regarded simply as the
conveying of an objective piece of information which Luke
happened to have to hand, but may be seen as a loaded and
argumentative statement.
Passing over his name for the present, the third piece
of information given about Apollos is that he was an
Alexandrian. It is generally assumed that this means that
he was a citizen of the great Alexandria in Egypt. Alexander
White's evocative homiletic portrait of him is based on this
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assumption, and is, no doubt, only an exemplary represen¬
tative of many such. Nor is this assumption confined to
homiletics, as a glance at Bruce, or Haenchen, or Barrett's
24
commentary on I Corinthians will confirm. Yet it was by
no means the only Alexandria. Far nearer to Ephesus was
25
Alexandria Troas, which, according to Suetonius, was
significant enough for Caesar to have considered it as a
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possible new capital for the Empire. Hemer has shown
that, while when the city became Colonia Augusta Troadensium
it was thenceforth known in ordinary usage as Troas, in Greek
the ethnic shifted more tardily from J/4^x|ocvSgfu<g, to
<iiro , to Tgoidjdtoq a Indeed, a writer
as late as Athenaeus (c. A.O. 200) could on one occasion
refer to Hegesianax, who came from Troas, simply as, " 'Hyytfiivoi;
o Thus, that Luke elsewhere^ refers to
the city itself as Troas is no objection to 'Alexandrian'
here referring to one of its citizens.
It is true that elsewhere in Acts 'Alexandrians' may
refer to citizens of the Egyptian Alexandria: "kvt€iyjScv/ St
fl\T£<7 Ttov £ic Trjs TyV AiyO//U.£wY|<J- At jSggTlVtOV
K*oU- KWr]v"ouloV KaU 'AXttaLvSgioM 7ajV oLJCo
K^iXiiciots Kott Mtfiotg" (6.9). There, if the reference is
intended to be to Egypt, then it is necessary to understand
Luke as wishing to couple Alexandria closely with Cyrene,
another North African city, and as intending clearly to
distinguish it from the provinces of Cilicia and Asia.
Here, however, in the case of Apollos and his Alexandria,
there can be little doubt about the associated city. It
is Ephesus, a city of the Roman province of Asia. Hence
it is not unreasonable to suppose that the Alexandria in
that same province would have been the first to spring to
an ancient reader's mind. There is at least a sufficient
element of doubt about Apollos* citizenship to dissuade
the sensitive reader from any determination to see him as
emanating from a background of Philonic-type Oudaism,
and sufficient also to obviate any necessity to see
Luke as wishing to associate the Church too closely with
the notoriously troublesome Oewish community in the
Ptolemies' Alexandria.
Given the possibility that Apollos came from
Alexandria Troas, his very name would have been a potential
source of sophisticated pleasure for an ancient reader. The
city was obviously very closely associated with Troy, and
from Homer onwards Troy was associated with Apollo
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Smintheus who throughout the Iliad shows great favour
towards the city. Also, although according to the myth
she did not entirely appreciate the favour, Priam's daughter
Alexandra (Cassandra) was one of the girls towards whom
Apollo, in amorous mood, most famously directed his
attentions. Hence the name Apollonius, whether in its
full form or in the shortened form of Apollos, would have
been a most suitable name for a citizen of Alexandria Troas.
A more important consequence of understanding Apollos
to be from the province of Asia lies in this. The mission
as Luke describes it is conducted in the Levant, Cyprus,
modern Asia Minor and Greece, and eventually in Rome. Most
of those who are not found in their native towns are yet
from somewhere within that sphere: Barnabas is a Cypriot
(4.36), Saul from Tarsus (9.11 etc.), Micolaus an Antiochean
(6.5), Gaius from Derbe (20.4), Lydia from Thyatira (16.14),
Tychicus and Trophimus the Ephesian from Asia (20.4), Aquila
from Pontus (18.2), Aristarchus and Secundus from Thessalonica,
Sopatar from Serosa (20.4), Cornelius is associated with
the 6iT£L£r] 'boc^ncvj (lO.l), and as a proconsul Sergius
Paulus (13.7) was bound to be associated with Rome. Only
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two individuals come from outuith this missionary area,
the Ethiopian (8.27) and Lucius the Cyrenian who is resident
in Antioch (13.1). Only two general remarks have a wider
reference: although their immediate provenance must be
seen as Jerusalem, it was men from Cyprus and Cyrene who
according to Luke started speaking to Greeks in Antioch
(11.19-20); and since he says that three thousand were
baptised after Peter's Pentecost sermon (2.41), perhaps
some cognisance should be taken of the variety of the crowd
on that occasion (2.9-11), although fully a third of the
areas mentioned are in Asia Minor and all are resident in
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Jerusalem. The balance of interest, therefore, is absolutely
clear. From the death of Stephen on, it lies very largely,
although not quite exclusively, with the Greek-speaking world
on the northern shores of the Mediterranean or with Rome.
This is true not only of the geographical sphere of
activity, but equally of the figures who are pushed to
the forefront, for the stories in which Peter appears are
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not dominated by him. The only thoroughly eccentric
figure in the whole book is the Ethiopian, but how what
in him is to be considered typical is effectively controlled
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will be discussed in the next chapter. If Apollos
were to be seen as of Egyptian origin, for all the Hellenic
nature of that Alexandria, he would be another prominent
and atypical figure, and in his case there would be nothing
in the literary form in which he is introduced to control
the effect of that on the mind of the reader. If he can be
seen as from Alexandria Troas, he would be a thoroughly
typical and typifying figure, which is what the form of
the digression would broadly suggest.
The fourth piBce of information offered about Apollos
is that he is an "koyoq", It has already been said
that there is no need to see this as set in contrast with
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"SuvoiT^ &v sv Tous ygou^otuj". Indeed, it would be
aesthetically preferable for the descriptive phrases on
either side of the intrusive narrative phrase 'Voi-r^v-rrjcriEv
"Etfrssav " to have a similar reference and thus bind the
together. Both phrases in fact suggest an
intellectually able and educated man. (Those commentators
who allow that Aoftc# implies both eloquence and education
are probably in the right, considering that Greek education
was above all in and for eloquence). The second phrase
serves to highlight one area of his competence, a religious
one.
This impression of educated ability stands in some
contrast with the earlier assertion that Peter and John
were "ow^gwiroi oLy^fi/AaLTai .... vcott 'SicoTou. " (4.13).
It is possible that Luke wishes to paint a picture of the
Church growing away from the ignorant to the educated.
That Peter and John were no skilled orators is, however,
part of their defence, part of a standard rhetorical
argument on Luke's part that ordinary, simple folk are
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most likely to tell the truth. Further, neither of
them is specifically characterised and introduced. Hence,
although the image of truthfulness may have general
application, it is possible that the description of them
which here argues for it is argumentative purely in the
specific context. It would not, then, be intended to
form part of the general overall portrait of the Church.
The picture of Apollos, on the other hand, is formally
painted and illustrative in function. Hence the
impression it conveys of the Church moving in learned
if religious circles may be assumed to have a general
application.
Coming curiously after the picture of him as able and
educated, the fifth aspect of this portrait of Apollos is
that he stands in need of some correction as regards the
nature of 'the way' (the section being neatly bracketed
by two references to oSov "). If the ancient reader
had read Luke's gospel, he would have been able to make
something of the reference to the baptism of 3ohn. Even
if he had not, he would have been able to see that Luke
is saying here that some of the teaching about the Church,
even some from apparently reputable sources, is inaccurate
and partial. Is it part of his apologetic that he wishes
to suggest that some of the things which people may have
heard about the Church may not have been exactly true?
In the next chapter evidence will be offered which suggests
that Apollos' willingness to be corrected may be intended
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as an indication of his modesty.
The final image of Apollos is of a person the more
closely identified u/ith the Church and the more clearly,
in opposition to the Dews, which is a trifle paradoxical
considering the way in which he himself was first intro¬
duced. This dialectical relationship between the Church
and Judaism is personified in this representative
individual as it is also in other figures, notably Paul.
Even if the stylisation of opponents as 'the Jews' was
pure habit with the author, it must still be asked what
an uninitiate audience would have made of it. The answer
must be that it would have given the impression that the
Church was not Judaism, and this despite the fact that
arguing from the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ
would seem at first glance to indicate an internal Jewish
dispute - as Gallia may just have suggested in saying that
Christians have merely contravened Jewish law (18.1). Thus
in defence against an attack on proselytising Jews Luke now
has three arguments: those who are becoming Christians
are already Jews, so we cannot be proselytising them; those
gentiles who are becoming Christians remain gentiles, so we
cannot be proselytising them; Christianity is not Judaism,
so we are not proselytising. Such an exhaustive use of
all possible arguments would be typical of ancient rhetoric.
To conclude, the typifying digression which introduces
Apollos provides an image of a Church which one way or
another should not be accused of proselytising to Judaism,
which should possibly not be too closely associated with
Egypt and the southern shores of the Mediterranean but
rather with the Greek cities of Achaea and Macedonia and
the provinces of Asia Minor, about which one might have
been misinformed, the members of which are educated but
modest.
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V
"The women came out singing and dancing,
with tabrets, with joy, and with instruments of musick,
and answered one another as they played, and said,
Saul hath slain his thousands,
and David his ten thousands."
(I Samuel 18.6-7)
CHAPTER V
EM>PA1EIZ TTPOSflHar IN £Yf*KPI£I£
The previous two chapters have considered the
significance of character descriptions as individual
units within the overall context of the book. While
maintaining an interest in this wider context, attention
in this chapter will be focussed on the more immediate
context of those sketches which appear in groups and the
implications that this has for their significance.
A. The Classical Background
The school exercise of or comparison,
which the sohoolboy probably learned before that of des¬
cription, is introduced by Theon in this way:
"t6r\ Xoyo<7 r<=> ^Atiov Tb .
yiVovTcu 2s Tr^xstfto-rrcov te
Kbti -rq^aSco-ntov olov A'loiy-nx? 302o<S6itc<g ^ Trgc*.y/*a.-nm
21 <SU5V GodpCalt5 T£ Kbit otAA' £VSt,Srj KTotc
TOJV Tr^otfcOTTaJV 0 (XTS^oV TTgovcgCvoTTgti^Sicp
ciiropAftrovnc^ Koa // rt .iAAo tts^l olvt&v £<frw
Ayu9oV1 I^UoL jXi-BoSoe^ Jiv sJvj ITS^C aijuufroiV. "
(9.231/11.112.20-26)
In the dicanic genres the exercise would come into its
own in comparing the accuser with the accused, or in drawing
an analogy with a famous case, or with the actions of a
famous person. Perhaps the most renowned comparisons,
however, are the nineteen fiuov preserved with
the Parallel Lives of Plutarch, Luke's contemporary. First
of all he writes, for example, a life of Agesilaus and then
a separate life of Pompey. These are then followed by a
piece, a Buy, in which Plutarch treats of topics
such as their rise to power, their subsequent treatment
of their first patron, their breaches of justice, and so
on in an orderly sequence, all the while alternating
between the one figure and the other in order to compare
them. This is interesting in the context of what Theon
has to say about there being two types of :
Si. a T£<sir«<j tzov Aoydov St-Trot;' rj ■foLg urrsg
£*oLtfT&L> "TCOV <-V<JjX iSlcC TWot AoyoV
2l£.^iX£OiS'o^LtBoL) rj £Vot TTdg1 u^lxpovj QaLTigOxJ T^O\C£CYen/TZ.<^..."
(9.235/11.115.6-8)
What Plutarch is apparently doing is using both types of
procedure for the same pair of people. First of all he
exemplifies Theon's first type, providing a separate essay
2
on each of the two subjects compared. Then he exemplifies
Theon's second type, offering one essay covering both subjects
and indicating preferences, just as in the example cited by
Theon himself of Xenophon's comparison in the Symposium
(viii.6-41) of the love of the soul and of the body.
In historiography proper, examples of this second
type of comparison may be found in Sallust, who offers
6bytc£uS"£uj TTga6tOTiiov involving Cato and Caesar, Gugurtha
3
and Micipsa, and Gugurtha and Metallus. Also, in the
work of Luke's probable contemporary, Tacitus, the obituary
of Gaius Ateius Capito includes a comparison with Marcus
4
Antistius Labeo, and when Gnaeus Oomitius Afer and Marcus
Servilius Nonianus die in the same year they are similarly
compared:
"sequuntur uirorum inlustrium mortss, Domitii
Afri at M. Seruilii, qui summis honoribus at
multa eloquantia uiguerant, ilia orando causas,
Seruilius diu foro, mox tradandis rebus Romanis
Celebris st eloquentia uitae quam clariorem ^
effecit, ut par ingenio, ita morum diuersus".
Examples of the first type of comparison are, however
of more interest here, since it is this type that is found
in Acts. A minor example from the doyen of Latin orators
may first of all be considered:
"Messalla consul est egregius, fortis, constans,
diligens, nostri laudator, amator, imitator, ilia
alter uno uitio minus uitiosus quod iners, quod
somni plenus, quod imperitus, quod k-KgootxaTat.roq ,
sad uoluntate ita K-tv^ ut Pompeium post illam
contionam in qua ab eo senatus laudatus est odisse
coeparit. itaque mirum in modum omnis a se bonos
alienavit. neque id magis amicitia Clodi adductis
fecit quam studio perditarum rarum atque partium".
(Ad Atticum I.xiv.6)
Messalla and Piso are compared and contrasted first for
their personal attributes - Messalla is all that is
excellent, and Piso is damned in a deliberate, out and out
back-handed compliment, - and secondly in respect of their
associates, Cicero with typical modesty citing himself as
the best and thus providing a sharp contrast with Piso's
friend Clodius, one of Cicero's most hated opponents.
Noticeably Piso, whom Cicero does not even deign to name,
6
is described at much greater length.
Another example of a <SoyvCg\jSi<z or comparatio where
the one who is worsted remains unnamed, despite receiving
the fuller treatment, is found in the work of Cicero's
contemporary, Catullus:
"salue, nec minima puella nasa
nec bslla pads nec nigris ocellis
nec longis digitis nec ore sicco
nec sane nimis elegante lingua,
decoctoris arnica Formiani.
ten prouincia narrat esse bellam?
tecum Lesbia nostra camparatur?
o saeclum insapiens et infacetum!"
(Carmen 43)
Physical appearance and associates - the writer again
including himself - are on this occasion the basis for
comparison, or rather for non-comparison. For, at the
end of the day, Catullus denies that there is any ground
for comparison. This accords with Theon's primary dictum:
"TTgoJTbV SioJ(/vs9u) t OTt oU tfvyKgCftlc; yoVOVTcU
ao TJov jAS.\fOLKY\V TT'goe; &&v|5ol Siaupogcof S^ovTtoV"
y<*£ o TToTTegov goc;
'kyptX^ 'yf 6?££<Sir.y<?, °OX' otrs^ TcSv kul
TCigl Sv JUA4>IG8»I TdOyuCV IVoTi^as/ SsT TVga&t&OaUj
< v V < ' c r* r\ c f \ \ 4
dlcL To IJuqaifULidM OgdL\j TW STZgOl) Tgog Ti>
UirEee'XT!v* " (9.232/11.112.26-113.2)
Granted that it is ridiculous to make a comparison where
there is nothing to compare, nevertheless it is not un¬
reasonable, while essentially accepting what Theon says, to
treat as a little oversimplified his advice that there should
be no obvious difference between the subjects under discussion
What is important, and what it may be assumed Theon is driving
at, is that there must be a clear initial basis for comparison
Hence it is that, in making his contrast, it is enough
for Cicero that the two men are consuls. Tacitus (Annals
III.30), primarily on the basis that the two men died in the
same year, offers a contrast between a traditional republican
career and a new-fangled imperial one - the latter, perhaps
significantly, being given the more prolonged treatment. And
Catullus can establish a basis for comparison simply by making
a more or less identical statement about two girls:
"Quintia formosa est multis, mihi Candida, longa
recta est: haec ego sic singula confiteor.
totum illud formosa nego: nam nulla uenustas,
nulla in tarn magno est corpora mica salis.
Lesbia formosa est, quae cum pulcerrima tota est,
turn omnibus una omnis surripuit Veneres".
(Carmen 86)
This use of verbal reminiscence to highlight similarity or
contrast is also discernible to some extent in one of the
examples which Theon (11.240/11.118.15) gives of svc^foosuj',
one in which comparison is also involved:
't'SoC Si ~rf)< 'IS IOC TOSi.' ttsXeUVoC StvfOOC TTotSoi. ,
To suggest that these almost necessarily repeated and contrasting
words are pointers in the establishment of the comparison may seem
very obvious. What the rhetoricians noticed and systematised
often was. The basic principle is the same as that employed
by Vergil in the often much more complex reflections and
reminiscences he deploys in the type of literary comparison
7
known to modern analysts as simile.
To round off this sketch of the as it appears
in general literature, and in prospect of the way in which
it appears in Acts, it may be recalled that Walbank regards
the whole of Polybius* sixth book as a digression. That
/ 8
digression he describes as a of Rome and Carthage.
(Herodotus: Histories 11.76)
The point of departure for it is the battle of Cannae, the
literal and not just the literary pitting of the one against
the other.
9. Barnabas, and Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 4.32-5.11)
To turn now to Acts, the first comparative pairing to
be considered is that of Joseph Barnabas with Ananias and
Sapphira. As was observed in the consideration of
g
digressions, the description of one character may be
given as representative and characteristic of a whole
group. In the present case the SoyxgiSig is intended
to serve this purpose. This function is high-lighted
stylistically by the way in which the language of the
widely recognised summary is picked up in the descriptions
of both Barnabas and Ananias. Acts 4.34b-35a reads:
u « v / ^ X 5 „ £ ^
oSoi faig K,-rvjT<9£,£<; yj OIKttoV
TcoAouvrsg" -rUg Tiuoc^ T~rr< 7r^0c<s'>c^>/u.sviov
KaU. £T(9ooV Toluol Too<; iro$t<g TcOV iirotf-ToAcOV
This language is reflected in the following way. MiCrvj • • •
Uir/]0(ov " (cf. "-n t£v urnvgyatTaw au)Tto " 4.32) is picked up by
" 0-nL$yovro<£ aiL-r3" in the case of Barnabas (4.37), and by
"ktvjjttoc" in the case of Ananias (5.1). "tt^Xouvtc^ " is
reflected in "-ntoAv^sv^" in the former case and in "«TrcoA^<rtv"
in the latter. u&4>cgov Tiyuig " is paralleled by
"ytfeyhcc* To i-n the first case, and contrasted with
"
tVoSdpuSu.TO olATo T^5 .... KaLL £V£yvCbt5 fJ-ZgeS Ti "
in the second (5.2). Again, "Kbu STiffoov tTo"Tro^cc^" tuv
o(ir<9<rroAtov" is made a firm anchor by its virtual repetition
in " xiu. ?y»|ic&Y Tgog TfoStug -r£>v oi.TTo<rxoAeov" (4.37) and
T»HS S "raSv oCXTo£~n>XtCM £&y|«tV" (5.2). Not8
should also ba taken of " £tt£<scv Se TTc^oi^rj^tot TTgg><? -rao<
nb5atg aU)T^o KbtL £§£Vofcvn (5.10), where this linguistic
reminiscence helps to tie Sapphira in with the comparison
and the summary, whereas the othsr linguistic parallels in
the description of her case only serve to identify her with
her husband. Similarity in phraseology, then, ties the
summary to its illustration the 6oy<£"-«v<j , and ties the
two elements of the tfuynCf«-<s"i<3 , the two svc^iusnq , to each
other.
Y8t the artistry with which, by the use of uariatio,
any repetitious crudity is avoided should not be missed.
Besides omission from verbal reflection of some words in
either or both elements of the doyiC£uS*i<j, different parts
of the same verb or noun are used - u-rrTjg^ov / virJLgye>vro<;,
TTeS^oG'/T£^/ £V£y»Cot£ , Toij
Ti^ut^/TrjVn- and different words from the same root -
\Cnjro(?s$ / tcrvj^Mt . That such variation may reasonably be
considered deliberate is confirmed by classical authors*
studied use of the figure of polyptoton. This figure
may be neatly illustrated from Livy's introductory sketch
of Hannibal:
". . . . perfida plus quam Punica, nihil ueri,
nihil sancti, nullus deum metus, nullum ius
iurandum, nulla religio".
(Ab Urbe Condita XXI.4)
Luk8, of course, uses the variation for largely aesthetic
reasons, with only a shadow of the sense of marked smphasis
achieved by Livy's combining the figure with anaphora."^
for the same reason he employs actual variation of
terminology, "ctygou " and "kt^oi" corresponding to
"yojguo^ !j 01 tetchy" (not necessarily implying that Ananias
and Sapphira are involved in selling a house), and
"70 ygrjfAaL" to nTd.$ Tiptoes'". Finally, Luke also makes
effective use of varied word order, placing "s&jksv " after
"ir«i^ot T&05 tToSe-r<Gv in the case of Ananias,
which variation is just sufficient psychologically to
prepare the reader for the fact that this part of the
comparison is not yet complete.
Identification of the literary character of this
portion of the book may in itself be sufficient explanation
of certain factors. Firstly, the description of Ananias
together with Sapphira is longer than that of Barnabas in
the same way as that of the worse of the pair is longer in
the cases from classical literature discussed above.
Secondly, Sapphira may be subordinated to Ananias not
primarily for any social reason, but basically for the
literary purpose of making the contrast one-to-one in the
first instance, and hence clearer. Vet if she to any
degree appears to bear the brunt of the blame, then such
a cherchez-la—femme attitude was as old in historiographical
writing as Herodotus' ideas about the causes of the oar between
Europe and Asia, and feminine influence was a typical motif
in Hellenistic historiography.11 Thirdly, Peter is a
uox et praetarBa nihil because it is not his character
that is being treated as characteristic of the Church,
but by way of contrast, that of Ananias and Sapphira.
Peter is merely a dramatic means for the author to express
the alement of judgment inherent in 6oyvc^is*i^ , and it
is doubtful whether any personal asperity should be
imputed to him.
As regards the positive implications of this section's
literary character for its meaning and purpose, the point
which makes the two figures comparable, and which is
illustrative of the general situation, is of course that
both sell property and put cash at the disposal of the
community as a whole - an appeal to popular philosophical
. , . . 12
idealism.
The point of contrast far which Ananias with his wife
is condemned has not been found to be so clear. It has been
assumed that it lies in their failure to share by keeping
back some private property. Haenchen draws a comparison
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with the luckless Achan in the book of 3oshua. As has
already been observed, however, the exercise of Soy^us-i^
involves expression of judgment (Theon repeatedly uses the
verb TtgovcgiYiiv ), and Luke expresses his judgment by the
standard historiographical practice of putting it in the
mouth of one of his characters. The action of which Peter
accuses Ananias both at the beginning and at the end of his
short speech is expressed by the one verb - " ",
"tytodod " (5.3,4). Falsehood is the charge, and it is
this that is emphasised in the repeat scene with Sapphira,
where it is clBar from the interchange that she tells a
lie and attests a false figure. Cadbury rightly speaks
14
of "the famous liar Ananias".
If further pointers are necessary, the matter of names
15
may be considered. As indicated earlier, interpretation
in this area may be possible because Ananias happens to have
a notorious predecessor of the same name. Hananiah (the
variation in the form of the name is due solely to traditional
English rendering), who appears in Jeremiah chapter twenty-
eight, is a false prophet who suffers the punishment of
death:
'Veil ivtvtro i-J TZO TZT<&TtJ &T.ZL SsSsiCiol. &dJS{\iu>S
>l r •> v « * ' — 1 ' , . r CI
loodoL Z-i TTCU-TTTiO ttTTSV yLUSi AVbLY\ol$ 0iO$
a faiSo-rrgo^-TV^ o £t\ro foijScov .... tfeau Surtv
'AAY^&S^ .... KfcU. E?"n"£V "TZO 'AvolVtal
Ootc itr&S'-naUVKCV <?£ KbO. "TCfctrmS/votL £TreHV]<5"oUJ
tov Aotov tiotov oiSucto ' siol isuro 3otzj>5 £iwev
tpj£us£ •'(Soi) sy60 iJotTToirrEAXtO SS i.TTe> 1T£o<r<i>-n»U TrpS
VrK, Tburto -n2 £V1olUtG aLTCodoifM. KoU. oi.TTESeV/CV £v
^ ^ ^ * Sz?W fc,» c
TcO LunYl -no €pdajuu2>1 (28.1,6,15-17 LXX)
Thus someone cognisant with this might see Ananias' falsehood
as inherent in his very name."^
Again, this lying is said by Peter to be against God and
the Holy Spirit. Herein may possibly lie a contrast with
the overt etymologising of the nickname Barnabas as " U105
■rfaigat.K.'Xrygeug ". Later in Acts the Holy Spirit is closely
associated with encouragement ("^fj Too oLyi'00
Trv«OyUoi.To<j" 9.31), and in John's gospel the Holy Spirit is
(Jn. 14.16-17; 15.26 etc.), To TrvsGyuoL t$jS
. But if this contrast is intended, then it could
only have been open to those with knowledge of ecclesiastical
tradition, for it is not made sufficiently explicit in Acts
itself.
Nevertheless, although this last point about names may
not have been fully comprehensible to the general reader, what
would have bsen plain to any rsader with aven primary
education was that the Church promoted communality and
repudiated deceit.
That this whole section (4.32-5.11) should be seen
as a digression allowing for the passage of time would seem
to be reasonable. The author would wish to put some
distance and offer some variety between his two stories
of arrest and trial. Hence, as Sallust departs from
17
and returns to the theme of consular elections, so
here Luke departs from and returns to the theme of
arrest and trial, with Peter as the major figure in both
cases. Another interesting tie-up between what precedes
and what succeeds the digression is that, while the prayer
for boldness is answered immediately — " Sog Tol£ SooTu
600 ^i£Te/. TTo££^r|<S"(olS' aoolicv T2>v ^oyov Gov " (4.29) is
answered by Tav /loyov *t&3 9to^ julZtbl "
(4.31)- the section concerned with miracles is not answered
till after the digression - " tz2 TqV £vcrEcV&,v <S£
sts1 uasiv ktou (svj^a?ot kiju. -nzgaLTai. " (4.30) is answered
by " sioi si -reov t£ov <Ltxo6toacov gyCvtr© wau. T^aLtu
ttoXlii." (5.12). This division of the answer to the prayer
tends to give an impression of a more compressed time scale,
in contradiction to the impression of a more extended time
scale given by the insertion of a digression. This contra¬
diction is indicative of the fact that Luke is probably more
interested in the aesthetic requirements of variety and of
coherence and connection in the narrative, rather than in
suggesting an accurate chronology.
105.
C. Philip. Simon Magus, and the Ethiopian (Acts 8.4-40)
The second group of descriptions in Acts to be considered
under the heading of €o^<£nS\<; is that of Philip, Simon Magus,
and the Ethiopian Eunuch. As in the previous case it is
clear that it is intended to be illustrative of the situation
of a whole group, in this case the situation of those of whom
Luke says, "<x duv A i ^cyuxvot
I A ' M
TbV Aoyav .
The overall literary arrangement here is, however, much
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more complex than in the case just discussed. Yet it is
quite clear that to begin with there is a comparison of
Philip and Simon. Since Philip has already appeared in the
narrative at the election of the seven (6.1-6), there is here
no introductory character description in the asyndetic style,
only a description of his activities. To balancs this, ths
introduction of Simon is also in a largely narrative form.
Through these descriptive narratives it is made clear that
it is reasonable to compare ths two men. Firstly, thsy
are in the same place — " <§fXiifffoj St tcecncASusv tvjv ttoAcv
~ms " (8.5); "ctvv]£ St ovo^uotTi -SiyuuuW TT£oo-nv^0(fiV
Td TToAtL pwytUcoV Kbtl "to life 2LdLlXcl0tL*.<; "
(8.9). Secondly, both have a message about someone, Philip
about Christ (" £k\^o<s'«xv otoiaTg ibv X^i<srov " — 8.5), and Simon
about himself ("Asyiov Tivet sUjt£>v " - 8.9). Thirdly,
both attract the attention of great numbers of people -
"TTgOfStyOV St ai b^Aoi Tbl^ AtyOylAtVoi^ \)TXo "too ^(AlTTTTDO
«■ fi C V 3 r. ' ' V / \ ^cl
aiXobh/uLaidoV £V Ted oOCdOSV/ oirtoUS Kbic plCTtaV Tot <SV|^c£tot oi
tTTOltI (8.6); "~Trigd<r£iYoV TTaWf£<J ot"Iib ^utydtAoo
OZOU Vj
tr^ogfcCYov Sk owr2 Stoi tb ucatvco
-rJxs ^u=<.yc^oitg• otutau^ (a. 10—11).
And fourthly, having noticed that Simon caused amazement,
It will have been observed that even as points of simi¬
larity are established so too are points of contrast. Philip
proclaims another: Simon proclaims himself. People come
to hear Philip and to see what he does, but to greet Simon
only for what he has done, for he is not portrayed as having
any substantial message. Philip generates joy, Simon
astonishment, and only he reacts to Philip as people
reacted to him. Then, of course, Simon is converted
by Philip and not vice versa.
Similarities and differences having been established,
it remains for the author to judge between the two characters.
As in the previous example, Luke expresses his judgment in
dramatic form, again introducing Peter for the purpose.
Again the judgment is included in the longer, second
description of the worse character. And also as in the
previous case, it is attitude to the Holy Spirit that is
crucial. It is treated by Simon as a purchasable
authority - presumably a piece of magic that can be
taught, and such as he himself used to perform. For this
he is condemned. Luke is seeking to establish that
Christianity is not mere magic, and indeed that it is
we may note that Philip did also: "o Ss 2i
TT|pd<StCa<£T££>a>V T3 tPl'XLTftttO j TE ICOLL
fAXyZuXcLg yiVOfJLttfcLS » (8.13).
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opposed to it. That such argumentation was apposite
may be illustrated from Juvenal who, in the midst of
decrying a motley procession of devotees of the mystery
religions, fortunetellers, astrologers and diviners,
introduces a Jewess in this way:
"cum dedit ille locum, cophino faenoque relicto
arcanam Iudaea tremens mendicat in aurem,
interpres legum Solymarum et magna sacerdos
arboris ac summi fida internuntia caeli.
implet et ilia manum, sad parcius; aere minuto
qualiacumque uoles Iudaei somnia uendunt".
(Satire VI. 542-7)
Once Luke has portrayed his characters and judged between them
it is unnecessary for him to give any clear picture of Simon's
fate. The literary form is already complete. It is complete
also without any reference to Philip's attitude to the Spirit,
for it is implicit that he accepts his inability to impart
it. There may be a hint that he continues modestly
contented in this condition in the fact that, just as
because of his presence " lysvcro Sk ttoA^ yoOOq^ £v tvj TTokzl
IkxiWj " (8.8), so the Eunuch " tTCogtuzTo .... t^v oSov
otutbu " (8.39).^ If this is so, it would imply
exactly the opposite of the suggestion that
20
indicates that the Eunuch received the Spirit. This
leads to consideration of the relationship of the portrayal
of the Eunuch to the (Suyvcfc<Ti<j of Philip and Simon.
The characterisation of the Eunuch is a most
21
interesting study in itself. Lowther Clarke noted
connections between this passage and the prophecy of
Zephaniah, the main points being that Zephaniah (2.4,
cf. Acts 8.26,40) mentions "A^umc, fJ.Z6rjfA.fi , and
and also (2.11, cf. Acts 8.27) ■n£o<fkcuv\y<rou<si.v' and
Ai#i<rrr£:<j . Haenchen remarks that "II Kings 2 has
several points of similarity with the passage under
discussion, e.g. 1) its verse 11 speaks of a ot£^ut;
2) its o\I\c oujtbv £ri (v. 12) corresponds verbatim
to our 8.39; 3) (8.40) recalls <so^ £ugov a£0-R=v
(v.17); 4) cf. au)To*i TTVeu^tot. ku^usu (v. 16) and
"TTvcuyUoc vcogioo rj^iToifftv ibv <3?i Acrrrrov (8.39)".^
These in fact are not the only examples that could be
cited of the very strong connection both verbal and in
thought between the two passages. It might also be
noted that " aurr*\ £<STiv agyyies" (8.26), may well relate
to "av in II Kings 2.8, with Luke transmuting the
meaning due to his conception of the proximity of the
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Jordan and the desert. With "Kct#ui5<*i tfbv oii-rsG " (8.31) compare
"ko'Sou Srj Z$£ " (II Kings 2.6). With 'Vote tOatr£|Sir]<r«t.v kjjui>aTS£at "
(8.38) compare "Kbit £i£j&pfi*v " (H Kings 2.8). And,
with so much verbal contact already established, it should be
noted that " Kid lSoo " (v. 27; II Kings 2.11), the verb
"ITo£>£iJo^LoU (vv. 27,36; II Kings 2.6), and (v.36; II
Kings 2.6,8), all of which on their own would be insignificant,
are further details which the two passages have in common.
Parallels should not, however, be restricted to the
second chapter of II Kings, but should also include the
first:
"vCeU olyy£Ao<^ <£"£V TT£O>5 AUJU TOV
t9r«StT>iV Aivodv 3AVCUST^ Hiago ,.. . KM. iiro^so9yj JHXioo."
(II Kings 1.3-4 LXX)
"xut. lAot^Kj'S'CV <00 TT(OOg JHA<oU «G=U. £ItT£V
n&r' otOTirV .... K2*L <LvT<St7j 'HAlOV Kbit KbcrSjJ^ .
(II Kings 1.15 LXX)
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The comparison with Acts is striking:
"aiy-fe'hoS St vCoguso !/\£A7|<rev irgotg ^(Attnrov Aey^jv^oCVaLSrri9i Kiit ITopiaoO KoLTa u.t^rjuBpLd.'/ tiri rAv oSav
> ' O ' 3 < »J -.V 3 r~/ L
TrjJ KbLToipoUV'btJSolV oCTTo le^oVSoLXvju. £tj loi^oiV . . .
KcLt OLVBUZTH^C SVuptoOri. *z 1 (Acts 8.26-27)
Unfortunately some significant textual difficulty is
involved. In the case of the LXX the text given above
is that of Rahlfs who follows V. But at verses 3-4 the
A text reads:
"Kite tcu^usu kx.JiXtrcv 'Hhoo Tov <S>s<sjS(.TV]V
Asicoa -tfbgtu&vjrt ...
The second complication is that in Acts some texts -
p^, D,181 - read "aLVeLtfrug " instead of "aiv<L<yr^9\ ",
and some - p^, C,D - " flb^toAyri " instead of "TTogtoou".
Now, clearly it would not be proper to manipulate the
text by making such an eclectic choice of readings as would
produce the closest match between Kings and Acts. But
equally clearly, no matter which readings are preferred, the
parallel remains striking.
Taking into account, then, both the first and second
chapters of II Kings, the following further correspondences
may be observed. In terms of the general pattern of the story
we may notice, firstly, that untoward events take place in
Samaria, and, secondly, that as Elijah waylays a king's
emissaries so Philip accosts a member of a queen's court.
Thirdly, Ekron and Gaza, the respective destinations of
these travellers, are both in the Philistian plain.
Fourthly, journeying, meeting a prophet, holding
conversation, and going into/through water is the sequence
of both passages. Fifthly, the idea of the people/person
encountered returning whence they/he came is in both passages
"rjv St \j-rro<rrp£4xAV" (8.28) and " ktoU £-rrt^r^^4>rjd"oiy" (II Kings
1.5), Sixthly, and without any recourse to the assumption
of Elijah, the idea of the physical transportation of a
prophetic figure is present in both passages. For an
Old Testament parallel to the language of Acts in this
respect, comparison may be made with I Kings 18.12: "vCaa
rs .j y » J <13 14
KOgiou <51Z 2ig yrjV f YJV OOtC oidbL .
When account is taken of the material that the above
analysis has shown could be derived from the LXX, the
asyndetic introductory portion of the Trg>«sioirou,
the dialogue introducing the quotation from Isaiah, and
the rounding off in v. 40 which refers back to v. 25,
practically the whole of Acts 8.26-40 has been covered.
None of this dismemberment, however, is particularly
illuminating unless one can explain why Luke put it
together in the form in which we find it.
To elucidate the pattern of the passage it will be
useful to consider Lucian's dialogue EiKovct; . This is
essentially an essay on how to describe someone. It takes
the form of a friend having to describe a lady he has seen
in order that Lucian may identify her to him. Lucian
starts with the general effect of her physical appearance.
In Acts the words "Ai9iaip , " constitute, as we
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saw above, one of the relatively rare occasions on which
something of a person's physical appearance would spring
before the reader's eye. From physical appearance Lucian
goes on to imply the lady's social status and place of origin
soldiers to this company that finally identifies her as
the emperor's mistress. The Eunuch's social status and
place of origin are simply but clearly stated by Luke.
After returning to the praise of the woman's appearance by
comparing her u/ith painting and sculpture, Lucian goes on
to describe what she is doing as she walks along:
"$l$XioV ToUV ytgoix styfV tig Svo (SbVScXl^tViW icott
This resembles very closely the picture of reading and
conversation which Luke paints in Acts, and it is
oLgyuLToq otuToo" which precedes it is in fact a brief
reversion to the theme of physical description, as well
as perhaps implying elevated social status. All in all,
it is clear that Luke arranges the whole of the material
in Acts 8.26-40 in order to provide a full length portrait
of the Ethiopian.
This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that, although
Lucian says that he can almost see and hear the woman from his
25
friend Lycinas' description, he yet maintains that this is
not enough. Praise of physical appearance is of no use
without portrayal and praise of the good points of the soul,.
"to IColl 4" KTeii Tb jJLi^d^kocfrgoV <SaU
ScA^>£e3SoyvjV iCetL TVuiS liei* " (43.11). No doubt Lycinas was
from the group that accompanies her - "teau eovoo^v n 7
TTdLW TTo/Uca". And it is the later addition of
(43.9)
interesting that the phrase " km Tav
disappointed that he could not overhear what was read and
what was said in conversation precisely because thus would
the 'soul' of the lady have been made known to him. It
is by allowing his audience to overhear the conversation
and the reading that Luke elucidates the character of the
Eunuch.
What then is his character? Perhaps most surprising
for the modern reader is that he must take it to be
illuminated by the passage that the Ethiopian is reading
from Isaiah. The modern churchman's association of this
passage with Christ is so complete that to see it as in any
way descriptive of the character of the Eunuch is at first
strange. Yet the literary form of the passage demands
this. Humility is ascribed to the Ethiopian no less than
to Jesus. This humility is also seen in his willingness
to admit his ignoranca and ask for help and commentary on
what he is reading. Later in Acts, but in a passage which
has already been discussed, it would not be unreasonable
to see this theme as picked up again in Apollos' readiness to
put right (18.24). Of a lack of pride despite one's station
Lucian says, "TdorrjV^ oi.v ruj yKoUiifrot giTouvtS'fccs. ". (43.21)
One final lesson that may be gleaned from this dialogue
of Lucian's is that the whole conceit of its form, whereby
the interchange sets out to identify the lady, to name her,
implies that in a straightforward description the name
would come very near the beginning. This, as was noted
in discussing the form and content of the character
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description, is precisely Luke's practice.
This comparison with Lucian has shown that the
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ancient reader is unlikely to have shared Dibelius' view
that 8.26-39 is "told in the genuine style of legend and
on the whole without literary embellishment". Although
such a reader would have been unlikely to know the LXX,
the influence which it apparently had will have made its
own contribution to creating in the passage that carefully
contrived numinous atmosphere, appropriate to the exotic
subject of the Eunuch, that he will have sensed. Thus
will he also have valued the element of secrecy on which
Dibelius remarks. Dibelius attributes the lack of a
sermon in the literary manner to the legendary quality he
detects, but the reader would not think to expect more than
an indication of the theme since a long harangue addressed
to the Eunuch would scarcely illuminate his character. On
the other hand, what he chooses to read does, and hence
serves a personal interest rather than a devotional one
as Dibelius suggests.
To return to consideration of how tha characterisation
of the Ethiopian relates to the So\<£i<s-ie; of Philip and Simon
the connection between the joy of the people in Samaria and
the joy of the Eunuch, and the similarity between verses
25 and 40 have already been noted. Through these points
the end of the description of the Eunuch is reminiscent of
the foregoing comparison, the point of which is that the two
men are compared as religious leaders and teachers. Simon,
however, does not remain a leader. He becomes a disciple.
Hence he is also in a position to be compared with another
disciple. This is the purpose of following the description
of him with that of the Eunuch.
28
Both are exotic figures. Both are Philip's converts.
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Both move in high social circles. Simon, however, is
full of himself and the Ethiopian is modest. Simon
goggles at miracles, while the Ethiopian needs only the
elucidation of scripture. The latter can clearly be
trusted to know how to handle wealth, but Simon thinks
that money can be used to buy sven the Holy Spirit. The
Eunuch journeys on transported by the joy of his conversion;
Simon is dissatisfied, and greedy for an authority which even
the man who converted him does not have. Simon finishes up
in a desperate situation which contrasts sharply with the
Ethiopian's joyful one - it is only this difference which
makes the abrupt departure of Peter seem harsh where Philip's
transportation does not appear so.
Linguistically, this comparison and contrast of flagus and
the Eunuch may not be particularly pointed. Nevertheless, it
may reasonably be maintained that the ancient reader's education
would have tended to lsad him to approach this section of Acts
in a way very similar to that which has been described. The
mor8 so because, when this section is seen as three
brought together in complex , it becomes clear that
as a whole it constitutes a prosopographical digression which
allows the reader to sense that some time has elapsed between
Saul's beginning his persecution and his conversion. Again,
if this section is in some sense a digression, that provides
a sufficient literary explanation as to why it is never made
absolutaly claar that the Eunuch is a gentile convert.
Such a major advance in the narrative could not be made
during a digression. There is, therefore, no need to
resort to imaginary ecclesiastical politics to find
Luke's motivation in this respect. It may, of course,
still be maintained that this conversion is a literary
and psychological preparation for the conversion of
Cornelius, and that the conversion of the opponent
Simon is a similar preparation for the conversion of
the persecutor Saul.
The major objection to seeing this section as a
digression is that it describes one of the advances
signalled in the prologue:
it V. 3l A / / u i
Belonging as it does to the prologue, this programme has
been treated with proper seriousness. Yet that seriousness
should not allow the reader to expect too precise a carrying
out of the programme. For although he has heard of teaching
in Jerusalem, it cannot be said that he has heard anything
of a mission throughout Judaea before coming to this
section on Samaria. At 9.31 Luke is about to mention the
Galilee, which is not named in the programme of chapter
one. Neither, indeed, are any of the parts of Asia Minor,
nor even Greece itself. Under these circumstances, and
since historiographical digressions, as has already been
remarked, are not intended to be virtually irrelevant to
the progress of the narrative, but rather to provide a
(1.8)
background against which the subsequent narrative is more
comprehensible, it may be allowed that 8.4-40 is an important
illustrative digression. It is intended to advance the
reader's understanding of the nature and destiny of the
Church.
D. Paul, the Egyptian, and the Tribune (Acts 21.37-9, 22.25-8)
Before leaving off consideration of comparison and contrast
as a mode of interpretation, a couple of occasions on which
Paul is characterised by contrast with another may be noted.
The first is when he has to introduce himself to the tribune
with the words, " syiJ oLv&poi-mx; p&j Ufxi 'looSoC?e>Sj TugGtus,
s 9 / 30
Trjg KiAucioig ook iiGrjfxoo -rroA&og TTbAmj^" (21.39). That is
all the direct characterisation offered of him at this point,
but he is also significantly characterised by being set in
deliberate contrast with "o Aiyo ng© "roimov -tzDv
Kdl &£■ TgV ~ToO$ T£T£> oO<C 1 <Sy!LAloO$
Ttov <Sitcot^uoV " (v. 38). Paul (and by implication
other Christians) is no guerilla or assassin with eremitic
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tendencies. As a Greek-speaking citizen of a timocracy he
clearly stood higher up the scale of social approbation than
if he had been an Egyptian.
The second occasion on which Paul is characterised by
contrast with another is when he has further intercourse
with the same tribune:
""TTfPotfeX&ov Ss. o YiAioiz»Y°C fttrev ournb ■ Asys fxoi, GO
en r> <t\ c <r\ *7" , y 'a. Vv ^ 1'
ixj a at VaU.. at o yi A •
£YcO TfolXoO vCE^oiAolloU TflV 7wAlTSlotV TbiUTrlV £vcTq<5"ijU.rlV-
C -rT~ /%«. N ^ V ft
O bl llctuAoj* Stp*)' KeH- y«Y£VVtIfXaLl.
(22.27-28)
Paul or his family may have been wealthy anough to buy
citizenship of Tarsus, but he is made in some sense
superior to a tribune by having his Roman citizenship
as a birthright.
There are reasons for supposing that these two contrasts,
designed to illuminate Paul's character, are to be closely
linked. Both, of course, centre on the topic of citizenship.
Wore striking, however, is the suggestion that one could buy
Roman citizenship. Officially speaking this was impossible,
although bribery was no doubt affective at times. Haenchen,
noting that Preuschen suggests the reign of Claudius as a time
when the emperor's consort and courtiers made money by
accepting bribes in this connection, remarks: "But it is
very questionable whether Luke knew anything at all about
the tribune's citizenship, and did not merely want by this
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statement to emphasise Paul's inherited citizenship".
Yet why should the concept of buying citizenship be
entertained at all at this juncture? It is understandable
if one still has in mind, not only Paul's Roman citizen¬
ship, but also his citizenship of Tarsus.
Dio Chrysos-tom, speaking in Tarsus c. 112 A.O.,
questioned the city's practice of selling citizenship
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for five hundred drachmas. Tarsus was, as has been
said, a timocracy, and in this connection, having stated
that formal restriction of citizen rights to a limited
section of the population was unusual in a Greek city,
Dones remarks:
"At Tarsus a fas of 500 drachmaa was required
for the exercise of political rights, and as
a result the great mass of the industrial
proletariat who worked in the linen mills
were in effect disfranchised. This seems,
however, to have been a local rule and
perhaps of pre-Roman origin."34
Now, there is no question that Tarsus was indeed a famous
city. Thus, if it had an unusual constitution, it is
all the more likely that its general nature would have
been widely known. It is not unreasonable, therefore,
to suppose that a reader, on hearing talk of the purchase
of citizenship in 22.28, would cast his mind back to 21.39.
And if it is accepted that the author intends him to do
this, then by stretching a point about the nature of Roman
citizenship in order to bring it into closer connection
with that of Tarsus, Luke is able to develop an argument
about the worthiness of Paul. He is to be esteemed, as
has been seen, for his citizenship of Tarsus and for the
affluence that it implies. Roman citizenship is, however,
obviously more estimable, and in Paul's case the more so
because it is hereditary. Affluence is praiseworthy,
but heredity and tradition and establishment even more so.
Overall things Egyptian are of little account, things Greek
are good, but politically things Roman are finest of all.
When these passages about Paul's two types of citizen¬
ship are brought into contact, such implied values begin
to emerge. Later, during consideration of the cntoXoyC*.
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or defence speech, reinforcement of the proposition that
these two passages belong together will be found. Further
confirmation of the at first surprising suggestion that Luke
found wealth a matter for approbation will also come to
light.
E. Aeneas. Tabitha, and Cornelius (Acts 9.32-10.48)
Finally in this consideration of groups of character
descriptions, it is worth emphasising that, where
descriptions come in close succession, they are not
necessarily part of a genuine • Aeneas,
Dorcas, and Cornelius are introduced in quick succession.
But Luke is aiming at a cumulative, not a balanced effect.
The three sketches form an ascending triad, an arrangement
which might be described as an expanded version of an
ascending tricolon, which was a very popular figure in
Luke's time. Such a build-up is appropriate to one of
the major turning points in the narrative. It is, of
course, the constant presence of Peter that principally
holds together the three elements of the triad, but it is
interesting to note also that the command !"
occurs at a crucial point in each element (9.34,40; 10.26).
Movement, however, is the principal implication of this
figure. It implies that the movement from Aeneas to
Tabitha to Cornelius is a progression up the social scale,
and it is not hard to accept that the lady would come
somewhere between a penniless beggar and a centurion.
It implies that healing, physical resuscitation, and
conversion to the faith constitute an ascending progression.
And it implies a value judgment in the fact that Luke begins
with someone described purely in terms of his physical
condition, goes on from this person who uias chronically
sick to someone who had a terminal condition, whose
spiritual status as a is lightly touched on,
and whose high moral rectitude is emphasised, and concludes
with someone whose physical condition passes without
comment but whose moral rectitude is mentioned and
rectitude of religious intention emphasised. The
implied scale of values would appear to be that the religious
is more important than the moral, and the moral than the
physical.
In terms of the shape of Acts as a whole, this passage
relates to the digressions in the following ways. Firstly,
it follows and illustrates a general statement about the
Church:
" IiCcXyjsCoI VCet#' TV|S 'looSoLt,alg Kite
fctAlActletg Kill £iy£Y t^rjVrjY OkKdSojj.o0^x£.YvJ
Kitl TcO 6po|3iU Too VCOgCaO, Kali TVJ
TTol^oOcA^cTfL ToO aLs^LOii ■nVSUyOaCTJS^' £TC\r^96vST<a. "
(9.31)
Secondly, the dominant case of Cornelius provides a backdrop
against which the subsequent narrative, particularly in
respect of the Church's relationship with gentiles, is
more comprehensible. No doubt sequential narrative also
performs this function, but the repetition of this story
at 15.7-11 shows up the extent to which, although it is
apparently about the activity of Peter, it is in fact
explanatory of the dominating career of Paul. Thirdly,
this passage is preceded by a reference to Saul's being
packed off to Tarsus (9.30), and succeeded by a reference
to Barnabas fetching him thence (11.25). Hence it allows
for the passage of time during a period of Paul's career
which remains undescribed.
There is, of course, another chronological cross-
reference at 11.9 in the allusion to the persecution
connected with the death of Stephen. This takes the
reader back to 8.1, and suggests that the preaching to
thB gentiles in Antioch took place at the same time as
Philip was accosting the Samaritans, and as Saul was
being accosted by the Risen Lord. Barnabas's mission to
these Antiocheans, however, must be seen as synchronous
with Peter's activity in the Philistian plain, for he
cannot have left for Antioch before he had introduced
Saul to the Jerusalem congregation (9.27). In 11.19-24
enough is said to reinforce the impression that the
expansion under persecution as described in the triple
involving Philip is indeed only illustrative
of a wider movement, and that the period of consolidation
in more quiescent times is also only illustrated by
Peter's work. It is not made clear whether the gentile
conversions in Antioch came before or after the conversion
of Cornelius, but it is certain that the ordinary ancient
reader would not have had any inhibition about Luke allowing
that Cornelius was not the first gentile convert. He would
have appreciated that what was important about that
conversion was not that it was initial, but that it was
normative, and thus for reasons of logical clarity and
aesthetics had to be described first, whether or not it
was chronologically prior. Further, the placing of the
activity in Antioch aftsr the activity of Petar is
another way in which the work is structured around a
fluent account of Paul's career. For while the whole
of 9.31-11.25 allows for his stay in Tarsus, it is the
placing of the Antioch scene second which allows for his
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smooth reintroduction into the narrative.
This ordering of the narrative to suit the career of
Paul is indeed typical of Acts. It has been remarked how
8.4-40 allows for the period of Saul's persecution of the
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Church, without describing it in such a way as to imprint
an indelible and negative image of the man on the reader's
imagination. From 9.1-30 there is narrative directly about
Saul, about his conversion. After the section under
consideration which allows for the period of his stay in
Tarsus, from 11.25-30 the scene is again one in which Saul
is an actor. 12.1-24 is about the situation in Jerusalem
and thereabout. It is flanked by references (11.30, 12.25)
to Saul and Barnabas being sent to and returning from
Jerusalem. Their actual visit, however, is not described,
and hence 12.1-24 is another passage allowing for the time
taken up by undescribed events in the career of Paul, in
this case there being the further aesthetic advantage of a
geographical link. From 12.25-18.23 the narrative is about
Paul, a point which is emphasised by the fact that when, at
the end of chapter fifteen, he separates from Barnabas,
the narrative stays with Paul. 18.24-28 is taken up with
the relieving digression on Apollos which has already been
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discussed. From then on till the end of the book the
narrative is about Paul. Thus, from his first appearance
at 7.58, any passage which is not directly about Paul is yet
fitted into the framework of his career, filling out periods
in his life which for some reason Luke does not describe.
Indeed, although it may be that, in terms of individual
narrative units, Dibelius is correct to say that Saul is
artfully introduced by Luke into the story of the martyrdom
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of Stephen, in terms of the book of Acts as a whole, it
is more true to say that he fits the story of Stephen to
the career of Paul. Thus from chapter six the book
revolves around Paul's career, and there can be no
question of the rather episodic treatment of Peter being
intended to provide any kind of real counter-balance to it.
Paul dominates. The rest, even the great story of the
conversion of Cornelius, is essentially either introduction
or background to his career, pointing the ancient reader to
him as the human individual through whom to interpret this
history.
Summary and Conclusion
Beginning at the bottom of Luke's scale of physical,
moral and religious matters, it may be observed that the
attitude which places Aeneas at the bottom end of the scale
finds further expression in the rejection of magical practices
with their necessary concomitant of physical prodigies.
Further, as well as being obviously very much a moral
matter, the whole attitude to money and wealth ties in
with this depreciation of the physical or material.
Although it is quite acceptable to buy citizenship, it is
decidedly preferable not to need to descend to such
pecuniary transactions. While vagrant criminals and
beggars whose basic concern is the acquisition of money
are at the bottom of the social ladder, the lady and the
centurion who are wealthy enough to be giving it away are
clearly their superiors. In the matter of the social
idealism of giving to each according to his need, it is
the givers not the receivers who are to be praised, as is
openly and emphatically stated later in the book: "yUoac<i£ioV
££"tlV SiSovdL vj Aatjuj3ctv"2<.v " (20.35). Further, in
the matter of giving, it may be surmised that the giving
of money comes at the bottom of the list since it is better
for Peter to give even physical health (3.6). These are
all values to which only the well-off can effectively
aspire. Hence it is not surprising that the characteristic
figure of Paul is portrayed as coming from an affluent
family. What prevents the affluent from being materialistic
is that they are able to handle money. The affluent Eunuch
with his carriage and his books would forfeit all esteem were
he, like Simon, to imagine that religious affairs could be
made subject to financial persuasion, or were he not trust¬
worthy. Indeed, it is interesting that the dishonesty of
Ananias and Sapphira is exposed precisely in a situation
of financial transaction, for as Simon fails properly to
value the religious, so they fail to place moral values
above pecuniary consideration for their own physical
security.
In terms of moral and social values, besides the high
estimation of truthfulness and generosity, there is also
emphasis on modesty. The immodesty of Simon Magus'
self-proclamation is rejected in fav/our of the modesty
of both Philip and the Ethiopian, who openly admits his
ignorance and seeks instruction. As noted in the last
chapter, similar commendable behav/iour is described in
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the later case of Apollos, who further resembles the
Ethiopian with his books in that both appear to be
educated. A third point noted in the last chapter
which receives reinforcement in this is the preference
for the northern over the southern shore of the eastern
Mediterranean, for the Tribune displays a decided preference
for a Greek-speaking Tarsean over an Egyptian, and a place
of prominence is accorded to Raman citizen Cornelius, not
to say Paul. This accords broadly with the appreciative
interest in elevated social connections evinced elsewhere
in Acts, as in Paul's conversion of the proconsul of Cyprus
(13.12), or of an Areopagite (17.34), or in his good
relations with the Asiarchs (19.31), or with the chief man
of Malta (28.7). This interest may even be exemplified
in the Eunuch's association with a queen. Although his
inclusion in the company of the followers of Jesus may at
first sight make him appear an oddity, even this accords
with traditional attitudes, for Theophrastus epitomises
the man of petty ambition as wishing to be seen with a
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black slave, and the auctor ad Herennium speaks of having
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an Ethiopian attendant as a way of pretending to be rich.
These somewhat pejorative remarks have no force if including,
rather than flaunting, an Ethiopian in one's entourage was
not a real sign of status and distinction. It is as if
Luke is giving the Church that genuine social asset. It
may be that his being a eunuch has similar value since
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Lucian's esteemed lady is accompanied by a crowd of them.
On the other hand, the combination in Luke's attitude to
women of a pejorative view of Sapphira and a romantic
interest in the attractive Tabitha is probably not so much
pointed and argumentative as simply typical of his society.
Apart from the rejection of magic, this chapter has
added little to the understanding of the religious element
in the apologetic. Rather it has confirmed the major
interest in moral and social values suggested by the initial
survey of the content of the character sketches. Further,
if it is accepted that the preferences expressed appeal to
respectable values in Romano-Hellenistic society, then it
becomes clear that the apologetic element in Acts is more
broadly based than on an occasional insistence on the law-
abiding behaviour of the Church. It is not possible, for
example, to agree with van Unnik's view that the Ananias
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and Sapphira interlude does not contribute to the apologetic.
Finally, through the combined consideration of digressions
and comparisons, it has become clear that the book is
structured around the career of Paul. This reinforces
the conclusion, drawn from his receiving not introductory
but valedictory characterisation, that the presentation of
Paul is the key to the whole.
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In Luke's version of the story not only is the centurion
too modsst to allow 3esus to enter his house, he is too
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principle enunciated in v.8).
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VI
Then farewell, Horace; whom I hated so,
Not for thy faults, but mine; it is a curse
To understand, not feel thy lyric flow,
To comprehend, but never love thy verse:
Although no deeper Moralist rehearse
Our little life, nor Bard prescribe his art,
Nor livelier Satirist the conscience pierce,
Awakening without wounding the touch'd heart,
Yet fare thee well - upon Soracte's ridge we part
Oh Rome] my country! city of the soul!
The orphans of the heart must turn to thee,
Lone mother of dead empires! and control
In their shut breasts their petty misery.
What are our woes and sufferance? Come and see
The cyprass, hear the owl, and plod your way
O'er steps of broken thrones and temples, Ye!
Whose agonies are evils of a day -




CHARACTER DESCRIPTION IN THE RHETORIC OF TRAVEL
In discussing character descriptions as introductions,
digressions, and in contrast or comparison, the entire material
under consideration was included in the descriptions. Attention
must now be turned to areas in which the description forms only
a small part of a larger rhetorical structure, and in which
no secure interpretation of the description is possible
without seeing it as part of that structure. Investigation
along these lines may only serve to demonstrate that some
of the character sketches are neutral in terms of their
immediate context. Nevertheless, the establishing of
such conclusions is valuable, if only because it ensures
that this survey of the probable significance for the
ancient reader of the character sketches in Acts is
comprehensive.
A. £*&>p*bs\<z TTpexsuiiQO and the £-m ^cfrr«^>toc /\oyoc
Rhetorical analysis of Acts 16.6-16 requires that
account be taken of a more advanced level of education than
that of the . Among the types of epideictic
speech discussed by flenander the Rhetor is the itri^ai.r^£(os
Aoyo$ or epibaterion, the speech of a person arriving at
some place."'' Robbins has shown how a convention developed
in ancient Greek literature that the narration of sea
voyages should be in the first person plural, and that hence
Acts 16.11-16 reads as a first person account of arrival at
2
Philippi.
Ths speech which normally corresponds to the epi-
3
baterion would appear from Menander to be the
prosphonetikon, the speech addressed to the person
arriving on his arrival. This correspondence would
4
indeed appear to be what is found in Lucan, De Bello
Ciuili. VIII. 109-137 on the arrival of Pompey in Lesbos.
In Acts, however, the epibateric passage follows entirely
naturally upon a description of the call or summons to the
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place - a kletikon.
That the whole of this section is not in the form of
direct or reported speech should not inhibit consideration
of it in terms of rhetorical prescriptions, as Cairns
explains:
"Although surviving rhetorical prescriptions for
genres are naturally prescriptions for direct
first-person speeches, nevertheless literary
examples of genres can just as well consist of
narratBd speeches, either accompanied or
unaccompanied by descriptions related to
relevant actions; or they can even consist,
simply of narrations of relevant actions".
Cairn's view is radical. Narratives such as we have here
are examples of what he calls the 'rhetorical genres'.
What is important to this study, and what may be relatively
easily maintained, is that Henander's instructions show how
an ancient's mind, brought up in the near ossified traditions
of rhetorical education, thought about certain situations in
life. He indicates what topics naturally sprang to mind
for the educated man faced with the need to talk about a
particular type of situation.
Ramsay was quite correct to note, although many more
recent commentators have not followed him in this, that the
description of Philippi is quite unique in Luke's work.
His remarks are worth quoting in extenso, for they provide
an instructive contrast with what is being attempted in this
thesis:
"The description of the dignity and rank of
Philippi is unique in Acts; nor can it be
explained as strictly requisite for the historian's
proper purpose. Hera again the explanation lies
in the character of the author, who was specially
interested in Philippi, and had the true Greek
pride in his own city. Perhaps he even
exaggerates a little the dignity of Philippi,
which was still only in the process of growth to
become at a later date the great city of its
division. Of old Amphipolis had been the chief
city of the division, to which both belonged.
Afterwards Philippi quite outstripped its rival;
but it was at that time in such a position, that
Amphipolis was ranked first by general consent,
Philippi by its own consent. These cases of
rivalry between two or even three cities for the
dignity of the title of 'First' are familiar to
every student of the history of the Greek cities;
and though no other evidence is known to show
that Philippi had as yet begun to claim the
title, yet this single passage is conclusive.
The descriptive phrase is like a lightning flash
amid the darkness of local history, revealing in
startling clearness the whole situation to those
whose eyes are trained to catch the character of
Greek city-history and city-jealousies.
"It is an interesting fact that Luke, who hides
himself so completely in his history, cannot
hide his local feeling; and there everyone who ^
knows the Greek people recognises the true Greek!"
Ramsay seeks an explanation for what is unique in Acts in
the personality of the author. Nock, too, explains the
peculiar quality of this passage by reference to Luke's
presumed individual experience, when he implies that it
indicates a personal knowledge of Philippi on the part of
the writer:
"Brilliant as is the picture of Athens it makes
on me the impression of being based on literature,
which was easy to find, rather than on personal
observation: 16.13 on Philippi affords a perfect
contrast",®
The aim of this study is to find explanation of such matters
through seeing them in the context of Hellenistic education
and literature generally, and so in a way in which the ancient
reader who had no knowledge of the author, but only had his
book to hand, might have understood them.
Thus, without sharing Ramsay's confidence that the author
is betraying the town of his citizenship, it may be agreed
that this description of Philippi does relate to how a man
would greet his native place on his return from abroad. From
the realm of rhetorical theory there is the evidence of Menander
In the realm of literary practice, Lucan shows how closely
arrival at a foreign place may be related to return to one's
native city when he has Pompey praise Lesbos by saying that it
is Rome to him: "hie sacra domus carique panatBs/hic mihi Roma
arriving there, but he gives us no reason to suppose that we
are faced with anything other than Menander's second type of
epibaterion.
Having discussed epibateria relating to the ruler of
a city, Menander goes on:
fuit".
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Luke certainly writes of Philippi as if he were
"iotv Se. T)<5* TcO £lSfct "Tc>UTaJ TiO imjSoOV^fcsj vCoU
TTo^tV Pf^VJ ^^(Tourfti^ LfiTtO 4J5 oiTTo SiaiBtStcO^
Kef- SoVoioCJ T^S TTE^c TI^V' TToAtV> Cd£ *X£tj
oiTTO Trjs G\pZui£ TrjS "Tq5 TTb^£u>$ /\yj tyCTaU. T^Y
X<3£nyLeCV T&U /\oyoU £vc U£<9oSaJV tCett *Te3v ITotTgUOV
y <?> j / ' i / . , v.
^S^AVy]^,t£vo$> <5UW fTTo^ooy ^u£Y TTotAoU. KisU. -^OfJ.0djSid. VCaU
0£oU"£ot TSaJTai Kill (S£©JV (CoKOU AluSVtaY TyjtfSC T^g-
TTO'KIlO^ . . . . "
(3.23B/III.382.10-16)
Not much is said by Luke about the physical situation and
appearance of Philippi, but he does say that it is in
Macedonia,^ and its harbour-town Neapolis is mentioned
although the relationship is not stated.
The next feature of Menander's imaginary speech
is the use of the figure of priamel: " ol&ku yu^Y yoLg
aCXXoic? yoilgooai Vj ol Itttox<;j oi Si otr^ot^ ay©} Se
oiyot-trS Trjv SjmciMTao TTotT^cXot . . . . " (3.238/111.382.19-21).
Luke's suggestion that they might have gone to Phrygia,
Galatia, Asia, Mysia, or Bithynia, but that it was ordained
that they should not, is essentially a narrative equivalent
of an example of this figure. This may indicate that
elaboration can be achieved by the same methods in both
kletikon and epibaterion but it may be that, since here
the kletic and epibateric passages are so closely linked,
the former is more or less included in the latter. In
either case, this indication of preference for Macedonia
will be encomiastic in force.
Menander's next instruction is " zVroi £-nrcavov
Sik too vcrfsowto^ " (3.238/III.382.24-25). The
city is to be praised through the praise of its founder.
The name Philippi itself implies its founder, and in such
a brisf description as this no further explanation is
required for the reflected glory to be noticed. Less
obvious to the modern reader perhaps, the word "tcoXtovu*"
is probably not intended as an unbiassed statement of
fact. Coloniae were Roman foundations, always made by a
great military leader. Colonia Iulia Augusta Philipp8nsis
was founded as a colony by Anthony, and refounded by Dctauian
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after the battle of Actium - hence its full name.
The first feature of the development (eWfyjo-i^) of the
speech which flenander suggests clearly relates principally
to one's native town. It is about how one has missed
the place at which one has arrived. This is to be
balanced by mors praise of the founder. The third
heading for the development is of more interest here:
If / i / * O S i ' /
TplToV ICZtpoCAoLLOV Zrt cO TrW Trig
i . / Cf \ Jf V /> / a ci ^
£\>C<pgoVSZig^ TTgog UUAdJStSctJSj OXCcdg ht
Ttgog rjtrZLgCVj en.Tceg St TT^o^ iiigaLS ' St
ToUTtoV £vc-oUTToV ^ Kbit £v U£V TcS) VCoCt' VlTTttgoV
i. « / C / / •> ' <* C 1 H
€vC<pgcAGZig mg^tcJV KboftvK TTcoToUxcOVj AtUtVaWj Ogcav . . . .
(3.239/1II.383.10-15)
The pattern of denander's thought is that one should move
outwards from the centre. He has previously alluded to the
shrines, the acropolis, and the temples. He now moves on
to the surrounding countryside. The movement in Luke's
narrative is exactly the same: " e§rj\0ojuLfy to TTjs Tu/Wj<j
TToi^ot HoTaLfxov " (16.13).
denander then goes on to say that in cases where
praise cannot be offered through the heritage of a city,
it should be offered in terms of the character of the
people:
II > & C< { \ 5 / ,1/n « *
£££4.5 auv on TT^o^ Too^ f£vou<j 4>iAAv8g<Anro$ j an treaS
lit ffUjU^O/Wot. Vo^i(jyt-Oig t on yU«£' OjJLO^foyelu^ CoVoitCoU S"tV
CKAAVJAOK^ Kbit <3Ti OTToUJl TTgiaS otXXrj^OOgj TbGoOToi Kbit
HgoS "TbOg "
(3.241/1II.384.22-25)
In Acts Philippi is implicitly characterised as a welcoming
city through the specific example of Lydia. Her other
characteristics will be intended to be equally encomiastic
of the city.
The first of these is her wealth. As a dealer in
purple she is trading in one of the most expensive
14
commodities of the Hellenistic world. According to
Juster"^ it was a trade in which the Jews of the Diaspora
were extensively involved, to the extent that in Hierapolis
the Jewish purple dyers were sufficiently numerous in the
second century to form exclusively Jewish guilds. That a
city should require the services of traders in this commodity
was undoubtedly to its credit, contrary to the view of
Palestinian Judaism that it was a trade to be despised.1^
Lydia's wealth is also reflected in her having an olko$ ,
and perhaps also in her very name Lydia, for Lydia had been
famous for its wealth since the days of Croesus, and for
Menander it was a basis for congratulation that a man even
17
passed through Lydia.
The second possible area of encomium is that Lydia
is described as " 6"£j8o^u,evr^ Tov It has been noted"^
that right religion was to be ranked above moral or physical
health. Furthermore, a right attitude to the divine must
have been regarded as the highest virtue, since ofeug was
certainly viewed as the cardinal sin.
Yet wealth as a desirable attribute is the factor that
must be picked out here. That it is thus encomiastic derives from
the rhetorical tradition which is itself founded in conventional
mores. Here it is in the first instance intended to redound
to the credit of Philippi. But if what Lydia is is to the
credit of Philippi, and if she is then baptised, how is the
ordinary reader to avoid assuming that what she is is to
the credit of the Church? It would appear that here the
Church is implicitly praised in terms of conventional social
values - a welcoming disposition, a proper religious attitude,
and most noticeably wealth. This can be said only because
it has been established that this passage relates to how an
ancient would have spoken on arriving in a place, and that
hence the tone of the passage should be seen as encomiastic
and not just as neutrally descriptive.
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In concluding, it may be noted with Haenchen that verse
sixteen seems to refer back rather oddly to verse thirteen.
This unevenness would be adequately explained if the author
felt that in going straight through to verse fifteen he was
pursuing the logic of a particular type of passage, essentially
descriptive in character, a logic which would be destroyed if
he introduced any earlier the narrative element which begins
at verse sixteen. His original readers would have been of
one mind with him in this and hence would not have felt any
awkwardness.
8. lKd>pci.<SiiZ TZpoi&oitTaU and the TTpoTTZUTTTuCccr \oyoc;
The rhetoric of travel includes, as well as speeches
on arrival, speeches on departure. The propemptikon is the
20
speech that bids farewell to a departing traveller.
Such a situation is to be found at Acts 20.36-21.16.
This passage includes a brief sketch of Philip who,
since he is the same man who converted the Samaritan
and the Ethiopian, does not need introduction as a new
figure. The same is true of Agabus. It may be that
they are reintroduced simply because they have been
absent from the stage for so long, but there is also
another answer in terms of rhetorical theory.
Menander divides the propemptikon into three types -
superior to inferior, equal to equal, and inferior to
superior. The farewell of the Church to Paul would appear
to be closest to the second class, for of it Menander says:
"slT£^?«S St Tgcntog atV \^t\fa\Xo ^ £v <3 Sw^dXToa Ti<5*
£vSi£j|aUr<9oa yj&ex? ££tOTliCOV Kail 5 I^TTU^oV TT££>t ToV
TT£OTr£|UTro/W.£VoV Cu^tSoV/lyjV UTj 'iCaLTcJ.lXL\^VV<^ 7V|£ ai^ioLS
VTCcigyao <JV|£ <ba "TVjJ YaV[<j ~tG>
Tr^OTnyATToVTI Kali T<3 TjOOTTEjU.TT0fJ.ZVco , OToCV tTJJuQog
tTbUgOV ITg'oTrC^U.-lTrj •^ vSeU. jStATliOV O T^oTEJXTTcOV£vtclog&. ToO oiT&ipoVTocr OW 11 VColVCOVLoL T&L)
I ' . V I J i f -3\ < , 5, ~
gvofxdtocg kou. t o o(juupotllgoll<$ &lvou spc-aooc^ acapaugcctau
To oi^oSfAM. TVjff "TbV Xt^oVToL. "
(5.257/1II.395.12-20)
It is of this second type that Menander gives a full
description, slanting it to suit the classroom situation
of one pupil saying good-bye to another. The orator, says
Menander, should begin by complaining (tfyz.rXi.utS'Zi. ) that
the departure is a breach of friendship. He should appeal
to his hearers as to a jury that it is contrary to the
behaviour of the heroes, and contrary to nature in that it
is contrary to the behaviour of animals. He should then
turn again to the traveller, appealing once more to their
common friendship, and also to the worth of the city the
friend is leaving. Finally in this first section, the
orator will describe his own desolation ensuing upon his
friend's departure. Having completed this schetliastic
section, the orator should concede that the friend has
decided to depart, and the addressee's praises (t& fyvccoyuueO
should be sung systematically in terms of his parents,
his city, his upbringing, and his physical appearance as
appropriate. He mill be asked to remember his friendship,
praised in connection with the journey he is to make whether
by land or by sea, led to the harbour, and finally prayed
for - the prescription concluding:
"yj St <ScJj£ 9tC-ru> 9 to ivoLhl-ytClBV oCY<5g<X. <^t^oCXSoLt
H ' M / J V - A o. S /-N -> /
ocv ctOToV "Toi<j Xiu.i<S"i Too A,oy^,
hCcCToUSTgtyJSt £lS To*/ /loyoV 061TVOV o/vTlO
TTa^i. -njv 0£tOV "Tot KTtiXXl<rrot.
(5.263/1II.399.7-10)
Before comparing Menander's theory with Luke's practice
in Acts, it will be informative to compare it with Lucan's
practice in describing the people of Lesbos bidding farewell
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to Pompey's wife Cornelia:
". . . . cunctas mutare putares
tellurem patriaeque solum: sic litore toto
plangitur, infestae tenduntur in aethera dextrae.
Pompeiumque minus, cuius fortuna dolorem
mouerat, ast illam, quam toto tempore belli
ut ciuem uidere suam, discedere cernens
ingemuit populus; quam uix, si castra mariti
uictoris peteret, siccis dimittere matres
iam poterant oculis; tanto deuinxit amore
hos pudor, hos probitas castique modestia uoltus,
quod summissa animis, nulli grauis hospita turbae,
stantis adhuc fati uixit quasi coniuge uicto".
(VIII.147-158)
This narrative presentation of the thoughts of a group of
people is the clear equivalent of a speech. Lucan makes
it clear that the virtual speakers and the addressee are to
142.
be regarded as equals: "quam .... /ut ciuem uidere suam".
This comes in the first part of the propemptikon as part
of their assertion of friendship and of their consequent
desolation at her departure. Lucan even goes so far as to
make it clear that this sorrow is due to their sense of
separation, rather than to foreboding about her future.
The second part of the propemptikon is represented by
the praise of Cornelia for the modesty and chastity of
her nature and appearance. The scene on the shore,
which Menander mentions at the end, comes in Lucan at
the beginning of the passage. It is perfectly under¬
standable, however, that where the propemptikon is a
description of people's thoughts, the writer of a
narrative should wish to introduce these thoughts by
mentioning first the overt activity to which they gave
rise. Hence, when the people of Lesbos are reduced to
shaking their fists at fate, it is the nearest they can
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come to prayerfully wishing Cornelia all the best.
This discussion of Lucan in the context of Menander's
ideas has shown how, while the schoolmaster wishes to
introduce his pupils to as many topics relevant to the
propemptic situation as possible, the practical writer
is much more economic and flexible in his presentation.
The comparison of Menander's prescription with the
description in Acts 20.36-21.16 is interesting both
for the marked agreements and the marked differences
to be noted.
Menander, as has been remarked, ends up by prescribing
prayer, at least in the case of voyages. Luke duly
ends with a prayer - "too KogCou rb #£/Wj^uot yivifSto"
(21.14), and such a situation has already been
described at one of the earlier partings - " iCotc
v / > \ v ; v c / i,
Tot yaVoLToC £m TbV otiyiocAOV T(?cxS'£.Ol)oLfA.%VOI . • . .
(21.5; cf. 20.36).
The idea of being escorted to the harbour in the
case of sea-voyages, which is prescribed in Menander,
duly appears in Acts - " 7r^aCTn:,u.-ir<av 2>i ou>tlov rb
TTAchoV " (20.38), " TVporr£./o.irovTu3v TTotv-ruiV <suv yuvou^u
Kkc TsTtOvoi^ £oJ$ ef^u) ToXtUx; t Kbtt 9zvTt$ fbl \(oVeCr*l
£tTI TbV attyioLXbV • • • • " (21.5).
The major element of resemblance is the schetliastic
tone of Luke, which corresponds to the tone prescribed by
Menander for the first half of his model. The To-rca*;
9 / ; ^
of weeping with which Luke starts - " g-rrnrg-SoVTE^ Cm
ToV Tj?otyrjXov "Tbo TTotuAoU vCotrSc^fAouv' e^UTbv, c>SvYayx£\/o o
(20.37-8) - is, as in Lucan, the equivalent in action of
Menander's instructions to appeal to friendship, and also
to describe the desolation ensuing upon the departure.
Luke continues with mantic warnings against the
journey, the first merely mentioned (21.4), the second
reported in direct speech (21.10-12). Although Flenander
does not mention the use of prophecy, he apparently
thinks that allusion to the divine or mythological
is peculiarly appropriate to the sea-voyage situation:
"£dH Si Slat. daLXcLTrry; o4VtiypToU , £vc<? "Sot /JstrJfXTf
^O^AoLTTItJV £<SToU StLL jJjOVCOy/ j AlyuTCTt'ot} TTgCOTScOS,
'Af^SoViao rXoUtKaO, NrJgCiPS, 'n~f°T£jU.TTovTcOV TZ
<atX ffOvdCoV TeOV Trj VYjf > KirfL <3VVr|SojU-ZVcPV SiA^lVCOV
T£ UjXcL vCotb tcprwv, liov (SSavovrcov, "T2jv S"!




Moreover Cicero, in his De Divinatione. discusses that
topic in connection with departures, and the subject of
augury on departure is as old in literature as Homer's
Calchas as he appears in one of the brief introductory
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character sketches already alluded to:
Kc2/Wot< Top's_ ClOJVo Tt"oAcoV ov' oiflGToC,
a. Qc i —> ' ' i i > / / 3 * /
0<$ yjbrj To* T EovToC Tai T taXOfJ-ZVai. TTgo T ZoVTai}
Koa pvV]<roi.rJ 'Ayaujv "IXie>v rlVto^
C< o >' V I A < / r ,1 /_, II
"vjy dioi. JuicMTo60V^} TVjV ot TTB^e "iPol po^ ,47re>/wj v.
(Iliad 1.69-72)
Menander cannot use augury in his complaints
because these are not genuine, and he intends eventually
to laud the journey:
"
iTfZlSoiS Sz £rn tfo aiuto^ufvov LULpcx^ Ti^ xot-x loU; _
6"V£TAl<k<r£lC TTaAcV <J< 3ouAy]01u" TrSuToU. , sTVo(_ ikTraTOVCOV
/ \ 3/c 1 ^ ' J K J c-l <-<■«- s
K<=tc nroi|£uj Azyun • covcoov eiretS^ aedcicTou vO*x
VSVu^vfyLtcU,, Sp KeU Tp jSaoArjfU SoV&Q<kjUCOfxisf .
kvTUO&oL TofvW Ifri ' Tot. iyiCcOptCoi. lie uxdoSaO "
(5.260/111.397.12-17)
One cannot say the gods are against it and then praise
a man for doing it. Luke, on the other hand, intends that
the schetliastic tone of the church-folk's arguments be
genuine, and the dangers predicted be real. Hence, after
the direct rejection of the objections by the addressee (as
is possible in the dialogue of narrative, whereas it can only
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be implied in the monologue of display), there is the
pivotal acceptance of this as in Menander, but no subsequent
overt encomium of Paul's journey is offered ttsi9ofxlvou outov
yi60^(oi.6cifA.tv" (21.14). All that follows is the narrative
reflection of the acceptance motif, the disciples from
Caesarea going along with Paul on his journey.
A description of the journey, one of the sections
which many commentators have supposed to be drawn from a
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diary, is included by Luke. Interestingly, it is not
as close to Menander's imaginative prescription for a sea
journey quoted above, as to his more practical prescription
for a land journeys
"tdiv fJLZV jUfAA*|, <5lo4y£oc4»£ Trjv 0S0/ ICotL TVjV
S"/ Si* rjf TCajPSutTeUj eiof jXf</ fSrus} CWv oSrzo "^XIl
J L Trf^ £)^ot>Crj< iYutfV, \tOM.^oCji£.voq «2su TCgoVTC^XTo^UVo^
f-TTi T<3?s SsiOjXcJ. pH. v<3£ Si Slot AoSlot^ vCaui
.... "
(5.263/III.398.29-399.1)
Luke's description is, of course, actual rather than a
preview.
The major question, however, is whether this description
of Paul's journey is in any sense encomiastic. To answer
this, it is necessary to appreciate the artistic shape that
Luke gives this section. It should be viewed as a single
scene sustained through a period of time and a variety of
geographical settings. It is a single scene because Luke
maintains a constant but unfolding social setting. In terms
of the actual departure, there is first of all a simple
statement that Paul was escorted to the ship (20.30); then
a more detailed description of the group escorting him to
the shore, of the embarkation, and of the escort's return
home (21.5-6); finally, the escort goes with him as far
as the next staging post (21.16). Next, there is the
matter of the iS^(£tAio(^uo<ji at first this is
inarticulate (20.37-38); then there is the statement
that it became articulate (21.4); finally, there is the
articulate and symbolic expression of it by Agabus,
together with a statement that this was articulately
supported by others (21.10-13). Thirdly, there is the
matter of the rejection of this SyfrKu*6jjlc>4: at the
first two points this is implicit, and only at the end
does it become explicit and articulated (21.13). Finally,
the development of the mantic element should be considered
at the first departure a future reference is included only
in an allusion to what Paul himself has said (20.38); at
th8 departure from Tyr8 it is said that the disciples
themselves speak through the Spirit; at Caesarea there
is the oracle of the prophet Agabus who is supported by
a local populace amongst whom, as the reader has already
3 ' *
been told, are included a"", and "TZe&agtf
"tfeigBtvoi rr'(?o4>rj-Ttooj(Sou". All this carefully constructed
climactic build up is a matter of rhetorical art, and
the deliberate development of a sense of foreboding and
tension which is to explode at Oerusalem.
Returning to the question of whether there is any
implied encomium of ths Church in all this, a beginning
may be made, as usual, by looking for it in the brief
character sketches that occur during the course of the
passage. These are:
"
Zff,~\QoVXt£ KduSupHoLV j KdU. tl<St~kQe>'STZ<Z
; T* C-! \ ✓ o 3 - rs 3' ^
72W OLKOV ALir?roi> ToO £OotV\/EAL6TOO
j <£>VTo£ ElC




J £Vc<5"9<2yUXV MvoOSu)Vt TWt Ki/TTgUO,
(21.16)
It has already been noted that the presence of Philip's
daughters and of Agabus maintains and develops the
mantic element in the propemptic situation. (Oddly
the maintenance of this element involves Luke in saying
that the people at Tyre tell Paul through the Spirit
not to do what he is bound in the Spirit to do - 19.21).
Whether or not Philip's status as " " is
sufficient to involve him in this role is more of a
question. It certainly contributes an ironic note.
Yet, even if Philip is only reintroduced as a means of
introducing his daughters, the role of developing the
mantic element as already indicated is sufficient reason
in itself for the presence of the first two sketches.
The brief note on Mnason, lacking as it does any
suggestion that he has prophetic capacities, would
then be another indication that the mantic opposition
is over with, and the point conceded.
It might have been thought that having so many
staunch friends who were sad at his departure, or being
associated with such clear sighted prophets, would have
formed a basis for encomium of Paul. This would in
turn have reflected back on the Church. Menander finds
the description of the countries journeyed through, and
presumably also of the people encountered in them, a
source for encomium. Yet, although there may be
something in this for Acts, it is certainly true that
Luke gives no unequivocal indication of so using his
descriptions, including them as he does in a section
quite dominated by the tone of 6yvr'\icUSfjLc>£ . What
can safely be said is that he continues his theme of
the Church as speaking and prophesying the truth, a
feature he marked out as praiseworthy as early as
the involving Ananias and Sapphira. Encomium
also lies in Paul's courage in facing danger resolutely
and with open eyes. But that this quality is praise¬
worthy is again a point which is made much more clearly
elsewhere. The broad impression which would undoubtedly
have appealed to the ancient reader is that of a group who
know how to behave when faced with the departure of a
friend.
Conclusion
Above all, this chapter has confirmed the impression
of a Church portrayed in such a way as to appeal to
conventional social values. In the character of Lydia
there is again presented an individual whose wealth can be
considered a matter of credit because in her it is combined
with a generously hospitable and pious disposition, and not
only does the Church include those who know how to be properly
welcoming towards strangers and travellers, but also those who
behave with honesty, affection, piety, and propriety when
saying farewell to a departing friend. The application of
conventional rhetoric is not neutral in its image-making.
NOTES TO CHAPTER VI
Cairns, Generic Composition in Greek and Roman Poetry,
p. 283, lists the following examples of the epibaterion
as found in poetry: Alcaeus, fr. 130.16-39(LP); Catullus,
Carmen 63.50-73; Homer, Odyssey. 5.229-312; Horace, Odes.
1.7, 2.6, 3.27 (included by a propemptikon); Propertius,
Elegies 1.17; Tibullus, Elegies 1.3 (including propemptikon).
Vernon K. Robbins, "The We—Passages in Acts and Ancient
Sea Voyages", Biblical Research. 20 (1975), 5-18. E. Norden,
Agnostos Theost Untersuchungen zur Formengeschichte religioser
Reder. (Leipzig and Berlin: Teubner. 1913). pp. 311-332.
recognizes the existence of the convention, as do H. 0.
Cadbury (The flaking of Luke-Acts, see index s.v. "we"),
Dibelius (Studies in the Acts of the Apostles, pp. 104-5,
204-6), and Haenchen (The Acts of the Apostles: A
Commentary, pp. 84-90), but all of these as well as many
other commentators still wish to see the first person
plural as reflecting, at least to some extent, a written
source or diary (this sometimes being related to the fairly
conventional appeal to eyewitnesses made at Luke 1.2).
The ancient reader, however, with his high concern for a
stylish and cultivated presentation of the history, would
not have been looking for evidence of a written source
obtruding like palaeolithic ruins through the tilth. If
he could understand, and if indeed he was expected to
understand, part of the use of first-person narration
as a stylistic device, then he would have been predisposed
so to understand its entire presence. Hence, whether or
not it also conceals a source is irrelevant to the purpose
of this thesis.
With the vividness achieved by this "we" style of
narration compare the use of the second person as pre¬
scribed by Longinus, On the Sublime. 26, and discussed
by K. Gilmartin, "A Rhetorical Figure in Latin Historical
Style: The Imaginary Second Person Singular", Transactions
of the American Philological Association. 105 (1975), 99-121.
3.238/III.382.1-9.
Of Lucan's close affinity with the historiographical
tradition Syme remarks on Servius' commentary on Vergil,
Aeneid. 1.382, "Pedestrian critics in antiquity asserted
that Lucan was not a poet, but an historian" (R. Syme,
Tacitus. 2 vols., (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958), I
pp. 142-3). Syme considers Lucan, together with Sallust
and Livy, as antecedent to Tacitus.
Cairns, _0£. cit.. p. 284, lists the following as examples
of poetic kletika: Anthologia Palatina. 5.172 and 173
(fleleager), 5.223 (flacedonius), 12.131 (Posidippus);
Horace, Odes. 1.30, 3.21, 4.5; Martial, Epigrams 8.21;
Ovid, Amores. 1.31; Sappho, _fr. 1,2(LP).
150.
6. Ibid., p. 12.
7. Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller and Roman Citizen, pp.
206-7.
8. A. D. Nock, Gnomon, 25 (1953), 506.
9. References to Menander follow the same conventions as
those to Theon (see Ch. 1, note 8, p. 28}
10. See Lucan, De Bello Ciuili. VIII.129-133, the quotation
being from 132-3.
11. One cannot safely make too much of the phrase in which
this information is conveyed, for while Nestle—Aland's
text reads, £<srw v^urrvj js.Lg(So<g Mouci&jvuAS
Uo/yu; ", Haenchen's reads, " fjLt^CSo$ Moitc£<r<2v'u*.s
-ftohq". Suffice it to say that the former is clearly
more encomiastic than the latter, which is based on a
conjecture that renders the text historically more
accurate.
12. See article "Philippi" by T. 3. Cadoux in The Oxford
Classical Dictionary, 2nd ed. by N. G. L. Hammond and
H. H. Scullard, with corrections, (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1972), p. 186.
13. That flenander breaks into asyndeton at the end of this
quotation is probably not accidental. He prescribes
the use of and immediately exemplifies an
aspect of its style which was noted above, Ch. II A(l),
pp. 33-35.
14. Cf. e.g. Rhetorica ad Herennium IV, vi.9.
15. Ouster, Las Ouifs dans l'Empire Romain, I pp. 485-7
and II p. 307.
16. See 3. 3eremias, Oarusalem in the Time of 3esus, (London:
S.C.M. Press, 1969), p. 307.
17. 5.263/1II.398-9.
18. See above p. 119.
19. _0£. cit., ad loc., pp. 495, 502.
20. Cairns, p. 284, lists the following as poetic examples of
the propemptikon: Archilochus, _f£. 79aD/Hipponax, _fr. 115
(flasson); Aristophanes, EquitBs, 500ff.; ^ErinnaJ ap.
Athenaeum, Deipnosophistae. 283D; Euripides, Helen. 1451ff.;
Horace, Epodes. 1, 10; Odes. 1.3, 1.14, 3.27 (including
epibaterion); 3uvenal, Satire 3 (included by syntaktikon);
Ovid, Amores, 3.11 (including prosphonetikon); Paulinus,
Carmen 17; Propertius, Elegies. 1.6 (including another
example), 1.8, 2.19, 3.4 (including 'triumph poem'),
151.
20. 3.12 (including prosphonetikon); Sappho, fr. 17(LP)
Contd. 94(l_P) (including syntaktikon); Statius, Silva8,
3.2 (including prosphonetikon)Theocritus, Idyll
7.52ff. (including prosphonetikon); Tibullus, Elegy
1.3 (included by epibaterion); Vergil, Aensid, 4.
305-30,365-87.
21. Cf. also Cornelia's schetliastic effusions when
Pompey departs, leaving hsr behind in the boat (De
Bello Ciuili VIII.583-592).
22. Edward Fraenkel, Horace. (Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1957), p. 35, cites Theocritus, Idyll 7,57f.; Horace,
Odes, 1.3.3f.; Ovid, Amores. 2.11.41 (cf. also 9f.);
and Statius, Siluae. 3.2.42ff., as examples of prayers
for favourable circumstances in the context of a
propemptikon.
23. See Cic8ro, De Divinatione. ed. Pease, index s.v.
auspicia; cf. Cairns, o£. cit., pp. 186, 190, 253 n.13
where he cites Tibullus, Elegies 1.3.10ff. and K. F.
Smith's commentary ad loc.
24. See above p. 37.
25. Aeneas' speech to Dido (Vergil, Aeneid, 4.331-361) about
the divine imperative which compels him to depart has a
similar function in a similar context. Cairns, _o£. cit..
p. 128, classifies it as a syntaktikon, the farewell of
a departing traveller.
26. See note 2 above.
VII
"And uihen they bring you unto the synagogueey
and unto magistrates, and powers, take ye no
thought how or what thing ye shall answer, or
what ye shall say: for the Holy Ghost shall
teach you in the same hour what ye ought to
say".
(St. Luke13 Gospel, 12.11-12)
CHAPTER VII
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION AND'ATTOAOriA
Discussion has so far cantrad on elements belonging to
the category of epideictic oratory. Examination of
character descriptions in Acts which form part of larger
rhetorical structures now leads to involvement with another
of the major divisions of rhetoric, that of forensic
oratory. In particular, the major form or rhetorical
genre of the apology or defence speech comes under
consideration. Indeed, it was the need to offer an
adequate defence of oneself in the Athenian courts of
the fifth century that was one of the main reasons for
the development of a professional interest in rhetoric
in the Greek world, and which, therefore, had a significant
influence on the shaping of Greek rhetorical education.
Hence, particularly to the task of writing such a speech,
the orator was expected, and could expect, to bring to
bear all the skills acquired during that education.^
A. Form and Tovoi in the Apologetic Genre: Acts 21.39-26,32
As preface to the analysis of this major section at the
end of Acts, an illuminating illustration of the effect that
the use of this rhetorical form may have on the tone of a
writer can be offered in terms of the brief sketch of
Ananias which appears in the earlier part of it:
'Avotv(et$ St oiWJg' sbXclfys Kiiro!. TiV
UTTo TToWTiOV TbJV KToO'otKisVVTtov' ,looSaU03V... *
(22,12)
This should be compared with the way in which Ananias is
described on his first introduction into the narratives
"yjv Si TtJ JM.BrJ-rvj$ Z<J AoilAcL&rc31 OYapaLTt 'yWclVie*^ .. .
(9.10)
This earlier description, which is addressed to the general
audience of the book, emphasises that the reader is being
introduced to another disciple, and hence it follows that
his obedience and courage are to be seen to redound to the
credit of the Church. The later description, the dramatic
audience of which is a hostile Jewish crowd, stresses
Ananias's good standing relative to the Torah and his
Jewish neighbours, a Jewishness only implicitly attributed
to him at the earlier juncture. The form of the apology
demands that Paul attempt to portray himself as keeping
company at least acceptable to his hearers. It may be
that in emphasising this Jewishness Luke does not allow
himself to be drawn into saying anything offensive to
his readership, for it contributes to an image of
Christianity as non-sectarian and non—troublemaking.
Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that it is
important to ascertain the true extent and shape of the
otW9A«Yioi. in the latter chapters of Acts if account is
to be taken of the relative influence that the dramatic
and the reading audience are having on the tone of the
author, and hence a balanced judgment made of his
intentions. Clearly, for example, it would be quite
wrong to deduce from the description of Ananias in the
twentieth chapter that Luke is writing for a Jewish or
strongly pro-Jewish readership
1. Rhetorical Analysis of Acts 21.39-25.12
Aristotle, perhaps following Isocrates, makes a
quadripartite division of the oOToT^o^iid :
"dVoCfKcU &(?0L jJUOgLd. TTgo9t&<; <cU TTlfTU"SloL OVV
TaujtaLi St trAite-rd TTgooCjAiov irgoQtjSic; Tr«r-o<j zirfXoyo^*
Toi fa TT^cxp ToV ot-YTuSlKoV TtSv TTHSTCiOV &STi, <cU> VJ^
oi/rtlTaL^oC^oXyj TcSv oc5Ti3Ui <2)<S"TX loq Tl ^ TtOV
iT(<fr£ajv a:TTo5i;tIcvu<ri ye<£ Ti TTO«3V TovnSj icAA' ou -ra
Tf^oorutoVj ou£' i> £TTtA«yo<j, <xAX' otVo^u.t^tv^tf'KSi. "
(Rhetoric III.xiii.4/l414a)
This broad pattern of introduction, narration, argumentation,
and conclusion is essentially retained in later rhetorical
theory, but is of course elaborated. The result is that
by the time of the Rhetorica ad Herennium. the earliest
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surviving exposition of the fully developed Greek theory,
a division into six parts is normally advocated:
"Inuentio in sex partes orationis consumitur: in
exordium, narrationem, diuisionem, confirmationem,
confutationem, conclusionem. Exordium est principium
orationis, per quod animus auditoris constituitur
ad audiendum. Narratio est rerum gestarum aut
proinde ut gestarum expositio. Diuisio est per
quam aperimus quid conueniat, quid in controuersia
sit, et per quam exponimus quibus de rebus simus
acturi. Confirmatio est nostrorum argumentorum
axpositio cum adseueratione. Confutatio est
contrariorum locorum dissolutio. Conclusio est
artificiosus orationis terminus".
(Rhetorica ad Herennium I.iii.4)
The introduction and conclusion naturally remain, as does the
narration of the facts. It is the major section of the
analysis of the argumentation of the case which is modified,
largely in a way known to Aristotle but rejected by him, by
being prefaced by an elucidation of the points actually at
issue, and divided into the building up of one's own case
and the destruction of one's opponent's. In his early
work, the De Inuentione. Cicero also essentially adheres
to this traditional theoretical analysis:
. turn denique ordinandae sunt ceterae partes
orationis. Eae partes sex esse omnino nobis
uidentur: exordium, narratio, partitio, confirmatio,
reprehensio, conclusio".
(l.xiv.19)
In practice, however, the different sections of a
forensic speech could be expanded or compressed to the
point of extinction in order to match the requirements of
the situation, nor would a great orator like Cicero fear
to depart from established practice, as is clearly
demonstrable from his surviving speeches. The practical
situation was further complicated in that the speech was
not necessarily delivered straight through, but might be
interrupted by the defendant himself to call for the
quotation of some relevant part of the law, or in order
that the deposition of some witness might be read out
to the court. Both these procedures are so common as
barely to require exemplification. As regards witnesses,
suffice it to recall that the speech written by Lysias for
the defendant Wantitheus calls for testimony on four
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separate occasions, and that, since both the form and
procedure for prosecution speeches were identical with
those for the defence, the evidence of, for example,
Demosthenes' speech against Meidias in which he calls
4.
for testimony on some seven occasions is equally
pertinent. The same speech may serve to illustrate
the citing of law, which is done on five occasions,^
and a literary reflection of the practice may be found
in the second mimiambus of Herodas, which is a humorous
version of a prosecution speech.
Uith all this in mind, attention may now be turned
directly to the structural analysis of Acts 21.39-26.29.
Although the rhetorical genre of the speech is
openly declared, "j&Cdutfocrt fw Tip; \iy2$ Vu*l "
/ \ 6
(22.1), as was earlier that of the propemptikon, it is not
clear where precisely the speech begins. It may begin with
the introduction of the apologetic mood in Paul's rebuttal
of the accusation that he is an Egyptian (21.39). His
reply to the tribune's question is essentially recapitulated
and expanded at 22.3, and hence there is a real sense in which
it is bound in with the speech to the crowd. The speech as
a whole might also be said to begin when Paul takes his stance
and makes a gesture with his hand, for gesture was studied as
7
an aspect of rhetoric. Or again, it might begin with the
actual address, (Oxl TCdcrcgcc;", for when Luke
tells his readers that those in the crowd fell silent when
they heard him speaking in Hebrew, he is not only practising
0
ir^oSiOTfoTToiux, as prescribed by Theon, but also indicating
that these very words constitute a captatio beneuolentiae
as required in an exordium. The auctor ad Herennium and
Cicero remark in this connection:
"Beneuolos auditores facers quattuor modis possumus:
ab nostra, ab aduersariorum nostrorum, ab
auditorum persona, et ab rebus ipsis".
(Rhetorica ad nerennium I.iv.8
"Benevolentia quattuor ex locis comparatur: ab
nostra, ab aduersariorum, ab iudicum persona, a
causa".
(Da Inuentione I.xvi.22)
Paul's choice of language clearly falls into the first
category, as did his earlier use of Greek when speaking
to a Roman (21.37). It is clear, then, that in beginning
the ocmjAoytet Luke strives, as elsewhere, after a smooth
transition without any sharply definable break between
g
one section and another.
Luke continues the exordium and captatio beneuolentiae
a persona nostra with an account of Paul's life. That the
beginning of this, with a tripartite division of his early
/ j _ y
life marked by the past participles otva
and -nzncuStJf^tvac, , conforms with a fixed formula or ToKoq
of ancient f)foi , has been demonstrated by van Unnik.
From Acts itself, he is able to offer a comparison with the
description of the early life of Closes as given in Stephen's
speech:
ft* ^ * * //] a A "- V T* >
sv to \CaLigco £ygw»i6yj yCdiL rjv Tlo
fi ^ ^ 9 / , o _ o 3 O 3/ . r.
c/£<J% oc cWiXpoubr) uinVoLC Tp£\.c £V 72o ouCcJ "13 U
' 5 r < IrS* o ^ 9 /y * 3 <
Tfcogo^4 i\crzut\rro^ oz olotqo ocvci.Aoi.To co#tw vj
$ou>auo irCcu. ccveQccuJeLTo oojtov tic
<■/ 1 \ I /n ... ^ ■ / _ , ^ u1-' /
I/UV. «TcU gTTcUdfrjft? TTkiSVl Aiyvir-TT^Vj
YjV St SlVoWW^ £V Aoyoi<7 KcU r^yot^ eJjTbO. "
(7.20-22)
Further, as was elucidated in considering the form of the
character sketch,^ the use of participial phrases, of the
relative pronoun, and of contrast is typical of the
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Zvc^guuSt*; TT£o6cOirou . This combination of circumstances
simply serves to demonstrate that, whether one discussed
an individual in short compass or in more extended fashion,
much the same canons applied. A further canon which Luke
appears to be following here is laid down by the auctor ad
Hsr8nnium when he decrees "crdinem hunc adhibers in
demonstranda uita debemus". and lays down that one should
begin with the external circumstances of descent and
education, proceed to physical advantages, and continue
with further external circumstances and virtues or
defects of character in respect of these. In so
prescribing, he notss that such epideictic writing
is seldom employed independently, but that in judicial
and deliberative speeches extensive sections are often
devoted to praise and censure. Hence Paul, in the
context of a forensic speech, begins with his descent
('lau&e£c<g ), continues with his upbringing, omits all
reference to physical characteristics in a way which has been
noted to be typical of Luke as well as quite conventional in
encomium, and continues with his further external circum¬
stances, particularly his association with the highest
authorities and his feud with the Christians, the quality
of character highlighted being his zealousness for God.
Extended discussion of ths defendant's life was not
unusual at the beginning of an cctroXoyuL. For example
Lysias, one of th8 canon of ten orators and a sourcs of
the standards and exsmpla of later theory, begins his
speech for the cripple with the words, "oXi^eo Stco
^OIAYJ, tQ KdX^ogoOj 0T( yUOl TfaV
"TouTbvt. tydg aox. iyiov TTgb<pauSiv uj>' rj<; Too &(ov
Aoyav 3ofrjv, Vu/l -Sid, Taurov .... "12 flaking
one's defence, then, could be seen as an opportunity to
make public display of an account of one's life. Certainly
Cicsro in tha Pro Archia. having begun with a captatio
baneuolantiaa from his own person on the grounds that
as Archias' pupil he is acting out of pietas in making
the speech, proceeds directly to an extensive description
of the life of the defendant.
Both the classical practice and the self-characterisation
of Paul in Acts conform broadly with the theory as expounded
by the auctor ad Herennium in the context of his continuing
discussion of exordium:
"Ab nostra persona beneuolentiam contrahemus si
nostrum officium sine adrogantia laudabimus, atque
in rem publicam quales fuerimus, aut in parentes,
aut in amicos, aut in eos qui audiunt aperiemus
et si [sequitur lacuna]"
(Rhetorica ad Herennium I.v.8)
Cicero appeals to his sense of duty to his teacher, while
Paul emphasises his service to his country, as represented
by the Chief Priest and the elders of the people.
The exordium, if not indeed the whole speech, appears
to end when Paul's narration of the events of his life is
rudely interrupted by the crowd (22.22). In fact this is
in part only a convenient device by means of which Luke
avoids repeating what practically the whols of his book
has been about up to this stage, and, although he moves
from diract speech to narrative, he continues with the
rhetorical structure of an cOTeXayfiol • For it was the
practice in Grsek courts that certain forms of svidenc8
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were obtained under torture, and it is this form of
interrogation that is reflected in the threat to scourge
Paul. It is an examination, not a sentence. The Roman
examination turns out to be merely verbal, but the Jewish
one goes further, and that illegally. Thus, here as
elsewhere, Luke is taking advantage of the greater
dramatic potential of narrative over against the
situation of delivering an actual speech in court.
Instead of presenting the reading out of some previously
recorded statement, the scenes from which such evidence
would have been derived are presented vividly before the
reader's eyes. Paul has spoken directly of his own life
and character, and from verse twenty-two on Luke presents
a form of testimony to that good character which crowns it
in the way it sets Paul in comparison with his interrogator.
The implications of this have already been drawn out in
the chapter on ffvy
The principle of was also frequently used
to contrast the contending parties. Early in one speech
Lysias has his client say, "-njv ^W£V torjv <ed
TTgo^VyUuw T<3V ky&gSrt ogSrc, KToa aoSiv St? TTegl TbuTaiV
•\ ' * c> 7 ^ ' /• »/ a „ » v
kt^iv4 ' TrjV 3 ijAjotTTSlgLcM TToLHTC^ iGaUSlst} 06bl IjXi
yiyrcotftcisucs'cv' This elaborate version of the unaccus-
tomed-as-I-am-to-public-speaking ToVeuj is also used on
several occasions by Demosthenes.^ The contrast is an
obvious one to make. In terms of technical analysis, it
arises out of combining an appeal for the goodwill of one's
judges based on one's own character with one based on that
of one's opponent's, of which second form of captatio
beneuolentiae the auctor ad Herennium says:
"Ab aduersariorum parsona beneuolsntia captabitur
si eos in odium, in inuidiam, in contsmptionem
adducemus. In odium rapismus si quid sorum spurca,
superba, perfidiosa, crudalitar, confidantar,
malitiosa, flagitiosa factum proferemus. In
inuidiam trahemus si uim, si potantiam, si factionem,
diuitias, incontinentiam, nobilitatam, cliantalas,
hospitium, sodalitatsm, adfinitatas aduersariorum
proferemus, at his adiumentis magis quam uaritati
aos confidera aperiamus. In contemptionem adducamus
si inartiam, ignauiam, dasidiam, luxuriam
aduersariorum proferemus".
fRhetorica ad Harennium I.v.8)
In speaking at 22.22 of the rowdy violence of Paul's
opponents, Luke has already begun implicitly to make a
contrast between Paul's good character and the bad
character of his opponents, and embarked upon a captatio
beneuolentiae ab aduersariorum persona. This is never
advanced in the oratio recta of a formal speech, rather
it is brought out in an extension of the dramatic
In terms of the rhetorical structure of the u.-tro\oytU,
this is exactly what 21.20 - 23.24, the scene before the
council and the story of the plot, constitute. The
majority of the attributes which the auctor ad Herennium
suggests would excits odium or inuidia could reasonably
be said to be imputed to Paul's opponents during the course
of this passage: arrogancs, decaitfulness, cruelty, audacity,
craft, violence, power and influence, factiousness, lack of
self control, status, dubious associates, illegal associations,
and finally a greater willingness to trust to these rather
than to the truth to win their case. Thus thers is little
doubt as to the reason for the tone of this passage, and
equally clearly its purpose includes the attampt to imply
that the converse of this picture of these 3ews is the
nature of the Church of which Paul is representative.
In the process of making the case, Luks even manages
to introduce a loyal member of Paul's family, even as
weeping and devoted relatives of the accused were sometimes
introduced into the court in order to evoke the jury's
17
sympathy. From about 21.37, therefore, to 23.24 the
reader is presented with the equivalent of the exordium
of a speech delivered in court. It concentrates on the
good character and status of Paul, promoting this with
the reader both by describing him directly, and also
indirectly by implicitly contrasting him with his opponents.
The second section of a forensic speech was the
or narratio. Aristotle states that this should
be relatively short, and the auctor ad Herennium follows
him in this opinion: "Tres res conuenit habere narrationem:
J.8
ut breuis. ut dilucida. ut ueri similis Brit: . . . . "
In order to make his brief narratio appear the more
plausibly an account of the true state of affairs, Luke
puts it neither in the mouth of the defence nor of the
prosecution, but on the lips of the judging party, the
Romans. Cadbury rightly includes consideration of the
19
letters in Acts with his consideration of the speeches.
The tribune's letter, however, is not so much the
equivalent of a speech in itself, as of part of a speech,
constituting the core of the narratio which may be taken
broadly to include 23.25-35. The economic clarity of the
passage is commendabiy suited not only to a narratio, but also
to the conventional character of a military figure.
The third section of a dicanic speech, which was in
fact a kind of preface to the main body of the speech,
was the TTgotCoiToLStctu-tj , partitio or diuisio. The main
purpose of this section was to set out the major points
20
about which one was about to argue. Hence in a defence
speech it came down largely to an enumeration of the
specific charges one faced. For this section Luke
again does not adopt a straightfbrward approach, but
seizes upon the dramatic possibilities of his narrative
presentation. Why have the defendant recount what the
prosecution have said when he can introduce the accusers
to say it for themselves, or rather by the proxy of a
professional orator? Hence the introduction of Tertullus,
whose very professionalism may be intended to evoke sympathy
for Paul in terms of the kind of argument about relative
experience and inexperience that has already been cited
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from Lysias and Demosthenes. Hence also the clearly
signalled ( KeCTrjyoguv , 24.2), condensed but recognisable
iCfiMVjYo^ioC included within the oaro7u}y(u . It begins with
a captatio beneuolentiae of the third type, that ab auditoris
persona of which the auctor ad Herenniua says;
"Ab auditorum persona beneuolentia colligitur si
res eorum fortiter, sapienter, mansuete, magnifies
iudicatas proferemus; et si quae de iis existimatio,
quae iudicii expectatio sit aperiemus".
(Rhetorics ad Hsrennium I.v.8)
The mention of irgoVaioc in connection with Felix's regulation
of affairs (with compare "res iudicatas")
corresponds broadly with the "sapienter" of the Rhetorics.
as does the mention of £i£rjVrj with the "mansuete". The
invocation of his Imtuctux. is a flattering reference to
what is expected of him. After this exordium. Tertullus
compare this tripartite charge with what the auctor ad
Herennium has to say about three being the maximum number
desirable if using enumeratio as a technique for the diuisio
"Enumeratione utemur cum dicemus numero quot de
rebus dicturi sumus. Earn plus quam trium partium
numero esse non oportet . . . ."
The diuisio achieved, Tertullus's speech is scarcely at all
elaborated, as Haenchen correctly observes:
". . . . an accusation can in itself be verified
by witnesses or by the confession of the accused.
Tertullus makes use of both: he concludes by
expressing the confidence that by an interrogation
of Paul Felix will achieve a confession on all
counts. The speech is thus quickly and elegantly
ended. The witness motif is pushed through just
as quickly: the members of the delegation step
forward as the witnesses".22
Such lack of elaboration or real argumentation of any kind
in the KoCTVjyb^ux. is entirely congruent with its standing
for the diuisio of an (XTToXaYiot . This diuisio. then,
runs from 24.1-9.
Subsequent to the diuisio the rhetor expected to move
on to the main body of the speech, the whole of which had
been regarded by Aristotle simply as the proof, but which
was more normally divided into the building up of one's
own case (7ricr7-EL<5 , confirmatio or probatio). and the
breaking down of one's opponent's case (Al)<s"cuj , confutatio.
It is interesting to
(Rhetorica ad Herennium I.x
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reprehensio. or refutatio). At this point in the
rhetorical structure Luke returns to Paul speaking in
oratio recta* Since, although the legal situation
remains the same for Paul, the actual scene has changed
since he began to make his case, he is allowed to resume
with a brief captatio beneuolentiae ab auditoris persona
which corresponds to that made by Tertullus and helps to
tie the whole structure together. But Luke has Paul
present the confirmatio and confutatio in the reverse
order from normal, a procedure which in fact corresponds
broadly with Aristotle's teaching that in his exordium
a defendant should first of all set out to destroy
prejudice (iioc^aXrj) and only then build up the positive
24
side of his case.
In Acts, then, there is first of all the rebuttal
of the charges which is made in an orderly fashion: verses
llb-13 deny the charge of 6roZ<fi$ , partly on the ground
that Paul had not been in the city long enough to develop
a real insurrectionist plot; verses 14-16 deny the charge
of oO££<Si<j , principally on the ground that since he
believes in essentially the same things as his orthodox
opponents - the law, the prophets, the resurrection of
the dead - it is just not reasonable to call "the way"
to which he adheres a break-away sect; verses 17-21 deal
with the accusation of defiling the temple, suggesting
that his opponents have not provided proper witnesses or
evidence, and that this is because the charge is merely
a cover for a dislike of his beliefs and is brought in
the light of events subsequent to his being in the temple.
Thus 24.10-21 is the confutatio of the speech, a point by
point rebuttal of the charges.
From 24.22-27 there is an account of a two year delay
which it is difficult to interpret. Why should Luke choose
this juncture to point to the corruption of a Roman offical
(v.26)? Assuming that the book as a whole is addressed
if not to Roman authority itself, then to an audience
sympathetic to it, it would appear that the theme here
brought out would give the impression of an odd inversion
of the theme and intent of the normal captatio beneuolentiae
ab auditorum persona.
One part of the answer to the problem may lie in this.
Marcus Antonius Felix was a freedman. Upstart freedmen were
not popular and their dealings were regularly regarded as
suspect, doubtless frequently with good reason. This
scathing attitude towards them may be exemplified by
Petronius* satyrising of Trimalchio and his friends with
their affluent ostentation and total lack of refinement,
subtlety, or taste. One piece of gossip is particularly
illuminating:
"quid ille qui libertini loco iacet, quam bene se
habuit. non impropero illi. sestertium suum uidit
decies sed male uacillauit. non puto ilium capillos
liberos habere, nec mehercules sua culpa; ipso
enim homo melior non est; sed liberti scelerati,
qui omnia ad se fecerunt. scito autem: sociorum
olla male feruet, et ubi semel res inclinata est,
amici de medio".
(Satyricon 38.11-13)
Here is a picture broadly contemporary with the career of
Felix himself. It is of the meteoric rise to riches of
a freedman, and of his equally sudden fall brought about
by the dishonesty of men of his own kidney, of freedmen
who are classified with the epithet 'scelerati*. If any
of this common estimation of the ex-slave as unscrupulous
and money-grabbing lies behind Luke's inclusion of
implicit criticism of a Roman official, then it is
evidence that he is not purveying a simple sycophantic
political message of exculpation of the Romans at the
expense of the Jews. His attitude and the attitude to
which he appeals are much more subtly moulded. This kind
of view, which denigrates people who do not know their
place and are over-eager in their pursuit of wealth,
appeals to respectable society, but also to respectable
social values to which people from all strata of society
might grant assent. It basically reflects conservative
conformism.
This negative assessment of Felix has its converse
in a positive evaluation of Paul, revealing him as a
scrupulously honest and uncorruptible man - a theme by
now familiar to the reader of Acts. It is this positive
presentation of Paul that is probably the primary purpose
of this passage, for it will then constitute the confirmatio
in terms of the structure of the acrroXoyiot,. This construc¬
tive side of the argument frequently comprised a general
but naturally positive assessment of the defendant, making
him out to be the kind of character who would be unlikely to
commit the sort of crime of which he is accused. Since, as
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was noted in the chapter on , what a man speaks
of is to be viewed as reflecting his character, to the
presentation of Paul as honest may be added a concern
for justice, a high evaluation of self-control, and
an awareness of a need to act in terms of an expected
divine judgment (v.25). As well as having a general
appeal, these characteristics are all quite deliberately
presented as pointers to Paul's being unlikely to be
the sort of man to rush into unruly criminal activity.
It would appear, then, that in this defence speech
the confirmatio follows the confutatio. It may be
assumed that, over ana above the kind of background
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already noted from Aristotle, this is not without
good reason. In a normal court defence the prime aim
of the oCrroXoyiti is to have the accused acquitted, and
this will be achieved if the judge or jury can be per¬
suaded that the specific accusations are ill-founded.
Normally, although it would be nica to leave the judges
with a genuinely attractive picture of the accused, this
is not of the first importance. The judges may have a
very low opinion of the accused, but so long as they do
not find him guilty that is good enough. Hence
traditional theory prescribed that the confutatio, the
destruction of the accuser's case, should come second
and thus be as fresh as possible in the judges' minds.
The situation in the kind of apologetic which Luke
is attempting is quite the reverse. Specific charges
against a particular person on a particular occasion are
not his primary concern. It is not enough for him to
show that Paul should not ba condemned on this occasion.
Rather his primary purpose is to present a generally
positive and appealing portrait of Paul, and through
him of the Church. If this is accomplished, then
whether or not Paul is acquitted is of secondary
significance, for should the reader believe that a
good man has been condemned then that too will evoke
sympathy. Hence, since for Luke the positive aspect
is the more important, he places it second where it will
leave the greater impression on the reader's mind.
In terms of the structure of the LtoTio^lol there
remains the i-mAoY1*?, conclusio or peroratio. The
auctor ad Herennium accords it three functions, Aristotle
fours
"Conclusiones, quae apud Graecos epilogi nominantur,
tripertitae sunt. Nam constant ex enumeratione,
amplifications, et commiserations".
(Rhetorics ad Herennium II.xxx.47)
II < -, 3 /. f 3 ' H r\ \
o a rmAoVe*? So^kzlToli Zuc TfcrrotgwVj £< T£ Too tT
fcCVToV Kj3LTaL61CZ.UU.GaLt. TiV ^C^OoOVjV rtbti TaY ZVoiYTLoV
4>iiCcU k< T3U a£|r]<$oU KbU TUTTZ:lVc2<5UL } tCxi fvc
Too Sl£ Toi JTu9yj TbV oLX^OeLTY^f KHTot&TyjScCl J
cCVeCUYyf<Siui£ . "' (Rhetoric III. 19. l)
These various functions are adequately performed by Acts
25.1-11.
The task of recapitulation, to begin with the last of
Aristotle's functions, is accomplished in Acts by means of
the reduplication of certain motifs: the chief priests and
leaders of the Jews again inform against Paul; the theme of
plotting against Paul's life during the course of a journey
between Caesarea and Jerusalem returns; again a
delegation goes down from Jerusalem to Caesarea to
make accusations against Paul, accusations which are
again described as unsubstantiated; and again Paul
articulates a tripartite rebuttal, the three paints of
which are essentially the same as before although they
come in a different order. This new order would have
been more climactic from the point of view of the non-
Jewish reader, for heresy or contravening the Jewish
law and desecrating their temple (which would in fact
have been destroyed by the time this was read) would
have been much less significant in his eyes than the
political crime of revolution or . Yet, since
these various points which perform the function of
recapitulation are presented as belonging to a new
series of events, it is clear that some amplification
of the case is also taking place. It is equally clear
that from the beginning of this section Luke is seeking
to turn the hearer against Paul's opponents, and in favour
of the apostle, who is openly submissive (v.ll), and who
unquestionably attempts to develop an emotionally charged
atmosphere. In order the more readily to develop this
emotion in his reader, Luke has Paul deliver this
culmination of the peroration in oratio recta, and the
effectiveness of the rhetoric may be measured by the
fame of the closing cry of appeal, "KcLi6atgoc svikCeLXooiAou.."
Part of the power of this cry derives from the fact
that it stands in asyndeton, a figure which rhetorical
theory recognised as being well suited to the emotional
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situation, and which Aristotle in fact prescribes for
the end of a speech:
"rtXidrr^ Si Trj<$ a^ioTTXl rj ebtfUvS&To^ OlTcO^
£TTiXo^o^ otXXcL jXJiq Aoycxj rj* oinCr\KooCTS.j
iCpCsdLTC. "
(Rhetoric III.19.6)
It has been observed that this exposition of theory is
closely related to Lysias' practice at the end of his
speech against Eratosthenes: " TT'doaopuu. KaLTrj^a^cov.
odCVjtfolirc, logeiKsLTC 4 TrCTToV^otTC} SlKoi^iVi" . 29
The potential power of such asyndetic rhetoric from
classical times is, however, probably more familiar in
modern times from the reported words of Caesar after his
victory at Zela: "\leni. uidi. uici".
It would appear, therefore, that in Acts 21.27-25.11
Luke presents the complete structure of a fully fledged
oiTToXoyiot. As with the propemptikon discussed in the
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previous chapter, this defence speech is sustained over
a prolonged period and a change of geographical setting.
It even withstands a change of judge. What sustains the
constancy of the scene, and thus makes it possible for
the rhetorical form to persist, is that the accusers
remain the same, as do the accusations, and the defendant
is always Paul whose technical status remains constant as
long as no judgment is pronounced. For, as the last
quotations from Aristotle and Lysias suggest, it was
precisely a judgment that was expected to follow, and which
therefore marked the end of an oprroXoyust. At 25.12, Festus
pronounces, in epigrammatic tones suited both to the
situation and to a Roman, such formal judgment as remains
possible, for with his last words it is Paul who has taken
control of the situation.
2. Rhetorical Analysis of Acts 25.13—26.32
The latter part of 25.13-26.32 is again an avowed
(LTToXoyiot :
"tart o TTkGXo^ itc-rctwo<.<; Tr}✓ ^ (L-rreXoWiro . . .
i^LdUiTo*/ ^UcUCcigtoV STTt TdO (frj^U^oy
oLTT<sXo^ti.<s9 ad. . . .
(26.1-2)
t? /-> rv 3 ^ 2 \ / #
TotUTot it oWToU oLlToAcyoOU£VaU . . .
(26.24)
Paul begins this defence speech with a captatio
beneuolentiae ab iudicis persona (26.2—3), buttering up
Agrippa as Tertullus earlier did Felix. He goes on to a
brief statement about his own life (26.4-5), a theme which
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has already been noted as common in an exordxum. Here
he emphasises his Jewish birth and the orthodoxy of his
upbringing as a Pharisee, calling upon "all Jews" as his
witnesses, " lew 0cXtJ6» ".
After such an exordium with associated a
narratio might be expected. In this instance, however,
it is dispensed with, as in inviting Agrippa to take
an interest in the case Festus has just set out all the
circumstances which might reasonably be set out in a
narratio (25.13-17). Hence the effective narratio comes,
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as at 23.25-35, from the mouth of the judging party, and
with the same aura of objectivity.
26.6-7 constitutes the partitio. although in this
case it is not a matter of enumerating the various aspects
to be dealt with, but simply of stating the single issue
which he takes to be the nub of the case.
Verse eight forms the bridge between partitio and
argumentstio. It makes it clear for the first time in the
speech that this hope for which he is on trial has to do
with the resurrection of the dead. This is really a
matter for the partitio. By heightening his style,
however, and using a rhetorical question he is able to
infer that no confutatio is necessary. A general case
against resurrection is impossible as it is unthinkable to
imply that the power of God is limited, by arguing that he
is incapable of raising the dead. Thus this question,
II_/ 31 / . , C. 3 I fl V V 3 , / H
Ti QiTn^rov trivetau rraig I^UIV a o j
is the confutatio. such as it is, of the speech. The
heightening of style which it represents was prepared for
in the apostrophising of Agrippa - " fid.6il.zu" (v.7).
The confirmatio which now follows (26.9-23), continues
until Festus interrupts. Paul's argument for the resurrection
of Besus in particular is on account of his own experience
plus an appeal to the prophets and Moses. Russell notes
that from at least the time of Plato quotation of the poets
was used as a device of authoritative support in prose
literature, and that collections of quotations were made
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from an early date. No doubt allusions here to the
prophets and to the Torah are intended in the same way,
and of course it has been suggested that collections of
suitable quotations from them were made.
The dramatic interruption by Festus prevents Paul
from indulging in extensive argumentation from scripture
of the kind that the reader has already heard from Peter
(1.14-36; 3.12-26) and from Stephen (7.1-53). The worst
that Fsstus can accuse him of is the madness of an over-
educated professor who is obsessed with his subject. This,
of course, only serves to re-emphasise Paul's innocence as
well as confirming one of Luke's apologetic themes, the
educated nature of the Church. Furthermore, Paul is
afforded the opportunity to reiterate the other apologetic
themes of truthfulness and openness which, for Luke,
stand over against the deceit and secrecy inherent in
<stocgi£.
Luke goes as far as he dare in suggesting that Agrippa
might be converted. Herein lies his ulterior motive in
describing him at the beginning of Paul's speech as
"HcL~\i€toI. yvcotfivjv OVTeL Si. HoWTtOV T&V KaLTcL 3 {ouSaiioiH* £.8<2>V
Tl kCcu £r)Tr]fUiTiov" (26.3). He is busy reinforcing his
picture of the Church as converting principally those who
are already deeply involved with Judaism. Verses twenty-
seven and twenty-eight present this picture in bold outline:
"msrsufi^ flcLSiAtu 'AY<?nrireuf Tbu; TT^o^yjToLk; ♦ ouSot
Sri -7Ti<frEo£i£. o '^y^nnroi/j TC£b$ Tov 7Toa>Xov
b\(\foJ jXZ TT£l$£i£ ocviv TTotfjCoLl. "
(26.27-28)
This whole passage of lively interchange (vv.24-29), with
its apostrophes, exclamations and rhetorical questions
indicative of the high style, and with its avowed
persuasiveness, constitutes, especially in Paul's part in
the dialogue, the peroratio of the curtroXo^idL. It ends
with a gesture such as an orator would have reserved only
for a climactic moment in rhetoric in the high style.
Paul indicates his bonds: -dov i&SJualv 7buTaW."
Once the curokoyiaL, the smoothness of which is ensured
by its being based almost entirely on the life of Paul,
has been rounded off in this high style which was
recommended for the conclusion of speeches, it is again
time for judgment. Agrippa's verdict of 'innocent' is
the equivalent in Acts of Luke's centurion's belated and
necessarily unavailing "avcta^ c aorag SuCouo$ rjv ".
Yet even with Agrippa's judgment no real argumentative
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progress or initiative is made, for Festus has already
said that he cannot see that Paul has done anything wrong.
The defence speech and judgment are as much a recapitulation
as the avowed recapitulation of events which Festus afforded
Agrippa (25.13-27). Such a recapitulation as is thus
provided in 25.13-26.32 gives the feeling of coming to a
conclusion, recapitulation being assigned by the theorists
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to the conclusio. Paul's peroration is the climax not
only of his speech, but in an important way of the whole
book. Agrippa's verdict, which confirms Festus* opinions,
participates in and contributes to this air of achievement
and finality. Other factors which contribute to this
conclusive fael will come to light as the themes of the
apologetic are explored, as will also the purpose of the
final two chapters of the book which are there for more than
their entertainment value.
Conclusion
Plumacher recognises 25.13-26.32 as a prime example,
or rather as two examples, of the use of the dramatic
episode in historiography such as Acts. The dramatic
quality of the writing may certainly be acknowledged, as
also in other passages such as 8.26-40 which Plumacher
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designates dramatic episodes. This chapter has shown
that in this passage, as in others, the dramatic quality
is related to the skilful use of rhetorical structure,
and it is hard to see why 25.13-26.32 should be regarded
as more dramatic than 21.39-25.12. Although it may seem
strange to the modern reader that the selection and
disposition of the material should be so much influenced
by a form of literary theory rather than reflect a more
obviously straightforward attempt at narration, such
handling of material and radical readjustment of sources
was quite common with historiographers. For example,
there is the way in which Livy reworks his source,
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in the case of the story
of Caeso Quinctius: both, interestingly enough, begin
the episode with a thumb-nail sketch of him, but while
Dionysius has only one speech made in his defence, and
that by his father, the great Cincinnatus, amongst
other charges Liv/y apportions the defence among four
orators as would have been the case in a formal Roman
trial of his own period. He thus allows the circum¬
stances of the rhBtoric of a later date to determine
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the shape of part of the narrative.
Returning to Acts, and with regard to the characteri¬
sation of particular individuals, the contrasts at the
beginning of this extended apologetic between Paul, the
Egyptian, and the Tribune have been sufficiently dealt
with in chapter five, section D. Similarly, the particular
emphasis in the description of Ananias (22.12) in the
introduction to this chapter. The context of the u.iro'Xo^Ldi.
< /
has shown that even the simple designation when
applied to Tertullus (24.1) is not neutral, but is intended
to evoke sympathy for Paul as one relatively inexperienced
in judicial proceedings. Tertullus's somewhat fulsome
praise of Felix (24.2-3) is a requirement of oratory, but
since the object of this exaltation proves in the event to
be of suspect honesty, it is interesting that Paul's appeal
to him (24.10) is in quite formal terms. In this there is
no doubt an element of contrasting iC^o6i^-noTTaiic*., with the
professional producing the more elaborate oratory, but there
is also a suggestion, later confirmed by their behaviour,
that Paul's opponents are much more nearly attuned to
Felix's corrupt behaviour than he. The exposure of that
behaviour reveals a sophistication in the general apologetic,
demonstrating that it has a strong social element as well as
a more straightforward political quality. It is not a
simple appeal for legal tolerance, although all such
tolerance was no doubt welcome, but also a pursuit of
positive respectability.
More interesting than any of these details is the
disclosure, through the recognition of the application of
the apologetic genre, that this section of the work is
almost entirely concerned with the characterisation of
Paul. His defence is made to rest principally on his
good character in such a way that, provided that the reading
audience is persuaded of this, the outcome of events is
not of primary importance. Thus Felix's indecisive
behaviour does not raise any question about Paul's
character or integrity, only about his ou/n. Hence,
contrary to PlCimacher's thesis, 25.13-26.32 is not an
attempt on Luke's part to gloss over by dramatic
subterfuge an event in Roman/Christian relations which
is embarrassing to the Church. Nor is it intended
to demonstrate that officialdom is out of its depth in
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this area. Such a suggestion would be neither
diplomatic nor flattering. Rather this recapitulation,
as the recapitulation at the end of any major speech, is
intended as the climax and summation of his principal
arguments, not least amongst which is his clear insistence
that the official representatives of the state such as
Gallio or Felix or Festus are perfectly competent to
judge that the Church is innocent. As the whole
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book has been built around the career of Paul, so it
is summed up in an apologetic resume of his character.
3. Themes in the Apolooetic Characterisation of Paul
Three structural reasons have emerged as to why the
characterisation of Paul in his final defence before Agrippa
might be expected to be a summation of the theme of Acts.
Firstly, Paul's career is the unifying thread or sustaining
story-line of the whole work, and therefore a brief
statement of it is likely to be an encapsulation of the
book's themes. Secondly, these apologetic expositions
of his life, and especially 25.13-26.32, stand in an
equivalent position in the book to the valedictory
assessments of the obituary-like notices in other
historiographers. These were often used by them to
express a view on the whole history which they had just
expounded. Thirdly, recapitulation such as is found
in this section of Acts was associated in rhetorical
theory with the final gathering up and re-emphasising
of the case that had been made. This examination of
the themes of Paul's apologies, and particularly of the
second of the two, will, therefore, also be an
exploration of the extent to which the major apologetic
themes of the book as a whole are picked up and
represented.
(l) Opposition and Advance
At the centre of Paul's recapitulated defence is his
emphatic statement that he persecuted the church, incarcerating
the faithful and voting, presumably at their trials, for their
capital punishment (26.10, cf. 22,4), together with his
narration of how this was followed by his adherence to
the very group which he had persecuted. The nature of
argument by narration is to suggest that what is
sequential is in fact consequential, and so what is being
put forward is that Paul's opposition to the church led, in
the form of his conversion, to its advance.
This th8me and pattern of opposition to the church
leading to its advance permeates Acts. It is partially
expounded early in the book in the speech of Gamaliel
(5.35-39). Aristotle advised that argument from example
ujas best suited to discussion or deliberations
". . . TcC Si iTdLaoiSSxyudiToL^ [£TTlTij&loTUToCJ Tb?$
SOjA.^a)\ujT\Ke?^ iXo^au; J • ftc y-v^ T£V TT^oyavtoTioV
Tot ^ttAloVTot Tc*jXotvrtoo1^2Val K£lVOyU£V • • • •
Although it involves crediting Gamaliel with some undue
foreknowledge in the case of the revolt of Theudas which
did not occur till 44-46, Luke duly puts a couple of
historical exempla into his mouth by which he argues his
case that the church should be left alone for fear of the
hybris of fighting against God. Human schemes inevitably
fail, he says, and divins plans cannot be thwarted by human
means. Luke is speaking to his audiancs through him, and
his whole narrative bears out the proposition to the point
that it implies not only that human opposition to divine
purposes is futils, but that such action actually advances
what it seeks to thwart.
From Gamaliel's speech the narrative moves rapidly
to the execution of Stephen. This opposition to the
church together with the activities of Saul leads
directly to the dispersal and spread of the church (8.1,4)
to other places and people as presented in the illustrative
tfuywr^us^ discussed in chapter V (C). Immediately thereafter
the arch persecutor himself becomes ths means of the church's
growth through his own conversion. Subsequent opposition
to Saul only leads to the strengthening of the church through
his being united with the congregation in Jerusalem and
to his going to Tarsus (9.23-31).
There is no indication that the conversion of Cornelius
is the direct consequence of persecution, but it is achieved
despite Peter's resistance to the invitation to eat (10.13-16),
and at the end of the story is reiterated the theme of the
impossibility of withstanding God (11.17, cf. 10.47).
Immediately after this narrative, however, Luke reverts
to the theme of how the persecution of the church actually
leads to its spread both geographically and ethnically
(11.19-25).
With this pattern well established, Luke offers in
chapter twelve a vivid and dramatic presentation of his
case that the gospel, being of God, cannot be forcibly
incarcerated or contained. People like Herod who attempt
it are the sort who delight in hybris and who suffer accor¬
dingly, while by contrast the word of the Lord increases
and multiplies (12.24).
In Cyprus the resistance of Elymas leads to the
belief of the proconsul (13.8-12). In Antioch in
Pisidia opposition leads to the spread of the gospel
first to the gentiles and then to Iconium (13.46-51).
The same cause takes it from Iconium to Lystra, and from
Lystra to Derbe (14.5-6,19). Thereafter, when the apostles
move of their own free will, they in fact go back on their
own tracks (14.21, cf. 15.36—40). Thus Luke emphasises
what it regularly is that takes them forward.
After the welcome change in pattern in the direct
call to Macedonia (16.9), tha attack by the slave-girl's
owners leads first of all to the conversion of the gaoler
and his family (16.33), with portentous natural events
conspiring to show again that the gospel is uncontainable,
and thereafter to the advance of the gospel into the rest
of Greece. There opposition in Thessalonica leads to the
spread to Beroea and subsequently to Athens (17.1-15).
Paul's forcible presentation before the Areopagus leads
to the conversion of some (17.19,34), but in the face of
mockery he advances to Corinth (17.32; 18.1). Once again
opposition leads to the move to the gentiles (18.5-6), and
continued opposition to the punishment of opponents (18.17).
After a further period of consolidation, opposition in
the synagogue at Ephesus leads to the move to the more
public school of Tyrannus, and the abuses of the sons of
Sceva to the growth of the Word (19.8-20).
It is at this point that there is the first mention
of Paul's destiny to go to Rome (19.21). The subsequent
narrative shows how it is by the opposition and hostile
machinations of various parties that this is actually
brought about, with an attack by Dews from Asia resulting
in his arrest (21.27), more violence confirming it (23.10),
a conspiracy taking him to Caesarea and Felix, and the
unjust motivation of officialdom (24.26; 25,9) forcing
him to appeal to Caesar and be taken to Rome. Resistance
to it actually brings about the will of God, and as it does
so the reader is brought again briefly to the feet of
Gamaliel (22.3) as if to remind him that all that he has
r8ad has but demonstrated the truth of the teacher's wise
deliberation.
The theme of the irresistibility of God is, of course,
present in the narrative before Gamaliel's overt exposition
of it, particularly in the angelic release of the apostles
from prison (5.19) which lsads to that speech. It is
present in their preaching, notably in the repeated
declaration that even the crucifixion of Christ did not
thwart God's purpose in him, but rather led to his
resurrection, vindication and exaltation (5.30).
Stephen gives mors elaborate exposition of the historic
opposition of the Dews to the will of God, but again only
to emphasise its futility.
At the end of the book there is further grand
demonstration of how nothing can prevent God's will
coming to pass. For the combination of the stupidity
of men and the full force of the elements in the form
of a storm only serves to take Paul all the mor8 quickly
towards Rome. Herein lies the argumentative purpose of
the storm narrative, a dramatic episode if ever there was
one. It is the climactic demonstration of this particular
argument. That human resistance should but accomplish
its own confusion is one thing, but that the apparent
opposition of the very elements should in fact bring
nearer more quickly the achievement of the very goal
in the way of which they seem insurmountably to stand,
is an unsurpassable demonstration that the irresistible
truth manifested in the life of the church is not merely
stronger than men, but lies at the very root or source
of the universe. The argument is not, however, abandoned
once it has reached this great climax, for amongst the
last words of the book are some of its clearest articulations
in the statements that it was the opposition of the Jews that
took Paul to Rome (28.19), and that it was their historic
opposition and lack of understanding that brought God's
salvation to the gentiles (28.25-28). Finally, it is
interesting that when Paul speaks unhindered there is no
record of converts (28.30-31).
This, then is the theme that is personified in the
career of Paul. It is noteworthy, therefore, that the
statement " o6ni jSLtfiiAtv 'Ay^nrrrct^ oim. iyzvojurjv
_/» ) ' 3 * 3 V /-> r> f , N
Trj aUgaCVLtJ OTTCLSloL j oiAAti. £V AaCfAdUSKtA TTgcoToV TS kCcU
e\£go6o\-djAAi<;j TToiSoLi/ TS TqV ycog&x T^js JloU%oUct<; tCnU Tai$
idviSLV oCTTi^yy^XoV jA&TtiLtfO*.CV KbU CTTLST^S. 4>€IV ZVl' ToV
#£oV, ..." (26.19-20) is braodly a fulfilment of the
programmatic geography of 1.8: " jjlou juLcLgrogiq £v
Tt el$gou6*drj/A. Kttl iv ~n^£n Ty 'IooSoCloc vcou 5Loy^?£ux.
KZu £cJ$ hsydutbo -ryj$ yrj<; "• As a theme, it could be read
as an encouragement to people within the church at a time
of persecution were it not that Luke deliberately epitomises it
in a career presented before the outside world as personified
by Roman officialdom. Much of the apologetic that has been
uncovered in Acts is of a soft and ingratiating kind. This
major theme is hard and threatening. It is not just the
easy option of picking on the much disliked Jews, although
their opposition to th9 will of God in Christ and his
church is mentioned again and again. It contains a
deliberate warning to any who would contemplate such
opposition, including Roman authority. Small wonder,
therefore, that that warning is largely implicit and
analogous, although it virtually surfaces when the
prevarication of Felix and Festus leads to the appeal
to Caesar.
The presence of this theme is sufficient explanation
in itself of the choice of Paul as the central figure in
the narrative. He personifies the transformation of
opposition to the church into the means of its advancement,
a transformation which proves that the church is of God.
The centrality of the career of Paul to the structure of
the book in turn emphasises the great importance of this
strong apologetic theme.
The view that attempts to thwart the divine will only
serve to accomplish it would not have bean strange to the
even moderately educated Greek mind. Laius and Jocasta
had sought to have their son exposed in order to thwart
the prophecy that he would kill the one of them and
marry the other, but this only led to his being adopted
by Polybus and Flerope at Corinth. When Oedipus himself
learned that he was destined to kill his father and have
an incastuous relationship with his mother, he fled Corinth
that he might never see Polybus and Merope again. He
thus rushed into the very circumstances in which he both
encountered and killed his father and met and married his
mother. Human effort to avoid Fate was fatefully•fatal,
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the femme inexorably fatale.
In the introduction to his commentary on Acts Marshall
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has a section entitled 'Progress despite opposition'.
Luke is more concerned with progress due to opposition.
The Hellenistic world would have understood.
(2) Resurrection
In the preceding section it was noted how the theme
of the insuperability of God is closely related to the
theme of resurrection, it being made particularly clear
that the opposition which led to Oesus' death only led
through his resurrection to the advance of God's purposes
in him. This is the theme of Peter's preaching on the Day
of Pentecost and in the Stoa of Solomon, and of his defence
before Annas. The witness of the Apostles is said to be
to this resurrection of an individual (4.33), and indeed
Luke continues to present it thus in the case of Peter
(5.30-31, 10.34-43), of the ecstasy of Stephen (7.52-56),
and of Paul (13.16-41, 17.3). The presentation of the
case of a particular individual and of his resurrection being
a demonstration of human opposition promoting that which it
seeks to thwart is the beginning of Luke's discussion of
resurrection, but it is not the end.
The theme of resurrection in general, as well as that
of Oesus of Nazareth in particular, is obviously a major
one in Acts. If the book begins with the risen Oesus:
"ir^LSr^rf&V IcUlTo^ gc3<SToL fAXT*. To TTol9icV ctorbs! " (1.3),
it is the question of resurrection in general which Paul,
as he stands before Agrippa, implies lies at the heart of
the accusation against him (26.6-8). It is, therefore, the
burden of his apology, as is pointedly emphasised by
Paul speaking of it as he is ostensibly interrupted by
Festus (26.23). The form of phrase there used, "£i
iT^cS-rb^ ivooifTowS&ov vsv^ov", neatly makes clear that
he is not just concerned with whether one man rose or
not, but with the more general question of the resurrection
of humankind. This point is equally clear from the
rhetorical question which is the virtual confutatio
towards the beginning of his speech: "-rf oCTTkSTov k^vVct;bu
u^uxv si o deex; vncgout; ;" (26.8). Thus,
while Luke begins with the resurrection of a particular
individual, he ends with his focus quite firmly on the
general question.
To carry the consideration of resurrection from the
particular to the general is an important, even an obvious
apologetic move. Resurrection cults and associated ideas
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thrived in the Hellenistic world, and human beings have
ever been perturbed by their own mortality and have sought
reassurance, often cultic. Yet at no time does Luke
offer the obvious carrot and tell his hearers that if they
believe in Oesus, far less go through a rite associated
with him, they will defy death by being raised from the
dead to the fullness of life. The direct invitation to
people is to save themselves (e.g. 2.40), that is to avoid
judgment and condemnation. The implications and overtones
have to do with morality rather than survival. Luke's
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dislike of the magical has alrsady been noted, and in
this careful avoidance of offering a resurrection cult another
aspect of it is revealed, and his preference for the moral
dimension is simultaneously emphasised.
Luke's moral concern was early introduced into his
work in a context with a philosophical background when he
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offered the picture of an ideal community of goods.
It is in a similar philosophical atmosphere that he concerns
himself with the general question of the resurrection of
human beings. The scene in Athens is openly one of
philosophical discussion - with Epicureans and Stoics
(17.18). There is allusion to the historic accusation
against Socrates, that of preaching or introducing strange
or foreign deities.^ There is a suggestion that 'Av<4<STot6"i^
is to be understood as a goddess, a concept in her own
right. Thus the reader is not surprised when the response
to Paul's mention of the resurrection of a particular, if
barely specified individual (olv<*&tw etc vztcg<Gv),
is in terms of the general question of resurrection:
"oOSol6TouSlV vsKgSv" (17.32). Socrates' response to the
acute question of his own case, which was so distressing
to his disciples, was in terms of the calm consideration of
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a philosophical proposition. So too in Acts Luke affects
the urbanity of letting the particular and pressing case of
Jesus become immersed in propositions of more general
import.
It is in these general terms, and within the context
of this somewhat philosophical ambience, that the topic of
resurrection of the dead is raised when Paul is again speaking
before Ananias and the Sanhedrin (22.30-23.9). The Pharisees
and Sadducaes appear as two somewhat vigorously opposed
schools, with Paul presented as a member of, and in
agreement with, the former. It might have been more
ingenuous for Luke to have suggested that Paul was on
trial because of his belief in the resurrection of Oesus,
but by generalising and philosophising he is able to
suggest that Paul is accounted innocent by half the
Oewish people: "ovSfcv tcbucay £✓ TLu oO/Qgoaxcoz
TO6tuj"»
Having established the general question at the centre
of the apology, and that with some advantage, Luke repeats
it at 24.21 and develops it in the scene before Agrippa
(ch. 26). Here the popular philosophical atmosphere is
enhanced by the quotation of a common Greek proverb which
expresses the familiar theme of the futility of resistance:
"<SkrAyjgov Sol KZ\TT£oL "KolaiCtC^ClV " (26.14).50 The
risen Oesus himself becomes party to the debate. His own
resurrection is still well in view, but it has almost become
a mere exemplum for a general case.
Such, then, is Luke^ apologetic handling of the
theme of resurrection. It is the resurrection of Christ
rather than his cross that is involved in the focal challenge
for faith or belief, even as in the characterisation of Paul
it is his encounter with the Risen One that makes all the
difference. Thus is attention drawn away from the socially
and politically more awkward execution of Oesus. Even that,
however, is turned to advantage, when conjoined with the
resurrection, to illustrate that not even the most potent
combination of human forces can do other than advance the
div/ins will. For the death of Cesus is not presented
as a setback which is overcome, but as itself incorporate
in the divine purpose. Yet Luke's picture does not make
believing that the stumbling block. That is reserved for
the principle of resurrection.
Further, the general philosophical atmosphere which
attaches to Paul's presentation before Agrippa would have
tended further to draw attention away to an area totally
non-controversial from a political point of view.
Philosophical debate was eminently proper. This
atmosphere would also have been intended to attract
support amongst his readers in much the same way as he
portrays it attracting support from the Pharisees: it is
being suggested that those who have a philosophical commit¬
ment to the principle of resurrection will find in
Christianity only that which will be agreeable to them.
All this is part of Luke's aligning of his presentation
with the respectability of philosophical religion, and in
contradistinction from the mysterio-magical which finds
its true level in the picaresque.
(3) Pisty
Paul's phrase "vuktoi kou yj^o^ Accr^tuov" (26.7),
is one which shares in an attitude of approval of piety
in general which is a feature of Acts. The two themes
already discussed are obviously closely related to it,
both being involved with avoiding the hybris of attempting
to thwart or limit the power or will of God. Also as with
the matter of resurrection, approval of piety is put on
a very broad front in order to encourage as many as possible.
For example, while a phrase such as " cjxpfiojfAtVos Too 9ioo "
may have been susceptible of a fairly technical interpre¬
tation, it clearly has a very general and conveniently
embracing air about it.
Paul's reference to worshipping night and day implies
approval of the piety of the Jewish people, and, in the
context of the scene, approval also of Paul's zealousness and
piety and of Agrippa's belief to which allusion is made in
the closing exchange (26.27). This is a moderately broad
spectrum in itself, but it is only reminiscent of an even
wider one throughout the book. This is perhaps best
illustrated from examples of people whose piety gains
approval as needing only to be more correctly directed.
This is true of the Ethiopian whose interests are in
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Judaism, of the people of Lycaonia with their readiness
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to worship manifestations of the Greek pantheon, and of
Apollos with his inadequately educated zeal within the
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Church. From Jews of Jerusalem to ladies of Philippi
the image in Acts is of piety as a virtue in itself which
but needs to be properly directed. The breadth of this
d
approval is one bastion against the charge of oiLg£Gi<$
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which Paul was earlier found specifically refuting.
(4) A Dialectical Relationship with the Jews
The implied approval of the day and night worship of the
s /
twelve tribes together with the earlier remark, " TCcLvruv
Si tnco 3lau&oLuAV " (26.2) is reminder that the
Church stands, according to Luke, in a dialsctical
relationship with the Jews. It offers those aspects
of Judaism which were of general appeal, such as a
disciplined and organised approach which can be
exemplified by the way in which disagreement is resolved
by conference and discussion and the result communicated
to the church as a whole (15.1-29), or by the way in which
practical requirements are met by suitable appointments
such as that of the deacons (6.1-6), or the sending of
Barnabas to Antioch (11.22), or of representatives to a
conference (15.2). Choice may even be made by lot (1.26),
which had an honourable history in Athens in particular.
Even the very designation may have been
suggestive of conciliar good organisation. Again, in
Luke's picture the Church offers the fraternity and high
moral tone associated with Judaism, as well as the
religious literature and untrammeled worship particularly
associated with the synagogue. Use of scripture, simple
acts of prayer, and instances of comradeship and generously
moral behaviour are found throughout the book to an extent
which renders enumeration unnecessary, though it is worth
noting that all are clearly reflected in the picture of
the Church in chapter fifteen.
On the other hand, and this is particularly clear in
that same chapter, the Church dispenses with those aspects
of Judaism which were generally disagreeable or repellent
such as the requirement of circumcision, the strict dietary
regulations, sabbath observance, factiousness and political
violence. These last two are particularly clearly
repudiated in the chapters of Paul's apology and are to
be associated with Luke's distancing of the Church from
Egypt ana the notorious Jewish community in Alexandria
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in particular.
Briefly, the Church is and is not of Judaism. It
offers only the very things in Judaism which it must be
assumed appealed to such people as Agrippa.
(5) Connection with the Higher Echelons of Society
It is really by something of a coup that Luke manages
at this stage to portray the Church as appealing to and
affecting the higher levels of society. It is really
rather like an incorrigible criminal airily seeking credit
for knowing and being known to the judges of the High Court.
Yet Luke does indeed manage to take full advantage of the
circumstances of Paul's status as one accused. He is
portrayed as being at his ease persuasively conversing
with the likes of Festus and particularly Agrippa. This
kind of association inevitably picks up the North
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Mediterranean kind of emphasis noted earlier, as well
as the penchant for the socially respectable of which
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Paul's own Roman citizenship is part, the relatively
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well off with whom his Tarsean citizenship associates him,
and the educated classes with whom Paul's mode of speech
identifies him. In the Hellenistic world it was scarcely
possible to be associated with a higher social status than
that of a king with the possible exception of the emperor.
The Paul who speaks with a king is presented as having both
the right and tha destiny to speak before Caesar. In
the conversation with the king, for all his assumed wealth,
there are none of the improper financial overtones which
beset dealings with lesser types such as freedmen or
even beggars.60 The king listens to and is moved by an
educated mode of address from Paul, whose Lord himself has
the urbanity to quote a Greek proverb even if he does speak
Hebrew.
(6) Lack of Secretiveness
The fact of this scsne before high authority is illustration
and proof of Paul's claim "<50 y<^» tsnv iv -nfir£»c
ToJTo" (26.26). This aspect of openness which is thus argued
is part and parcel of that area of apology which has maintained
that the Church is not involved in which necessarily
involves scheming and deception.6"1" It is also another way
of expressing Luke's early voiced contention, so vividly
conveyed in the double portrait of Ananias and his wife
6 2
Sapphira, that the Church is irrevocably bound to the
truth. This point is further emphasised by the fact that
the reader is aware that Paul is in these difficulties, such
as they are, because he, like the Church, is the victim of
slanderous misinformation, rather than the perpetrator of
that kind of untruth. It may be recalled that the
possibility of misrepresentation had earlier been raised
& 3
in the context of the portrait of Apollos. Finally,
the close correlation of Paul's account of events with
what the reader by now knows may fairly be taken to stand
as a symbol of his straightforward truthfulness.
(7) Invitation to Something with a Certain Mystique
For all the deliberate air of open truthfulness about
the scene, there is also an equally deliberate impression
given that Paul and the king are in discussion about a
fairly esoteric matter to which both are privy. The
allure of special knowledge or understanding has been
offered to the reader at other points in the book, for
example in the special history which forms the basis of
Stephen's speech, or in the need for particular knowledge
in order to interpret scripture to the Ethiopian and at
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other points. This sense of the slightly foreign, or
strange, or as yet unknown, is, however, always kept well
under control. It is always presented in such a way that,
as here, the reader will get the impression that it is by
no means beyond his capacity to come himself fully to
grasp and understand. Indeed, his reading will convey
the sense that he is already beginning to do so.
The possibility of conversion, the idea that people
might change their minds towards Christianity, is the
second last theme to appear in the scene. As a king,
Agrippa is the acme of the succession of converts or
potential converts who have been portrayed during the
course of the story. Yet still present is safeguard
against the accusation of proselytising: it is there not
merely in the fact that Paul is not actually portrayed
as having finally succeeded with th6 king, but also
because Agrippa was already familiar with the customs of
the Dews (26.3) and already believed the prophets (26.27).
There is also reminder of the careful stance taken earlier
in the book,^ for Paul is not inviting Agrippa any further
into Jewish belief than the degree to which he has a prior
commitment, but he is introducing him to the worth of
Christianity.
(B) Innocence and Justice
The scene ends, in conformity with the requirements of
the rhetorical form, with the declaration by both Fastus
and Agrippa of Paul's innocence. This picks up the theme
of innocence which has been noted at various times elsewhere
from the judgment of Gallio to the judgment of the Pharisees
Closely allied to this theme is Paul's apparent fearlessness
of being judged by Roman authority. This is both an
indication of his own well-founded confidence and a
flattering reference to the quality of Roman justice. It
is also a reminder of the Church's concern for justice
expressed in every reference to the Last Judgment.
Conclusion
The portrait of Paul which emerges during the course
of the apologies of 21.39 to 26.32, and in particular in
the scene from 25.13 to 26.32, wh4.ch is created out of
direct description, out of what he himself says, and in¬
directly out of the context in which he is found, is
sufficient to remind the reader of the themes of the
apologetic offered through the presentation of characters
throughout the book. It does so by the artistry of
reminisc8ncs and allusion and not by the mars arithmetic
of the pernickety detailing of every aspect of every
theme.
The virtue of Paul's obvious boldness might have
been mentioned, but approval of the virtue of modesty
might have been harder to illustrate, unless it can be
found in Festus' willingness to seek a second opinion.
Again, Paul's self-control can reasonably be maintained
to be evident, but the virtue of hospitality cannot be
said to be gathered into this recapitulatory scene unless
it is to be noted in Festus' reception of Agrippa and
Berenice. Any weakness in this respect is, howevsr, amply
made up for by the inclusion of the phrase "
TToLVTcl^ Toug ti6iTei^iuOjU£.Veu^ ngog oJjTov • • • " (28.30)
amongst ths last words of the book. Yet if some of ths
virtues to which the author has laid claim for the Church
are at the end gathered up in the character of non-churchm8n,
this is not to the detriment of an apologetic which seeks
to appeal to people's reasonableness or prejudice, attributes
which are often the same thing seen from different points of
view. For, coming from an obviously committed author, it
is still an indication that the Church applauds these
values, as well as a sign that the Church has the breadth
of vision to recognise virtus where it exists outside the
confines of its own fellowship.
The themes and qualities of character which have been
exposed and explored have not proved to b8 astonishing,
novel, or particularly innovative in the context of ths
society to which they were presented. That is why it is
all the more credible that they could have been recognised,
grasped and heeded.
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Oohann Christian Fischer? Mm - the face is kindly,
the wig weil-snod, the features firmly set,
as leanan on a harpsichord by Albrecht,
wi quill in haun you scrieve a menuet.
The feet sae carefully crossed tae shaw the buckl't shuin,
gimp hose and curly cravat a white lace,
the fiddle on the chair, the music heaped -
the hail, a glisk o eighteenth Century grace!
Gin ony o your stately airs and tunefu dances
that kittle't pouther't duchesses lang syne,
culd tinkle oot o Albrecht's yella keyboard,
maist folk 'ud luik at you a second time.
But aa is dusty silence, like the derk ahint you,
and e'en your notes are naethin but a blur;
the background, fu o shadows, seems tae draw you
tae hap you in its aa-embracan slur.
Vet there you staun oot still, by Gainsborough made immortal
as gin sic fame was shairly jist your due -
a perfect sh aLl upon the shore left strandit,
a piece for antiquarians tae view.
Maurice Lindsay
"On Seeing a Picture o Oohann Christian
Fischer in the National Gallery, Edinburgh
CHAPTER VIII
A PIECE FOR ANTIQUARIANS TO VIEW?
Both in extant and in detail the method of rhetorical
analysis has proved so thoroughly applicable to Acts that
it is quite clear that the ordinary educated reader of the
first or second centuries could readily have made something
of the book. The susceptibility of the work to this
form of analysis even makes it reasonable to accept that
Luke wrote out of that same rhetorical background in
education. Yet is the picture which has been revealed,
as if by the stripping away of the discolouring varnish
of our twentieth century preconceptions, but "a piece
for antiquarians tae view"?
To a degree the approach which this study has shown
to be appropriate seems to make Acts almost more remote
than does the kind of approach of Dibelius and Haenchen.
Dibelius talks of the story-telling interest lying behind
such legends as the raising of Tabitha, the story of
Cornelius, or the conversion of the Eunuch."'" In this
respect form criticism can tend to bring a work closer
to people by its highlighting of the instinct for story¬
telling which is present in people of all ages and
cultures.
Consider a case from the Old Testament:
"Nou Flichal, daughter o King Saul,
did lou young Davie dear,
And when they telt King Saul o it,
The thing did bring him cheer.
And Saul his servants did command:
Speak close to Davie, say:
Behold the King delights in ye,
And aa his servants tae,
Behold the King delights in ye,
His servants lou ye tae.
Nou than, become the King's guid-son.
Saul's servants did een sae.
They spak thae words in Davie's lug.
Said Davie when they'd done:
Seems it til ye a wee bit thing
To be the King's guid-son?
For I'm a puir man, as ye ken,
0 nae repute forbye.
Seems it til ye a wee thing, then?
Thus Davie made reply.
The servants of King Saul telt him:
Spak Dauvid thus and sae.
King Saul said syne: To Davie thus,
Ay thus then sail ye say:
Nae tocher does the King desire,
Forbye ane hunder o
The foreskins o the Philistines
In vengeance on his foe.
And when the servants Davie telt
Thae words o royal decree,
Right weel it pleasit Davie thus
The King's guid—son to be.
Afore the time gien him was done
Young Davie rose betimes,
And gaed, his men and he, and slew
Twa hunder Philistines.
And Davie brought their foreskins which,
The number fully won,
He laid afore the King that he
Might be the King's guid-son.
And Saul gied him his daughter fair,
His Flichal for a wife.
And Michal, daughter o King Saul,
Loued Davie as her life.
(I Samuel 18.20,22-25a,26-27,28b)
It is the form critical approach which suggests that this
story had at one time an independent existence, and that
various phrases in it as it now stands in the Bible have been
displaced or interpolated. What is revealed is the tale of
the love of the poor boy and the princess, of bravery
and adventures in his testing, superabundant success and
consummation. This is the stuff of fairy tale and
balladry. It is as singable as 'The Duke of Gordon's
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Daughter' or 'The Laird of Roslin's Daughter' and the
theme not dissimilar. For it to strike an immediate
chord all that is required is the translation appropriate
to the audience. Hence, to those to whom Scots is
familiar, it may seem to cry out for the kind of verse
rendering attempted above in order to illustrate the
point. In all such cases, even where the story is in
the Biblical version somewhat overlaid, the sense of
communication, once established, will remain.
It is this kind of feeling that Dibelius' talk of
legends and tales would bring to Acts. The rhetorical
approach demonstrates that, even where such material may
have underlain a passage in Acts, it has become unrecog¬
nisable and irrecoverable, indistinguishable from the rest
of the work. In that strict sense the popular element
is absent. The appeal of the book was to educated
sophistication, and so perhaps it is the cultured English
of the New English Bible that is suited to its translation.
Even that, however, does not remedy the fact that the kind
of education which was the presupposition of its writing
is not generally present, even with educated people, in the
latter twentieth century. Indeed, it is becoming more
remote than at any time since the Renaissance. In a
sense, of course, Acts was in its day as much a work of
ths people as a popular story. People have, however,
changed at th8 very point at which it related to them.
Can an appropriate interaction survive that?
In terms of contemporary debate, it can also fairly
be said that there is little comfort her8 for any who
seek leverage against what they perceive to be the
unwarranted middle—class domination of the Church. Acts
appears to be a picture of a middle-class Church by a
middle-class man for a middle-class audience, in as much
as such terminology can reasonably be applied to the
first century situation.
Turning from social to economic matters, it would
have to be conceded that there is rather more paternalism
than radicalism about Luke's approach to altering the
inequitable distribution of wealth. He is more concerned
with the goodness of the giver than with the God-given
privileges or rights of the receiver. The redistribution
of wealth is a pressing problem on the global scale in the
latter twentieth century, but it cannot be denied that there
was ampl8 scope for perceiving it as a problem in the
Romano-Hellenistic world.
In the political area, although Luke certainly wishes
to avoid conflict with authority, there is a more steely
spirit in his implicit warnings on meddling with the
Church. It is, however, always difficult to translate
the significance of political attitudes from a situation
of authoritarian imperialism to a democratic one.
If looked on with a cold eye, there could be grounds
for an allegation of a strsak of racism in Luke's
preference for the Graeco-Roman over the Egyptian or
south Mediterranean, and the way in which the Ethiopian
is brought in as something of a decoration does not really
help. His attitude here, however, is definitely not an
active political one which requires the dominance of one
group over another, but rather a passive cultural one.
Further, it has to be weighed against his conscious and
positive determination to include both Jew and gentile,
without qualitative distinction, within the Church.
It is to the area of culture, if in a slightly
different sense, that there is a temptation to turn in
order to posit the abiding significance of Luke's work.
It is tempting to say that just as a work of real art
has value in and for any age, so has the book of Acts.
A work of art can communicate across barriers of time
and culture, and in a way that ultimately transcends
analysis. Gainsborough's portrait had at least the
power to make the poet write about it. Acts has proved
to be a work of masterly organisation and finely worked
detail. Nevertheless, the point is very difficult to
maintain since the general response to Acts has been that
it makes allusions to great literature, as in its use of
a preface, rather than being itself classifiable as art.
Evidence of its ability to command an appreciative response
is lacking.
Is it then necessary, in order to maintain "that Acts
is after all a book with a twentieth-century reference,
and that it speaks to our age as it has spoken to ev/ery
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age", as Stradling does, to proceed by way of a free
association of ideas and comparative sermon illustrations?
Would it not be better to begin by asking why a nineteen-
hundred—year-old book should be expected to match up to
the contemporary situation? Its purpose was to match
up to its own contemporary situation. It is in
acknowledging this, and in recognising the risks which
Luke took to achieve it, that the current contemporary
value of the book will be realised.
A glance at the impressionistic quality of the scene
in Athens will now be helpful. For in Acts the spotlight
falls not on Laus Iulia Corinthiansis. the capital of the
province of Achaea, the centre of things in terms of cold
reality, the centre that the pragmatic Paul seems to have
chosen, but on Athens, a city which was by then something
of a backwater, which even according to Luke's account
Paul did not much more than pass through. Yet Athens
was the capital of the imagination, in the world of the
litterati it was the epitome of the Greek cultural
atmosphere. In order to breathe the same air as his
reading public Luke carefully evokes the spirit of the
place. There is mention of the Areopagus: founded as
a court by the city's patron goddess Athena herself, and
as an institution pushed into prominence by the Romans, it
was also just the hill which gave its name to the insti¬
tution. So much is Luke concerned with evocation rather
than with stenography that it is not clBar whether Paul
is just at the place, or whether he is in some sense on
trial. Yet again there is enough of a hint of the
latter, when taken together with the picture of him
discussing in the Agora, with the suggestion that he
is introducing new gods into the city, and with his
concern with life after death, for the reader to
recognise in Paul a Socrates figure, and therefore
someone whom it would be wrong to persecute.
More could be said of this impressionistic evocation
of atmosphere - of a city replete with altars and votive
offerings, of a trendy population pursuing every latest
fashion, of an interest in philosophic debate and
rhetorical expertise - but what is important is not so
much the content of the evocation, as the fact that Luke
sees fit to create the picture, and to attempt to speak
through it. Luke's aim in writing this scene, as in
writing the whole book, is to enter in an educated way
into the spirit of the culture in which he finds himself
in order to introduce something new into that situation.
Thus in Athens Paul is a philosopher, because it was
philosophers who discussed matters of ultimate importance;
God is spoken of in terms of Greek religion, the indigenous
religion, the already understood, in order that the
unfamiliar may be witnessed to through the known; the
reader is not overburdened with allusion to the Old
Testament, for even although the human race is seen as
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descended from one man, he is not troubled with his name,
while on the other hand Greek literature is openly quoted.
The creativity in the production of the whole book is
a similar act of cultural identification by which Luke
seeks to ensure that that which lies at the heart of
his conviction will not be rejected merely out of
hostility to its foreign appearance.
It is a risky business. To see Paul too literally
as a Greek philosopher, or Christianity quite precisely
as a Greek religion would be quits misleading. Luke's
overall picture avoids these dangers, but he still
vigorously prosecutes what is a necessary business if
the Church is to be extroverted rather than introverted.
He speaks the language of the outside world. He is part
of a Church born in Judaism moving thoroughly into the
Greek atmosphere, and such a transition is not just a
matter of a move from Aramaic to Greek. As well as
being a matter of verbal language, it is a matter of
thought patterns, presuppositions, historical background,
social values, status and activity. It is a matter of
living in the culture or sub-culture from which one is
coming and also in the culture into which one is moving,
and in so doing being in the latter what one was in the
former. Ideally, anyone attempting this demanding
bridging existence should express himself entirely
through thoughts, memories and behaviour already
familiar to natives of his new-found situation, but
with these so brought into new relationships and finding
new emphases that he is not simply giving up the commitment
with which he began but rather transforming the situation
into which he has entered. Acts is the product of such
courageous and adventurous effort.
To accomplish this process, Luke has to have the
courage to recognise virtue in some of the attitudes of
the society about him, to see things that are of God in
the life of the ordinary world. He has to have the
courage not to despise human education, understanding
and artistry. He has to have the courage to trust that
the Church, even as in his presentation it is more durable
to be overcome by any political force, is also more durable
than to be overcome by the assaults of cultural transfor¬
mation. Thus, even as with the Church he pictures, he
cannot rely on the Church preserving its identity by
means of humanly obvious rituals like Sabbath observance,
or strict dietary taboos, or circumcision, but must rather
look to a Church which seeks to be itself in the sheer
quality of its faith and life. The result is that he is
able to write in a way that the ordinary educated reader
of his time could have understood. By speaking through a
culturally established aesthetic, he is able to create
the opportunity for persuading people that what he speaks
of is beautiful and true, and in so doing to begin to
transform the culture through which he speaks.
If what Luke does were to be taken at the level of
saying that his activity is thoroughly middle class, and
therefore the Church should be middle class, then it
would obviously be open to serious criticism. That,
however, is to deal at the relatively superficial level
of social and ethical styles and principles. Luke
immersed himself in his situation, to the point of
risking himself in respect of what he most deeply
believed, for the sake of uhat he saw to be the need
of others round about him. Such an act of identification
was not to deny him on whom he believed, but rather in
itself to proclaim him, and to operate at the level of
real living.
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